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ABSTRACT 
In .dogifish investigations at St. John's in 1942 mature males ranged 
from 60 to 86 cm., mature females from 74 to 108 cm. Equal numbers of 
male and of female embry,os were present. The-young are proba·bly liberated 
between January and May after a d,evelopmental period _ of almost tw·o 
years. The growth in length of the uterine y1oung follows an S-shaped 
I 
curve. From a growth curve, partly from eviden·ce, partly calculated, it 
is estin1ated that the averag·e female dogfish reaches sexual maturity 7 
or 8 years, and the average male 4 or 5 years after birth. In any one length 
• group pregnant females are heaviest and immature females are slightly 
heavier than males. The number and size of maturing eggs in the ovaries 
and of large uterine young, also the av·erage weight per egg of uterine egg-
capsules, increase rapidly with increase in adult size while th·e average 
length of tiny embryos decreases. The nun1b·er of embryos in the right 
uterus is significantly gr.eater than that in the left. Eggs of females with 
y1oung almost fully developed are increasing rapidly in total volume while 
eggs of females with tiny young increase only slowly. Ovarian eggs undergo 
a two-year cycle of development. The ·egg-capsule an~ its contents are 
described. The capsule and albuminous material are probably secreted 
in response to 'hormon·es. Most dogfish at birth will .be 24 to 31 cm. with 
smaller fe·males produ·cing smaller young. The Squalus embryo obtains 
material (at least water) from the uterine wall. Neglecting July when 
dog.fish fed on caplin, 87 per cent of the stomachs w·ere empty of natural 
food. ,Stomach contents, usually in sn1all amount, consisted mainly of 
other fishes, Crustacea, Mollusca, Polychaeta, Coelenterata and Algae. 
I1:1 the sizes immediately preceding sexual n1aturity, th·e claspers and uteri, 
previously very undevel1oped, grow extremely rapidly. Dog·fish appear 
first on the south and w·est coasts of Newfoundland, later on the east coast 
and still later in Labrador. The north·ern limit £.or dogfish in Labrador . 
is somewhere between the Spotted Islands and Cape Harriso·n. On the 
south coast, dogfish are present from June to at least December. The 
extent of the peri1od of abundan.ce of dogfish in Labrador and Newfoundland 
increases from north to south. Mature females f or·m the main proportion 
of the catch in the summ.er and mature 1nales in the fall. One of four 
tagged dogfish recaptured in 1942 had migrated fron1 St. J ol1n's to Massa-
chusetts in 132 days. The vertebral number in 10 dogfish was 107 to 116. 
Vitamin A values of the liver oil in ascendin·g order of magnitude are 
5 
. . 
6 
possessed by immature males, immature females, mature males and mature 
females. Values ranged from 300 to 19,700 U.S.P. ·units per gram with an 
average Vitamin A value for immature females ·of 1183 U.S.P. units, for 
mature males of 1662 U.S.P. units and for mature females of 2780 U.S.P . 
.. 
units. Increase in Vitamin A value with increase in size is shown for 
pregnant females. Dark grey livers w·eigh less and yield less oil with a 
higher . Vitamin A value than light coloured livers. In the same size, sex 
and maturity group, when liver weight is low, oil yield and dogfish weight 
are low, the Vitamin A value higher and the liver darker in colour . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Ac·cording to Bigelow an.d W·elsh (1925) the spiny dogfish (Squalus 
acanthias) is f.ound .on both sides of the North Atlantic and in the Mediter-
ranean: on the American coast from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and from 
the Banks of Newfoundland south to 1Cuba. 
In Newfoundland where all our dogfish belong to the species S qualus 
acanthias an abundance of dogfish affects unfavourably every other fishery, 
particularly net fish.eries such as salmon, ·where th·e nets at the latter part 
of the fishing season 1on the south and west coasts may be almost com-
pletely destroyed, and cod-fishing, especially hand line and trawl (long 
lirte) fishing in which d·ogfish usually near the surface or in intermediate 
layers of water .often ·capture every bait before the trawl or hook can sink 
into the bottom layers of water where cod usually reside. A·ccording to 
Bigelow and Welsh (1925) d1ogfish are estimated to do no less than 
$400,000 worth of damage annually to fishing gear and to fish caught by 
such gear off the Massachusetts coast alone and probably no less on th.e 
shores of Maine. Bigelow and Welsh state ''not only does it harry and 
drive off mackerel, herring and even fish as larg·e as cod and haddock but 
it destroys vast numbers 1of them. Often, to.o, they bite groundfish from 
the hooks .of long lines, take the baits and mak·e it vain to fish where they 
abound." Prince ( 1904) referring to Nova Scotia says that it is estimated 
to th·e _west of Halifax, that is in the counties of Lunenburg, Shelburne, 
Queen's, Yarmouth and. Digby the catch of fish (presumably in 1902) was 
$400,000 to $600,000 below the average year owing to the presence on the 
c1oast of unusually large numbers of dogfish. Dogfish are equally a hin-
drance to the Newfoundland cod fishery and when plentiful probably cause 
losses of hundr·eds of thousands of dollars annually . by interfering with the 
bait fishery for cod, injuring nets and other gear. 
The following are son1e of the remarks on dogfish sent in by the Fishery 
Officers, Rang·ers and Constables in answer to 1our 1942 questionnaire: 
Ranger at Forteau, Labrador. ''Th·e dogfish were so thick at West St. 
Modeste last August that the fishermen could not get their trawls to bottom 
before every hook was full of them. The fishermen had to give up fishing 
until the dogfish slacked." 
·Constable at F.og·o. ''S1om·e years dogfish are so plentiful that it is 
impossible for fishermen to continue cod fishing. Some years people have 
to almost discontinue hand lining for cod for practically a month owing to 
dogfish being so plentiful." 
7 
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Sergt. W. Richards, Greens.pond. "They are a great n1enace to our 
fishermen and many fishe~m-en lose a lot of time taking them from their 
nets and other fishing gear. They also drive rthe codfish and are seen 
jumping after codfish. When dogfish are numerous codfish are not so 
plentiful.'' 
Mr. J. R. Cheeseman, Fish·ery Inspector, Burin District. "The dogfisl1 
is on·e of the most tormenting things that the fishermen have to deal with, 
as ·one day they are very plentiful and the next n1ot so plentiful, but strike 
in suddenly and ·eat up both lin·es and codfish." 
\ 
Mr. Llewellyn Hamilton, Fisheries Inspector, Hermitage Bay. ·"On 
June 26th dogfish were very plentiful at Hermitage. Men had their salmon 
nets -out at the time with a very good sign of salmon. When dogfish struck 
one man picked out a dory load .out of one sal1non net. Other nets were 
sunk with d1ogfish." ' 
Corporal A. E-. Dingw.all, Ranger at Bonne Bay. "Dogfish very plenti-
ful. Fishermen had to tak·e up their fishing gear. Dogfish did not last 
long but just cam·e in schools." 
Fisheries Inspector Willian1 Humphries, Cape John to Port Saunders~ , 
"Dogfish are such a pest and cause so much destruction to fishing gear 
that they are cursed by all fishermen." 
Whenev·er dogfish are plentiful, th·e angry cry arises from the fishermen 
that the Government sh1ould take steps to destroy them or reduce their 
numbers, and only recently in 1938, in a collection experim·ent and to 
determin·e the results of fairly intensive fishing, about $14,000 was spent 
by the Government in purchasing dogfish in Placentia Bay .on the south 
coast of Newfoundland. Since th·e success of any local efforts at reducing 
dogfish numbers is dependent on the local as opp1osed to the international 
natur·e of the scho·ols, information on the migrations of dogfish is of great 
importance. Of considerable importance also is information on the repr10-
duction of the dogfish, its food and other parts of its life history. 
In recent years also, the liver of the closely related Pacific dogfish, 
Squalus sucklii) has been in·creasingly utiliz·ed for the Vitamin A content 
of its oil. 
In June, 1942, at the request of Mr. Raymond Gushue of th·e New-
foundland Fisheries Board the Department of Natural Resources asked 
us to gath·er samples of dogfish liver oil. In carrying out rthis request we 
also endeavour·ed to obtain as much information as our time would allow 
,on the life history of tl1e dogfish. Many features of the life history of 
S qualus acanthias are little know.n and hith~rto no serious attempt a1t study-
ing the life history of this fish has been made in North America . 
• 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Our supplies of dogfish were obtained from the fishing of Mr. Walter 
Baggs of St. J ohn',s off Sugar Loaf 3 ~ miles north of St. John's, from 
July 7th several days after d.ogfish first appeared, until November 27th 
when inshore fishing c·eased owing to cold stormy weather. The dogfish 
were brought to the Government La·boratories and there examined. Care 
was taken that all the embry·os which had slipped out ·of the adult fish after 
capture wer~ collected for examination. Several hundred dogfish were 
tagged off Sugar L 1oaf and questionnaires distributed to Fishery Officers 
and Rangers. 
In the board used for 1neasuring adult dogfish the first space measured 
1 ~ cm. and all the others 1 cm. The -centimetre mark therefore fell in the 
middle of each space except the first. In measuring the large · embryos 
the board was marked in half centimetres and the first space measured 
three-quarters ·of a centimetre. 
The caudal fin ·of the dogfish is very flexible and the upper lobe points 
alm,ost directly backward. We found it most convenient there£ ore t.o 
m·easure the greatest total length ·of the fish with the fish on its side and 
the upper lobe of the caudal fin extending directly "backward in a straight . 
line. Since inches are too large to use as units, and quarters and halves 
of inch·es are inconvenient we have generally used centimetres for length 
measurements. For weights we have often used grams but have not 
hesitated to use pounds wherever this unit is more useful than the larger 
kilogram. 
• 
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PART I-GENERAL LIFE-HISTORY OF SQUALUS ACANTHIAS 
. . 
SIZES OF DOGFISH CAUGHT AND ONSET OF SEXUAL MATURITY 
Table 1. shows the numbers and sizes of immature and of mature male 
and female dogfish caught off Sugar Loaf, 30 miles n·orth of St. John's, 
between July 7th and November 27th, 1942. It will be noted that while 
during a large part of the year the dogfish were caught ·on· tr.awls, with 
hooks small enough to catch 1nuch smaller dogfish, no very small dogfish 
were caught, the smallest being 58 cm. long. Only 34 immatur.e males 59 
to 69 cm. long with an av·erage of 63.9 cm. were caught, and 659 mature 
males ranging from 60 to 86 cm. and averaging 73.'1 cm. The 273 imma-
·ture females were ·mostly below 79 cm. but ranged from 58· to 88 cm. in 
le11gth and averaged. 72.3 cm., while the 792 111ature females were from 74 · 
to 101 cm. long with an average length of 85.5 cm. · One of our females 
used for tagging, however, was 108 cm. long, the remainder being 97 cm. 
and smaller. Among the n1ature females the average length of the females 
with tiny einbryos, 0 to 4 cm. long, was 84.54+ .21 c1n. while the average 
length of the females with large embryos, 12 to 25 0 cm., 'vas 86.06-t- .20 . 
c1n. The difference between the means is 4.S times the standard error of 
the difference between the means and is therefore very significant. 
Ford ( 1921) .during investigations at Plymouth found for this species 
the smallest mature male 59 cm., the smallest mature female 72.8 cm., the 
largest mature male 83 cm. and the largest mature female 110 cm. Hickling 
( 1930) for S qitalus acanthias caught off the south and south west coasts 
of Ireland found mature males as small as 55 cm., the largest .immature 
male 63 cm. and a pregnant female was found 64 cm. in length, with preg-
nancy gen·erally setting in between 75 and 80 cm. and the largest mature . 
females 95-99 cm. in len·gth. 
The method used in measuring length is not mentioned in these papers 
and a different disposition of the tail in measurement wot1ld reduc·e the 
size of our measurements. Our measurements of the smallest mature 
females might be one or two centimetres smaller if taken immediately after 
the eggs have passed into the oviducts instead 1of a number of months later. 
In determining the maturity of mature males both Ford and Hickling used 
the state of dev·elopment of the claspers, a method which we will later show 
to be open to error, whereas in our determinatrons the dogfish was split 
open and sexual maturity judged by the development of the vas deferens 
and particularly by the presen·ce of sperm in the sperm sac. In ottr meast1re-
ments, also. males smaller than 59 cm. were not s·ecured. 
11 
12 
TABLE I - Number of dogfish of each length and stage of maturity caught off Sugar 
· Loaf, St. John's, July ._7t h to Nov~ 27th , 1942. 
(S.D. =standard deviation of the distribution . S.E. = standard error of t he mean). 
Percent- Percen t-
Mature lVIature age of · age of .. 
females females Total females females 
Total Im- Mature Im- with with Total preg- with with 
length males tiny la rge • la rge mature mature nant t iny 
cm. males females embryos embryos females embryos embryos 
. . 
a t each at each Ill Ill 
. 
uteri • uteri length length 
58 1 1 
59 2 2 4 
60 1 1 2 4 
61 4 1 4 9 
62 3 0 8 11 
63 5 2 5 12 
64 6 7 14 27 
65 4 5 8 17 
66 3 17 6 26 
67 1 21 13 35 
68 3 22 16 41 
69 2 25 11 38 
70 44 14 58 ' 
71 44 19 63 
72 54 20 74 
73 57 . 13 70 
74 52 15 1 68 1 0.3 
75 71 13 5 3 92 8 1.7 0.6 
76 70 16 3 5 94 8 1.0 1.0 
77 53 11 11 1 76 12 3.7 0.2 
.78 
• 48 23 8 11 90 19 2.7 2.2 
79 27 7 12 15 61 27 4.0 3.0 
80 13 6 15 14 48 29 5.0 2.8 
81 13 7 27 26 73 53 9.0 5.3 
82 9 6 22 36 73 58 7.3 7.3 
83 0 4 24 39 67 63 8.0 7.9 
84 2 4 27 35 68 62 9.0 7.1 
85 0 2 25 47 74 72 8.3 9.6 
86 1 1 22 32 56 54 7.3 6.5 
87 1 24 35 60 59 8.3 7.1 
88 1 15 41 57 56 5.0 8.3 
89 17 32 49 49 5.7 6.5 
90 11 31 ' 42 42 3.7 6.3 
91 4 36 40 40 1.3 7.3 
92 9 24 33 33 3.0 4.9 
93 11 15 26 26 3.7 3.0 
94 2 5 7 7 0.7 1.0 
95 2 3 5 5 0.7 0.6 
96 0 • 2 2 2 0.0 0.4 
97 2 2 4 4 0.7 0.4 
98 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
99 1 0 1 1 0.3 0.0 
100 1 1 1 0.0 0.2 
101 1 1 1 0.0 0.2 
Total. 34 659 273 300 492 1758 792 100.4 99.7 
Mean 
cm . .. 63.94 73.6 9 72.28 84.54 86.06 85.48 
S.D . . . 2.67 i-:06 6.13 4.6? 4.41 4.55 
-
S.E ... .46 .16 . . 37 .2'1 .20 .16 
I 
13 
SEX RATIO 
In Table 1 it is seen that in 1942 we caugiht 693 male dogfish and 1065 
fen1ales. The catches of the two sexes, however, were very irregular, some-
times over 70 per cent of the catch being males, and at ·other times over 
90 per cent females, any particular school apparently being predominantly 
of one sex or the other. The best test of the sex ratio in d1ogfish is pro-
vided by the large young inside the uteri of the female dogfish. Of these 
embryos as shown in Table 3 there were 933 males an.cl 931 females . 
• 
Ford (1921) in a total of 2720 large Squa.Z.us acanthias embryos found 
1377 males and 1343 females. 
Thus the two sexes are born in equal numbers and we can attribute 
the differences in the nun1bers of both sexes caught in the commercial 
fishery t10 dogfish of similar size tending to school together and the mat11re 
females b·eing larger than the males will tend to be in separate schools. 
The tendency of dogfish of the same size to school together is shown in the 
work of Ford ( 1921) and particularly that of Hickling ( 1930). 
GROWTH AND REPRODUCTION 
In the dogfish, with a skeleton of cartilage and no bone, the age of the 
animal cann.ot be determined by any of the usual methods, i.e. by scales, 
bones or otoliths. The methods open for investigation of growth and age 
are, n1easurements of large numbers and observation of peaks in the fre-
quency curve, tagging with an attempt to recover the tagged· fish and deter-
mine the growth (this in practice is almost impossible), or obtaining 
measurements 1of tagged 1fish by fishermen. The latter measurements by 
/' 
fishermen are usually inaccurate. Other ·evidence for the amount of growth 
in a year can be obtained fron1 the peculiar reproductive cycle .of the dogfish. 
Embryos in Uteri 
Tables 2 and 3 show the frequen·cies at various sizes and the average 
sizes of the embryos inside the uteri of the parent female dogfish. As Ford 
(1921) and Hickling (1930) for Sqital1's acanthias and Lucas (Hart 1942) 
for Sqitalus sucklii· have previously observed, there are several generations 
of uterine embryos not at all overlapping in size present at the same time 
ainong the dogfish population, but not in the same dogfish. Many .of the 
mature females possess egg-capsules in the uteri containing tiny young 
with relatively a very large amount of yolk. O.fher females contained large 
young with the yolk-sac considerably reduced, th·ese young having invari-
ably broken out ,of the egg-capsules and being free in the uteri. 
During July in most of the eggs contained in egg-cases in the 11teri 
the blastod·ern1 appeared as a brownis11 patch a few millimetres in diameter . 
• 
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In the case of most of these blastoderms in which the embryonic shield has 
not been formed the length of the embryo is considered to be zero. In the 
·case of the tiny embryos, since there was little difference between the sizes 
TABLE 2. Length of tiny embryos in egg-capsules in uteri. 
Length 
cm. 
-
- -
0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
' 3.0 
3.2 
3.4 
3.6 
3.8 
4.0 
4.2 
--
Total ...... . . 
Average 
Length cm .. 
Standard 
Deviation ... 
Standard 
Error ...... 
(N.B. 1. If the embryonic shield has not yet been formed the length 
of the e·mbryo is considered to be zero. 
2. Because of the large number of zero cases the statistical 
. constants obtained for the July 7-28 group of embryos are not strictly 
correct.) 
. 
July 7-28 Aug. 3-28 Sept. 1-18 Oct. 9-30 Nov. 5-27 
- --
104 1 
8 3 
5 3 
3 11 3 
4 8 9 
4 4· 21 
5 . 2 21 
4 1 6 
0 3 6 
1 1 5 
1 0 7 1 
2 3 0 
2 1 I 
0 2 1 
0 2 0 
I 4 0 
2 1 
1 0 
I 1 1 
1 
. I 
. \ I 
- - - - -
139 42 94 5 4 
- - --
I 
0.20 0.99 1.50 2.76 3.90 
-
0.43 0.67 0.71 
- -
0.04 0.10 I 0.07 
of the various en1bryos in any one fish the length ,of the largest embryo was. 
taken, so that in Table 2 there was only one embryo r·ecorded per adult 
fish. In the case of larger embryos, wh·ere greater variation existed in the 
length of the embryo from the same parent fish the lengfhs of all the 
embryos are shown in Table 3. 
During July in 75 per cent of the dogfish with tiny embryos th·e embry-
onic shield ·had not yet appeared. The largest embryo in an egg-·capsule 
during this period was 2.0 cm. I.ong. During July when the tiny embryos. 
averaged 0.2 cm. in length _th·e larger embryos ranged from 12 to 18 cm. in 
• \ 
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length averaging 15.6 cn1. During the last period which could be investi-
gated, namely November, only four ·dogfish with tiny embryos in egg- . 
capsules were examined, the ·em.bryos ranging from 3.6 to 4.2 cm. in length. 
TABLE 3. Numbers of large young in uteri of female dogfish 
July 7-28 \ Aug. 3-28 Sept. 1-18 Oct. 9-30 Nov. 5-27 July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. L'th. 7-28 3-28 1-18 9-30 5-27 
' 
cm. Fe- Fe- Fe- Fe- Fe- To- To- To- To- To-
Male male Male male Male male Male male Male male tal tal tal tal tal 
--
12 1 3 4 
12! 1 1 1 1 
13 1 3 4 
13! 12 7 . 19 
14 8 5 2 6 · 1 13 8 1 
14! 35 21 3 56 3 
15 52 41 3 3 93 6 
15! 43 44 4 7 1 87 11 1 
16 62 62 19 17 1 124 36 1 
16! 30 30 . 27 24 7 4 60 51 11 
17 17 21 25 27 12 16 1 1 1 38 52 28 1 2 
17! 5 10 14 17 29 30 2 1 1 1 15 31 59 3 2 
18 3 5 26 30 37 42 6 3 8 56 79 9 
18! 11 15 38 40 4 6 2 26 78 10 2 
19 8 5 38 36 7 16 6 9 13 74 23 15 
19! 5 1 23 ·15 17 12 5 7 6 38 29 12 
20 5 1 11 16 24 19 13 17 6 27 43 30 
20! 1 13 12 19 19 15 i ~ 17 1 25 38 32 
21 8 4 20 23 16 15 12 43 31 
21! 3 3 16 14 23 20 6 30 43 
22 18 18 19 15 36 34 
22! 12 10 14 17 22 31 
23 1 5 5 10 19 1 10 29 
23! 5 3 6 6 8 12 
24 1 3 1 1 4 
24! ' 1 2 3 
. • 
25 1 2 3 
25! 1 2 3 
-- --
To-
tal 269 252 150 157 220 220 157 151 137 151 521 307 440 308 288 
Av. • 
L'th. 15.50 15.68 17.31 17.01 18.64 18.57 20.66 20.67 21.40 21.46 15.59 17.15 18.61 20.67 21.43 
cm. 
Stan-
<lard 0.96 1.06 1.23 1.25 1.13 1.18 1.51 1.37 1.43 1.52 1.01 1.25 1.15 1.45 1.47 
de vi-
ation 
--
Stan-
<lard 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.08 0.09 
error 
' 
During the same period the large embryos, not in egg-·cases, ranged between 
17 and 250 cm. in length with an average length of 21.4 cm. 
As seen from Tables 2 and 3, during the whole period July t.o N.ovember, . 
·the embryos in egg-cases were ·always clearly separated by 9 to 13 cm. 
from the larg·er embryos which ·had broken out of egg-cases. The only 
• 
• 
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possible interpretation of these results is tl1at these two groups of young 
are of different generations, separated in age by one year. On this assump-
tion we have plotted the growth of yo.ung dogfish in uteri in Figure 1. using 
the average lengths from Tables 2 and 3. 
Owing to the exte.nded spawning period, the presence of dogfish en1bryos 
of various sizes at all seasons and the lack of knowledge of the life-history, 
so1ne authors have been in1clined to' doubt the existence of a single definite 
spawning period in Squalus acantliias and its relative Squalus sucklii 
(assuming spawning in this case to mean lib·eration ,of the fully developed 
live young, fertilization .of t'he matttre females and the passing of the 
fertilized eggs into the uterus). Pugsley (1939) for Squalus sucklii says 
''there does not appear to be any d·efinite time for delivery of th·e young 
I 
comparable to the spawning time of other fish", while Bigelow and Welsh 
(1925) for Squalus acanthias in the Gulf of Mainem ,of the opinion that 
the larger embryos .of Squalus acanthias are born in O·ctober and November, 
while the smaller embryos, namely those we have called tiny embryos in 
egg-cases, winter in the uterus to b·e born in the spring with 11 months as 
tl1e p·eriod ·Of gestation. 
It is seen from Table 2 that while in July 75 per ·cent of the females 
with eggs in egg-capsttles possessed embryos with the embryonic shield 
not yet ·formed, only on,e such individual appeared in August and none in 
the 94 dogfish containing egg-capsules caugl1t in Septembe.r, nor in 9 dog-
fish with egg-capsules secured in October and November. Moreover, the 
range in growth of embry.os from 139 fish in July was only 0 to 2 cm. 
while for comparison t'he larger embryos representing the ainount of growth 
which is attained in a little ,over a year ranged ·in July from 12 to 18 cm. 
Thus there is only ,one period for fertilization and the passing of the fertil-
ized eggs into the uteri but the period may be fairly ·extended if the dogfish 
during the winter and spring are living in lower temperatures with slower 
dev·elopment of the embryo. 
Ford ( 1921) considers that th,e young ·of the dogfish may be ready for 
birth when a tiny pin-head remnant of the yolk-sa,c still ren1ains unabsorbed 
since this is the case in the newly ·hatched embryos of two other species of 
dogfish, the Rough-dog, S cyliorhinus canicula) and the N ursehound, 
Scyliorhinus stellaris) which dev·elop in free egg-cases. Ford's own results, 
however, sbow that a large number of embryos ren1ain in t'he uterus until 
the yolk-sac is co1npletely ·absorbed and the u1n·bilical scar healed, and this 
may very likely be the usttal condition attain,ed by the young before they 
are born. · 
. · During our investigations from July 7 to N oven1ber 27 we found no 
· einbryo dogfish which satisfied ·either of tl1e above conditions for birth and 
' 
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only i11 t\v·o pare11t fish captured in N ove111ber did the young contain a 
yolk-sac sn1all enough to render birth likely several months later. 
It is apparent, therefore, that the young are not .liberated at random 
during the year but have a definite, yet in view .of the variation in relative 
weights and lengths of 1embryo and of yolk-sac shown in Tables 12 and 13 
and Figure 6, a fairly extended period for liberation of the young. 
Ford ( 1921) conclusively demonstrated for S qitalus acanthias at Ply-
mouth the existence of a definite spawni11g period and that the develop-
1nental period of th,e young in the uterus covered a period of aln1ost two 
years. For Squalits sit.clilii the latter conclusion has also been rea·ched by 
the work of Lucas prese11ted by Hart ( 1942). 
Ford found it possible to continue his work over a whole year and we 
can thus 11se his results with a fair d1egree of accur~cy to calculate the 
probable sp·awning period of the dogfish considered in tnis paper. When 
the sizes of the ·en1bryos set out in Ford's Table A are co111pared with those 
in our own Tables 2 and 3, it can be readily seen that with the sn1all 
embryos Ford's sizes for February based on en1bryos fron1 92 egg-capsules; 
88% less than 1 cm., 11 % of 1 cm. and 1 % of 2 c1n., are al111ost exa1ctly 
similar to our own for July: 89% less tl1an 1 cn1., 10% 1.0 to 1.8 cm. and 
1 % of 2 cn1. Ford's rather .fewer measuren1e11ts of tl1ese sn1all en1bryos 
fro111 March up to and including May 18th, sl1ow n.o further growth .of these 
. embryos over the Febr11ary size, owing no doubt to the low winter tem-
peratures and to the fertilizing of the eggs of additional females. 111 the 
case of the small embryos m·easured by us, growth is continuous fro111 July 
. 
011ward .owing to the rising water temperatures. In our present lack of 
knowledge ·of the localitie.s where the dogfis·h secured by us spend the spring1 
we -vvill assu1ne that it was spent at relatively low ten1peratures. On this 
assumption using Ford's observations that . the first capsules with newl~y 
for1ned Sq1/talus embryos wer,e obtained in November (2 specimens 011 
November 13th) and became numerous only in December, and eq11ating 
the size of our young embryos in July with that of the English dogfish in 
April, we can with some degree of confid·ence place the fertilizing of the 
eggs and the passing of the eggs into the uteri of our S qitalits acantliias as 
beginning in February and occurring more generally in 1\iarch. N at11rally·, · 
it is possible in view of our lack of knowledge of temp·eratures in which the 
eggs are developing d11ri11g the spring that these· dates may vary a montl1 
ii1 ei th·er direction. 
Regarding the extent of the p·eriod of fertilization of the eggs Ford 
( 1921) states ''Embryos measuring less than 1 1Cm. in length 'vould occur 
fron1· N ove111ber until the beginning of July but in view of the relatively 
large average le11gth fro111 late May until July, it seems probable that newly 
for111ed embryos wo11ld only be 1net witl1 fror11 N ove111ber 1111til the n1iddle 
2 
• 
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of May." Actt1ally, fro111 Ford's figures in whicl1 e111bryos less tha11 1 c111. 
are totalled and remen1bering the lack of further develop111e11t above noted 
in the Plyn1outh ·en1bryos during the low vvinter and early spring ten1pera-
tures, it is not possible to decide wl1ether new ei11bryos are appearing or 
not during these n1onths. Some finer ·n1ethod of measuring tl1e early 
develop111ent up to 1 c111. than that used by Ford is needed. Tl1e actual 
extent of the fertilization and egg-laying period neglecting occasional 
ab11or111al . cases n1ay well be considerably less than that in1agined by Ford. 
In our own results July 7th to N ove111ber 27th, even where -vve 11ave 
called the length of the en1bryo zero the blastoder111 vvas 2 to 6 111111. in 
clia111eter. N ·o egg·s showing the beginning ·of develop111ent or lacki11g 
develop1nent were found; tl1e ei11bryo was visible in all bt1t one egg-capsule 
in August and it1 all egg-·capst1les after that 111onth. Bigelow and \i\T elsh 
· (1925) quoting ·Dr. H. V. Neal for Sqitalus acantliias on tl1e Maine coast 
state "It has long been know11 that when the clogs first appear on tl1e 
Massachusetts coast in May or J un·e many of the fe111ales contain etnbryos 
of so111e size which as Dr. Neal tells us grow to 4 to 7 ii1cl1es in lengtl1 by 
July. However, during tl1is sa111e month other females cat1gl1t along tl1e 
coast of Maine are found to contain en1bryos in very early stages of develop-
n1ent, from the for111ation of the ger111 ring to a lengtl1 of abot1t 4 n1111. By 
Septe1nber the embryos of the younger generation 11ave grov~vn to an average 
of abot1t 17 n1m." Our ow11 average for the first 11alf of Septe111ber is 15 
111n1. so that the early growth of the ei11bryo in Maine \\raters is esse11tially 
tl1e sa111e as in N ewfot111dland waters. In fact, as vve sl1all indicate else-
where, t11e schools are possibly tl1e sa111e n1igratory po.pulation. It1 vievv 
of tl1e probable liberation of so111e you11g in May as de111onstrated belovv, 
tl1e period of fertilization and egg-laying 111ust extend to May or J t1ne. 
For larger en1bryos of the second generation Ford's average sizes at 
Ply1no11th for J t1ne, 21.1 to 21.4 cm., are essentially the sa111e as ot1r Ov\rn 
for N ove111ber (21.4 c111.). Corresponding \~vi-th this ai1d assu111ing as a 
criterion of readiness for birth, t11e yolk-sac co111pletely absorbed, Ford 
fou11d en1bryos ready for birth from At1gust to Decen1ber (only 011e in 
A11g11st). This wo11ld correspond with Ja1111ary to 1\iay for ot1r speci111ens 
'vith fe,v dogfish being set free before Febr11ary, ass11111ing tl1at tl1e grovv"th 
rate fro111 November to l)irtl1 was not greatly different fron1 tl1at of tl1e 
Ply111011tl1 einbryos fron1 June to Dece111ber. \i\Tl1at the grovvth d11ring t11is 
period actually is, 11owever, depends on w11ere the parent dogfisl1 spend the 
\vi11ter. 
Mattire dogfisl1 ~1itl1011t ei11bryos or signs that these l1av·e bee11 rece11tly 
present b11t artificially lost are extren1ely scarce. T11e cleveiop111e11t of the 
eggs in t11e ovaries is also s11ch as to allow the ass11111ption that fertilization 
ai1d the passing of t11e fertilized eggs into the 11teri follovv soon after tl1e 
• 
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liberation of the fully developed young. It is obvious fro1n the data and 
calculations in previous pages that the length of the developmental period 
in the Squalus acanthias in our waters is almost 24 months. T ·heoretically, 
granted a spawning period of limited extent, the period of pregnancy of 
the individual dogfish should be son1ewhat less than 24 months. Other-vvise 
for say a 24 or a 25 month pregnancy period, allowing some time to elapse 
between liberation of young and fertilization, the date of lib·eration of young 
by an individual dogfish ov·er two year intervals would become later and 
lat~r, and allowing for a few months variation in the time when the 
individual dogfish first became matur·e and were . fertilized, the spawning 
period wot1ld not remain definite but would spread over most of the year. 
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DEVELOPMENTAL PERIOD IN UTERUS. 
FIGURE 1. Growth Rate of Young Dogfish in the Uteri of the Female, St. John's. 
Growth Curve of Young 
The growth curve of the young dogfish in uteri shown in Figure 1 is 
. unfortunately limited by the la·ck of data in months other than July to 
November, but it do·es tend to show a typical S-shaped growth curv·e. Tl1ere 
is of course the possibility of a drop in growth during the first winter if 
the dogfish is then living in water of a lower temperature, with the resultant 
production of a combination of two S-shaped growth curves over the two 
• 
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year period. Th·e S-shaped ·curve of en1bryonic dogfish growth in Figure 1 
is essentially sin1ilar to the curve of human pre-natal growtl1 shown in 
Tho111pson (1942), p. 114, Figure 18. 
GROWTH 
Growth of Male and. of Female Embryos in Uteri 
In view of the great differenc·eS in the size and presumably the growth 
rate per year, of adult n1ale and fe111ale dogfish, the question arises of the 
possibility of a difference in male and f ei11ale gro~tl1 rate in the uterus . 
. The average size of n1ale and fen1ale en1bryos in each montl1 of th·e 
July to N oven1ber period is shown in TabJe 3. Exa1nined statistically by 
finding the value of the ratio-difference betw·een means to standard error 
of difference between tl1e n1eans, the only significant difference betwe·en 
these five groups of n1eans is in Augt1st. Since, however, in the thr~e su·c-
ceeding n1onths as growth proceeds, the 1nale and fe111ale n1eans are very 
close together, witl1 differences not at all significant in spite of the large 
nu1nber of embryos, and since in the five sets of means the average size 
of the 111ales exceeds that of the females in August and September w.hile the 
opposite is trt1e in July, October and November but not to any significant 
degree, we conclude that tl1ere is no differenc·e between tl1e growth of the 
n1ale and female en1bryos while ren1aining in the uterus, or at least 11p to 
an average size of 21.4 cm. 
Growth of Male and Female Dogfish after Birth 
Sinc·e the s111all dogfisl1 are lacking fron1 our catches and apparently 
from our \vaters vve are unable to use frequen·cy curves to deter111ine the 
nun1ber of years required for the dogfish to grow from its hatching size 
of about 24 to 31 cn1. to t11e size attained during its first or second year of 
freedom. It is al111ost certain, however, that the growth of the first year 
group after birth could be detern1ined in this way in localities where the 
s1nall dogfish are available. 
It is probable t11at t11ere is little difference in tl1e growth of the immatur·e 
111ales and ithe ii11111att1re fe111ale~ 11p to a size of about 60 cm. In our catches 
s11ov\'"n ii1 Table 1 tl1e s111allest n1ature males at 60 cn1. are 14 cn1. smaller 
tl1a11 the s1nallest 111at11re f ei11ale at 7 4 c111. while the largest n1at11re male 
at 86 cm. is 15 c111. s111aller than the largest mature female at 101 cm. In 
n1any fishes 111ales 111atur·e before fen1ales and in n1any species of fishes it is 
• • 
a co111mon observation that in any one spe·cies individuals in which the state . 
of ii11111at11rity is prolonged grow 111ore rapidly than tl1ose whicl1 become 
111at11re at an early age. \i\Tith later n1at11rity the ii11mature female dogfish 
continu·e to grovv at a 111t1ch faster · rate than the mature 111ales of the sa111e 
length, and thus while the total growth after n1aturity is approxi1nately the 
same in both cases, the f ei11ales grow to a much larger size than tl1e t11ales. 
, 
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Calculations of Growth of ·Dogfish from European Da:l:a 
Hickling ( 1930) whose ·catches of dogfish ( S qualus acanthias) vvere 
off the south and the soutl1-w·est coasts of Ireland, sl1ows in his Figure 8 
and Table XVII the numbers and sizes of large embryos in the uteri, 18 to 
27 cm., Mode 23 c111., and of small free living young, 27 to 36 cn1., l\1ode 
about 31.5 cm., caught during the cruises of the George Bligh in At1gust 
1928. 
. 
Hickling argues that this group of fre·e living, young is not a year older 
than the uterine young but is part of the same year grot1p as th~ young no\v 
contained in the uteri, these young growing so rapidly on liberatio11 t11at 
they have become separated in length from the yourig in the uteri. 
It is obvious, however, from a consideration of the knovvn facts about 
young dogfish, that Hickling is here in error and that these free living 
young form the first year of free living life and are in the n1ain one year 
older than the large young in the uteri. . 
In August, Hickling's young ·embryos from the uteri of fe111ale dogfisl1 
ranged in length from 18 to 27 cm. and averaged 22.8 c111., with the n1ode 
of the freq11ency curve at 23 cm. Hickling hin1self states that these meast1re-
ments correspond witl1 Ford's 111eas11rements in A11gust. Ford's At1g11st 
measurements, however, August 13th to 25tl1, ranged fro111 21 to 28 c111. 
and averaged 24.0 to 24.9 cm. in length while his measure1nents July 5th 
and 6th averaged 21.0 and 22.1 cn1. Hickling's av·erage of 22.8 cm. there-
fore, in August, really corresponds vvith the meas11ren1ents Ford \\TOttld · 
have obtained at Plymouth during the 111iddle or latter part of J 11ly. Ford, 
however, did ·not obtain specimens during this period. \A/ e fe·el it is prob-
able that most dogfish are not born before the yolk-sac is co1npletely 11sed 11p 
since in Ford's table on p. 476 there is a gradual de·creas·e in th·e size of 
the yolk-sac and in the last two birth months N oven1ber and Decen1ber 
only one embryo with a tiny yolk-sac was found vvhile in 85 embryos con-
tained in uteri the yolk-sac was co111pletely absorbed. In Ford's investi-
gations n·o en1bryos ready for birth \Vere enco11ntered before Aug11st and 
in this month only one en1bryo had completely 11sed up the yolk-sac, 3 
possessed a tiny yoll<-sac and 105 a conspict1ot1s yolk-sac. E\ren in 
. September only 10 ot1t of 99 en1bryos \Vere fo11nd withot1t yolk. In spite 
of the al111ost con1plete lacl< of readiness for birth in A11g11st . in Ford's 
specimens, the fact that Hickling's A11gust embryos were sn1aller than 
Ford's A11gt1st embr~yos and,' therefore, prest1mably _less ready for birtl1, 
and the indications given in Ford's work that tl1e s111aller embryos are 
born in the early n1onths and the larger embryos later, Hickling found 
dogfish of the first free gro11p extremely numerous in Augt1st ranging from 
27 to probably over 40 cm. in length with a mode at abot1t 31.5 cm. 
22 • 
It is obvious, therefore, that since neither in Ford's work nor in our 
own is there any evidence of general birth other than in a restricted period 
of the year, these free-living young found by Hickling in August are a year . 
older tha11 the you11g contained in the uteri. 
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FIGURE 2. Freq!.tenc:..r curves of Dogfish Embr~yos 0 + Years of Age, August, For<l . 
(1921); 1 + Years of ... \ge, August, I-Iicl{Jing (1930), and of free living male and 
female Dogfish caught b)' HickJing in August, 1928, Hickling (1930). 
I11 order to ii1vestigate 111ore ft1lly tl1e presence of t11e early size grot1ps 
in large nun1bers of 111east1re111ents of dogfish we have taken tl1e liberty of 
addi11g together tl1e total catches of n1ale and fe111ale dogfisl1 in the different 
size groups caught by Hickling ii1 Augt1st 1928-f-Iickli11g's Tal)le XIII. 
Tl1is data we have shown in Figttre 2. I11 addition ii1 Figure 2 \\Te have 
sl10\vn t11e lengtl1s at1d freqt1en·cies of the 1 + group of einbryos ii1 uteri, 
representing en1bryos exa111i11ed by Hickli11g fro111 all stations Augt1st 
· 1928, and also fron1 Ford ( 1921) tl1e en1bryos of the O+ )'ear grot1p, fron1 
Ply111outh, At1gt1st 13tl1 to 25tl1, 1920. The original figt1res for the O+ 
at1d tl1e 1 + groups l1ave bee11 n1t1ltiplied by 10 to n1ake the grapl1s i11ore 
r~adily con1parable vvitl1 tl1ose of tl1e free-living dogfisl1. Since in Britisl1 
vvaters the eggs are 111ostly laid in tl1e t1terus between N oven1ber and May , 
or so111e e·arlier 111onth the o+ grou.p in At1gust is already on the average 
fron1 at least 3 to 9 n1ontl1s old and probably fron1 5 to 9 111onths. 
' 
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In Figure 2 the 1node of the o+ group is 6 C111., tl1at of the 1 + group 
23 cm. and in the graphs of the free-living dogfish there is a 111ode both in 
the curves of males and fe111ales at 32 cm. This mode is so separate from 
that of t11e embryonic dogfish and from that of the remainder of the free-
living dogfish as to leave no doubt th·at it is the 111ode of tl1e 2+ group. 
Just as in our results there was no difference in the growth rate of male 
and female embryos in the uterus so in Hickling's results the growth of the 
male and fe111ale appear to be the same during the first year of their free-
living period. 
The o+ grotlp in 'Figure 2 ra11ges in size fron1 4 to 10 C111. and averages 
5.9 c1n. Hickling ( 1930) 111entions that in his specimens these yo11ng dog-
fisl1 (of the o+ group) 111easured 4 to 7 cn1. but unfortunately gives no 
other 111eas11re111ents or frequencies. The 1 + group ranges from 18 to 
27 c111. and averages 22.77 cn1. while the 2+ group ranges fron1 27 to 
prob<tbly 40 cn1. or n1ore although it most likely includes only a percentage 
of tl1e ii1dividuals ii1 the vicinity of 40 cm. Judging from Hickling's Table 
17 and 011r Fig11re 2 tl1e probable average size of th·e 2+ group is about 
32 cn1. 
It 111ust be ren1e111bered that altl1ough a year separates the 2+ from 
tl1e 1 + gro11p, si11ce ii1 British \i\raters you11g dogfish are bo1rn mainly fron1 
Septen1ber to Dece111ber tl1e period of free growth by the middle of August 
\:vill incl11de 11ot a year but 7,Yi to 11,Yi n1onths and a good deal of this period 
v\?ill be during tl1e \i\Tinter and spring period of lower temperat11res and 
pres11111ably slo\i\rer growth. 
In Fig111re 2 tl1at portio11 of the graphs of the free-living dogfish extend-
ing fro111 45 to 95 c111. n1ust be regarded as consisting mainly of dogfish 3+ 
)rears at1d over witl1 the year gro11ps so amalgamated together that they 
ca1111ot l)e se.parated. ln F ·ig11re 2 it seems strange that with the great 
difference separating tl1e n1odes of the z+ gro11p and of the ad11lt pop11lation 
tl1e 111ode of the 3+ gro11p cannot be o'bserved. It is possible that it may 
l1ave bee11 obsc11red in tl1e nrocess of amalga111ating the catches from differ-
e11t fishing gro11nds. Hickling's Fig11re 3 showing separate catches fron1 
vario11s fishing gro11nds sl1ows several indications it1 fo11r .graphs of second-
ary 111ocles at 47 c111. for f et11ales in one graph and at 52 cm. for n1ales in 
ai1otl1er. These~ if correct~ wo11ld represent the modes of the 3+ year 
gro11p. Tl1ese partic11lar samples of Hickling's, however, were not large 
and the 111ale gra.pl1 in tl1e first area and the female graph in the second show 
110 correspondin~ 3+ n1ode. Since also tl1is 111ode does not appear in 
the total sl10\i\r11 ii1 Fig11re 3 and since the 111ale 111ode is beyond t11at of t11e 
fe111ale ''tl1icl1 is extren1ely 1111likely, "?e cannot accept these modes as t11ose 
of the 3+ gro11p even tl1011gl1 a 3+ mode so111e,,rl1ere in tl1e vicinity· of 40 
"" 
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C111. \V'OUld be expected and possibly would be revealed by la,rge n1easure-
n1ents on an appropriate fishing ground. 
Application of European Da:ta to Grow:th of Squalus acanthias on 
:the N or:th Am.erican Coas:I: 
Sin·ce the length of the embry.onic period, the sizes of the young at the 
end of the ei11bryonic period, the .sizes of the adult fish and the sizes at 
w·hich sexual maturity occurs ar1e approximately the sa111e in Fo1rd's and 
Hickling's records and in our own waters, the data on the growth rate of 
S qualus acantliias during ,part of its first free swi111111ing year as calc11lated 
above for European waters can with some degree of probability be ro11ghly 
applied to dogfish 10n the N 0 1rtl1 American coast. Th·e data calculated above 
for August, however, would correspond with the sizes in our waters in 
December. 
Other Criteria of Dogf.ish Growth 
The growth of the last iinmature year of the fen1ale dogfish n1ay be 
approached through th,e size of the imn1ature fe111ale adult correspo11ding 
to the egg sizes nearing n1aturity and the egg sizes whicl1 are probably one 
year further away from 111aturity as set ·out in Table 11. Tak·ing the i1111na-
tt1re fen1ales with eggs 0.6 to 1.2 cm. diameter to b1e one year younger than 
the i1111nature females with eggs 1.9 to 3.3 cm. diameter (see disct1ssion of 
Table 11), the average size of the forn1·er grot1p of ii11111ature fen1ales -vvas 
75.48 c111. and that of the latter group 79.46 cn1. giving an average growtl1 
rate of abo11t 4 cm. for the year of female in1n1aturity up to the July to 
N ovembe1r period a few 111onths befor1e these fen1ales beco111·e pregnant for 
the first time. 
Evidences of the rate of growth in the year se.parating the in1mature 
fe1nales of the next 1nature group in J 11ly to N ov·en1ber, from the first 
n1ature group a year older, are to be found in Figures 11 and 12 showing 
• 
t11e lengtl1s and widbhs of the uteri of immature and of 1nature fe1nales. In 
these figur·es the smallest in1n1atu1re female with the uterus expanded to a 
point wl1ich will render ·maturity certain in a few n1onths is 71 cm. long, 
vvhile the smallest mature fe111ale with tiny embryos obtained by us in the 
July to November period was 74 cm. long. J ttdging from these lower 
extremes of length the approxi1nate growth for the year separating · these 
two groups is 3 .cm. 
In Ta.ble 1 the smallest females witl1 tiny young in 11teri are on the 
average one year younger t11an the smallest females with large young in 
uteri. In a large sample, th·eref ore, the difference between the sn1a11est 
females in these two groups should represent approximately the an1ount 
of growth of the female from the July to N oven1ber period of tl1e first 
1nature year to th·e July to November period of the second mat11re year. 
• 
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In ou·r sa111ples tl1is is only one centin1etre. Taking tl1e sizes where females 
with tiny em_bryos predominate, 74 to 77 cn1., 20 females or 6.7 per c·ent 
of the total, and comparing the size ~f these with that. of the first 6.7 per 
cent of the females with large embryos, 33 individuals, including sizes 75 
to 78 cm. and 13 out of 15 of the 79 cm. group, the average size of the first 
6.7 per cent of the fen1ales with tiny embryos is 76.20 cm. and of the females 
\\i'"ith large embry·os 77.81 cn1., giving an average ,growth rate from the July 
to November period of the first mature year to the July-November period 
of the second n1ature year of about 1.6 cm. Tl1is it1dicates a very small 
growth rate after sexual maturity is reached . . 
Again concerning tl1e average growth of fen1ale dogfish during their 
whole mature life the females with tiny einbryos in 11teri over the whole 
size range are approxi1nately a year younger than females with larg·e yo11ng . 
in uteri. The former group as shown in Table 1 averaged 84.54 cm. and 
the latter group 86.06 cm. giving an average growth rate for mature females 
of all sizes of about 1.5 cm. per year.* 
That ·dogfisl1 grow slowly after maturity is also indicated by the fact 
that our largest imn1ature f einale in Table 1 was 88 cm . . while the largest 
matur·e female in Table 1 was 101 cn1., only 13 cn1. larger. Again, the 
immature fe111ales about to co1ne to n1aturity in a fe-vv months according to 
Table 11, averaged 79.46 c1n. while the average length of all the pregnant 
females captured (Table 1) was only 85.48 cm. It is evident from the 
condition .of the eggs in the ovaries that repeated pregnancies, each lasting 
almost two years, occur in the dogfish and in vie\v of the gradual slow 
d·ecr·ease in numbers at various sizes in Table 1 and the less than 2 per 
. ~ 
cent return of our tagged specin1ens in a year the percentage yearly mor-
. 
tality does not appear to be high. The above figures, therefore, indicat·e 
a lo-vv rate of growth of the female dogfish after sexual maturity sets in. 
In order to show vvhat co11ld be done if better info1r1nation were avail-
*For most fish the calculation \\'"ould be very inaccurate since the year classes 
\vould vary so greatly in size but in Squalus acantltias the number of large young pro-
duced should not vary extensively from year to year. Calculations in successive years, 
ho\vever, would l1elp to rule 011t any error . 
... r\ctually the females \Yith ti11y embryos in 1942 consisted of the vear groups 
n1aturing in 1942, 1940, 1938, etc., \vhile the females with large en1bryos in 1942 con-
sisted of the year groups maturing in 1941, 1939, 1937, etc. In most mature fish year 
classes cannot be separated bv lengtl1 measurements. In these t\vo groups of mature 
dogfish, hovvever, \vith year classes separated by t\vo year intervals it may be possible 
that with a large number of careful measurements taken preferably over a period not 
more than one month t\YO year peaks may be found. In Table 1 there are some 
evidences of these peaks but in vie\v of tl1e small numbers of dogfisl1 measured they 
should be received \Yith caution. Considering only those sizes containing a fair num-
ber of measureme11ts, in the females \vith tiny embryos in uteri there are peaks at 81, 
84 and 87 cm., \vhile in the fen1ales \vitl1 large embryos in uteri there are peal{s at 85, 
88 and 91 cm. These peal<s average 3 cm. bet\Yeen successive peaks or 1.5 cm. per 
year, agreeing \vith the figure calculated above for mature females. 
\ 
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able for one locality on growth during the first year or two of free life and 
additional calculations extending over a number of years to rule out chance 
variations were mad·e for late immaturity and early maturity, we have in 
Figure 3 const1ructed the probable curve of th·e average growth of the female 
dogfish up to the first or second year of maturity. For the early p~rt of 
the curve the av·erage for the o+ group is fro1n Ford's August measure-
. n1ents of embry.os, for the 1+ group from Hickling's August n1·easure1nents 
and for the 2+ g·rou.p from Hickling's August measure!I1:ents of free-living 
dogfisl1 (assuming as we have previously argued that the first mode of the 
free-living ·dogfish shown in Hickling's measure111ents is that of th·e 2+ 
group). For the last three points 011 the curve we have t1sed our own 
' I+ 
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• calculations of growth .of fe111ales during the latter ~tages of iinn1aturity and 
the early stages of 1naturity as s·et otrt in previous pages. The beginning 
and en1d of the curve of growth is thus deli111ited. We l1ave then filled in 
the remainde1r of the ·curve and since by the construction of Figure 3 the 
increase in average length 011 the abscissa is equal to the average growth 
during the previous year on the ordinate, once the curve is delin1ited, the 
, 
I 
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average sizes to be attained at the ages succeedi11g the 2+ can be readily 
calculated and th·ese have been filled in .on the graph. 
For con1parison a growth curve of Grand Bank cod has been shown, 
recalculated fro111 \i\Thiteley, Lindsay and Tho1npson ( 1932), page 56, and 
Figure 20, page 57. Cod grow to a considerably greater length than Squalus 
aca.nthias and growth, therefore, remains at a relatively high,er value for 
a longer period. In the cod graph the 1 + point is too large sin,ce it in·cl11des 
n1ore than a year. 
For com,parative purposes also a growth curve of Newfoundland herring 
is given as calculated f1rom the scales by 1Lea ( 1919), Table 14. The herring 
grovvs to a n1uch smaller size than the clogfisl1 a·nd average growth per year 
decreases rapidly as an increasing percentage of the population matures. 
The 2+ value in the dogfisl1 growth curve inclt1des some embryonic 
growth as well as free growtl1 and our graph would be much more reliable 
if \,re had infor111ation for a ft1ll year of growth after birth. However, irt 
is unlik·ely tl1at .the first year of free g·rowth is mt1ch different from the z+ 
value in Figure 3 since the 2+ value includes about 0 to 40 months of 
en1bryonic growth and about 70 to 110 months of free growth after birth. 
Figure 3 is an atten1pt to n1ake some calculation of average gr·owth 
in the dogfisl1 and indicates that it takes the averag·e female dogfish 9 or 10 
years fron1 the fertilized egg or 7 or 8 years after birth to reach sexual 
111att1rity. From the spread of the 2+ curve, however, it is indicated that 
son1e females would grow much faster than this and probably reach matur-
ity several years earlier. Providing, as is probable, immature males and 
fen1ales grow at approximately the san1e rate, the average 1nale would 
111ature at 6 or 7 years of age or 4 or 5 y·ears after 1birth with the possibility 
of so111e fast growing speci111ens 111aturing 2 0 or 3 years after birth. 
Si11ce ot1r calculations it1dicate approximately 10 cm. as the average 
gro\vtl1 per ~year f 0 1r all 1natt1re f einales and 1.6 cm. for the first mature 
year tl1e ·curve of dogfish growtl1 in Figure 3 should flatten 011t somewhat 
l)eyo11d t11e 11 year mark.· 
WEIGHT 
Figt1re 4 sl1ows tl1e relatio11 of V\"eigl1t to le11gth in pregna11t f en1ales, 
ii11111ature f et11ales and 111ales of S qualus acaritliia.s. The points shown on 
tl1e grapl1s ~,,ere ol)tained by a\reragi11g the weigl1ts of each ce11ti111etre size 
group wl1erever tl1is nt1111ber was 10 0 1r 111ore. At the extremes of the curves 
\/\"here 11t1111bers \/\"ere less than ten in each size group, enough size groups 
were co111bi11ed to 111ake a total of ter~ or 111ore weights and the total sizes 
at1d \veights averaged. ~l1e cttrves sho~,.n represent tl1e averaged weig11ts 
of 667 preg11a11t fe111ales, 183 ii111natt1re fen1ales, 237 mature n1ales and 26 
' 
• 
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im1nature males. Except in tl1e immatu1re males ·each point represe11ts the 
average of at least ten weights and in the case of the pregnant females 
usually 40 to 50 weights in eacl1 size group. In the in11nature males the 
. 
three average vyeights obtained, 1.75 lb. at 60.7 cn1., 1.98 lb. at 64.1 c111. 
and 2.33 lb. at 67.5 cm., did not differ significantly from · those of mature 
males at these sizes and consequently these points were added to the lower 
part of the male ·ct1rve. Otherwise the male curve represents that of n1ature 
n1ales. 
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It will be noted that tl1e imn1ature fe111ales are slightly 11eavie1r tl1an t11e 
n1ales at all sizes sl1own ir1 the figure and that the 1nature pregnant females 
are signifi·cantly heavier than either mat11re n1ales or in1mat11re fe111ales. 
The males in·cr·eased in average weight from 1.7 lb. at 60 cm. to 3.3 lb. at 
75 cm. and to 4.5 lb. at 83 cm. while the n1ature females rose from an a'rer-
age weigl1t of 3.8 lb. at 75 cm. to 5.1 lb. at 83 cm. and to 8.4 lb. at 96 c1n. 
The heaviest individual male weighed 5.0 lb. and measured 86 cm. \vhile the 
11eaviest individual female weigl1ed 11.1 lb. and measured 99 cm. 
• 
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REPRODUCTION 
Length of Female Dogfish versus Total Number of Large Yellow 
Eggs in both Ovaries 
Table 4 shows the relation between the size of the female dogfish and 
the numbe1r of large eggs in both ovaries. In females possessing large 
.young (over 12 cn1.) in uteri, the young are alrea,dy more than a year old. 
In these females with large y.oung in uteri, there are large numbers of 
eggs in the ovaries, but the eggs which in a few months will give rise to a 
new g,eneration of dogfish are much larger than the others and are yellow 
in colour, while the tiny eggs which will develop for succeeding egg layings 
are white in colour. It is easily possible, therefore, in the case of females 
with large you·ng in th·eir uteri, to count the number of large yellow eggs 
Which will pass into the 11teri soon after the young are born. Only such 
TABLE 4. Length of fe1nale dogfish with large young in uteri versus total number 
of large yellow eggs in both ovaries. July 7th to Noven1ber 27th, 1942 
Length of 
female 
dogfish 
cm. 
75- 79 
80- 8-1 
85- 89 
90-101 
·Total ..... . 
Number of dogfish with 1 to 7 
eggs in both ovaries 
• 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
---- - ----
2 11 5 • 
32 28 12 1 
2 17 48 27 8 1 
1 4 25 27 11 6 
---- - --
5 64 106 66 20 I 7 
Average Standard Standard 
number of deviation error 
eggs per 
dogfish 
-- --
3.17 0.60 0.14 
3.75 0.77 0.09 
4.24 0.92 0.09 
4.82 1.06 0.12 
4.20 1.03 0.06 
" 
females were ·used for Table 4. It will be noted that the average number of 
1arge ovarian eggs per dogfish g1radually ris,es from 3.17 eggs in dogfish 75 
to 79 cm. long, to 4.82 eggs in dogfish 90 to 101 cm. long, the average for 
all dogfish caught being 4.20 eggs per dogfish. The smallest number of 
large eggs in the ovaries of a dogfish with large young was 2 and the largest 
number 7. 
Length of Female Dogfish versus Total Number of Tiny E:rnbryos 
in both U ieri 
Table S shows the relation between the size of the female dogfish and 
. the total number of eggs with tiny embryos in both uteri. During the 
n1onths of July to November 1942. these tiny embryos ranged from 0 to 4 
cn1. long. These eggs and tiny embryos were enclose·d in egg-capsules a·nd 
since these egg-capsules sometimes slip out of the parent uterus after the 
fish is d·ead, we included in Table S only the animals in which a complete 
30 
TA.BLE 5. Length of female dogfish versus total nu1nber of tin)' 
embryos in both uteri. July 7th to November 27th, 1942 
Length of 
female 
parent 
cm. 
74-79 
80-84 
85-89 
90-99 
Total ..... . 
0 
I 
1 
' I 1 
Number of dogfish with 0 to 9 
tiny embryos in both uteri 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 
I Average 
number of 
embr:yos Standard Sta11dard 
per deviation error 
dogfish 
-- -- -- ------------
' 
2 3 20 10 3 3.24 0.90 0.15 
1 4 38 40 12 3.61 0.80 0.08, 
0 1 16 33 27 5 4.18 0.98 0.11 
1 7 14 7 5 0 1 5.34 1.19 0.20 
-----------
• 
3 8 75 90 56 12 5 0 1 3.98 1.14- 0.07 
unbroken egg-·capsule was present in each uterus. It will be noted fron1 
Ta:ble 5 that the average nun1ber of tiny embry·os per dogfish gradually rises 
from 3.24 in dogfish 74 to 79 cn1. long to 5.34 in dogfish 90 to 99 cm. long, 
the average for all dogfish caught being 3.98 p·er dogfish. In one dogfish 
with a complete unbroken egg-capsule in each uterus, both egg-capsules 
co·ntq,ined only the usual albuminous fluid but no eggs were present. In 
each ·of th1ree other dogfish while one or more eggs ·were present in the 
egg-capsule in one uterus the complete and un·broken egg-capsule in trhe 
. 
other uiterus contained only albt1minous fluid. In dogfisl1, therefore, 
which had lost no capsules co11taining tiny young fro111 the uteri, the 
• • 
number of these tiny embryos ra11ged fron1 O. to 9. Nine tiny ·en1bryos were 
found in o·nly one female 99 c1n. · 1ong. Except for this one specimen the 
largest number ·of tiny young in a dogfish was 7. 
Length of Female Dogfish versus Total Number of Large Embryos 
in both Uteri 
• 
Table 6 shows the relation between the length of female dogfish and 
the number of large embryos in both uteri. In the July to N ove1nber period 
investigated, these large einbryos, a year old·er than the tiny embryos of 
TABLE 6. Length of fen1ale dogfish versus total number of large embryos 
in both ut~ri. Jul:y 7th-November 27th, 1942. 
Length of 
femal '~ 
parent 
cm. 
75- 79 
80- 84 
85- 89 
90-101 
Total ... .' .. 
Number of dogfish with 2 to 7 
large embr)ros in both uteri 
2 3 4 - 6 0 
- - --
9 9 4 
16 57 40 8 3 
16 46 54 23 5 
f) 13 39 36 6 
""" 
---- ---
---
43 125 137 67 14 
7 
1 
2 
3 
Average 
number of . 
embr\ros Standard Stan<lqr<l 
J 
per deviation error 
dogfisl1 
-----------------
2.77 
3.40 
3.71 
4.38 
0.73 
0.88 
1.01 
0.93 . 
0.16 
0.08 
. 0.08 
0.09 
--------- -----------
3.72 1.03 0.05 
• 
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Table 5, ranged fro111 12 to 25 0 c111. in le11gth. Si11ce these einbryos ofte·n 
slip out of females ai1d ca1111ot then 11sually be attributed to a particular 
female, we have incl11d·ed ii1 Table 6 only the females with one or more 
large young in each utert1s. This procedure does not eliminate the error 
but does reduce it so111ewhat. It will be noted from Table 6 that the average 
nun1b,er of large ei11bryos pe·r .dogfisl1 rises from 2.77 in dogfish 75 to 79 
cm. lon1g, to 4.38 in dogfish 90 to 101 c111. long, the average number of large -
embryos per dogfish being 3.72. As ii1 Table 5 there are 4 dogfish with a 
total of 0 to 1 .. tiny ei11bryos tl1e 111etl1od used ii1 1naking up Table 6 l1as 
undoubtedly eli111inated a few dogfisl1 with only 011e large en1bryo. The 
largest number of en1bryos per dogfish was 7. 
Discussion • 
From th·e foregoing it is qt1ite clear that tl1e 1111111ber of large yello\v 
eggs in the ovaries, of ti11y ei11bryos it1 tl1e 11teri and of large en1bryos in 
tl1e uteri, all increase rapidly \~rith increase ii1 tl1e le11gth of tl1e parent 
dogfish. 
The large yellow ·eggs in the ovaries of fen1ales \i\Tith large young in 11teri 
averaged 4.20 per .dogfisl1, the nu111ber of tiny young in 11teri, 3.98 per dog-
fish and the nu111ber of large ei11bryos 3.72 per parent dogfish. Theoretically 
these three averages should be very close together. The larger average for 
ovaria11 eggs than for tiny young in uteri is partly due to the larger average 
size of females "'Aritl1 large young in uteri from which the nttrnber of tl1e 
large yellow eggs was tak,en, tl1an of females with tiny young in uteri. It 
is also to some extent due to so111·e of the large yellow eggs failing to be set 
free when the otl1er eggs are liberated fro111 the ovary. In these cases the 
egg loses its yellow colour and becomes white, losing its somevvl1at ro11nded 
shape to beco1ne flattened and flabby in appearanc,e. We have observed 
tl1is to occur for individ11al ovarian eggs in at least a dozen females and in 
one case a very large old white egg was measured and had~ volt1me of 46 
cc. 111 another case an 89 cn1. fe111ale, n1ature but with no embryos recently 
in tl1e uteri, possessed 6 large white degenerating eggs 2.7 cn1. in dia111etero 
Usually these vvl1ite dege11erating eggs vvere smaller than the average size 
of the nor111al egg \iV'"hen it is liberated from the ovary. 
The larger nu111ber of tiny young than of large yo11ng in the t1teri 111ay 
1Je attributed mai11ly to the loss of son1e of tl1ese large young fro111 tl1e 11teri 
after the dogfish were ca11ght. So111e of these yo11ng dogfish were recordecl 
bt1t could not be attrib11ted to partic11lar females. Taking all the 111ature 
fe111ales possessing large yo11ng, or showing by the condition of t11e 11terus 
ai1d the siz·e of the ovariaq eggs that the large yo11ng have recently slipped · 
ot1t, 492 fen1ales, and tl1e total nt11nber of large yot1ng inclt1ding those which 
• 
• 
• 
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slipped out of the above fen1ales, 1911 young, tl1e tr11e average of large 
) 1oung per female becomes 3.88. Even here a fe-vv of the yo11ng were prob-
ably lost between capture and 011r reception of the dogfish. 
The average nun1·ber of large young could also be redt1ced by deaths of 
tiny yo11ng. We found two cases -vvhere 011e of tl1e young had died or would 
die naturally in the uterus. In an 87 cm. female caught on .July 3rd there 
were three normal einbryos of 150 ,c111. and one en1bryo of 10 cm. in which 
the yolk-sac had been broken ancl empty for a long tin1e. This young dog-
fish was, however, not decayed and we could not be certain whether or not 
it was alive at the time of ·capt11re. In an 82 cn1. fe111ale caught on N·ovemher 
5th, tl1e right uterus contained an ·embryo 17 cn1. long, while in the left 
ttterus in addition to a normal embryo of 17 cm.· there was a degenerate 
embryo of 80 cm. This en1bryo was ·dead at1d shrivelled 11p while the 
yolk-sac had rotted away. 
Ford ( 1921) from a 1nuch sn1aller number of specimens than our own 
suggests that the number of ovarian eggs, the n11mber of embryos per egg-
capsule a·nd the number of free uiterine embryos increase vvith the lengtih of 
t11e .parent fish. · In Ford's limited observations, the number of ovarian 
eggs ranged from 2 to 8 and the largest nun1ber of en1bryos in the uterus 11. 
This number, however, was quite exceptional, Ford's next largest number 
of embryos in one .dogfish out of 17 cases being 4. 
Relation of Length of Parent Dogfish to Size of Large Embryos, of 
Tiny Embryos, of Ovarian Eggs and of Uterine Eggs 
Tables 7 and 8 show the relation of the le·ngtl1 of the parent fish to the 
average size of large em·bryos, of tiny einbryos, also of the largest egg in 
the ovary of females with large · embryos in the 11teri and to the averag·e 
"'~eight per egg of the egg-capsules containi11g tiny embryos. In the cases of 
the embryos and of the ·egg-capsttles only one n1easurement, the average 
size of the embryos or the average weight of the 11terine egg, has been 
included for each parent fish. The diameters of the ovarian eggs were 
measured by dividers after the egg was rou·nded to 1nake it resemhle a 
sphere as far as possible. As a check on the acc11racy of this m·ethod the 
volu1ne of each of 21 large ovarian eggs -vvas taken and assu1ning each egg 
to be a sphere the calculated diameter con1pared with the m·easured 
dia111eter. The average dian1eter o·btained by n1easure111ent was 2.503 cm. 
and that calculated from th·e volume 2.505 cm. 
The larger embryos in all four periods show an increase· in the size of 
the en1bryo with increase in the size of tl1e parent fis11. The tiny em·bryos 
· on the other hand show in both periods a considerable decrease in the size of 
the embryo with increase in size of the parent fish. In tl1e 90-94 c1n. group 
• 
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TABLE 7. Relation of length of parent dogfish to average size of large embryos 
tiny embryos and of large yellow ovarian eggs of females with large young in 
uteri. J:uly 7th to November 27th, 1942 . 
• 
Large embryos Tiny embryos Large ovarian eggs of females 
Length 
with large ~young in uteri 
range Average 
of dia- Calcu- Length 
Date parent Average No. Average No. meter lated No. range 
1942 dogfish length of length of of average of of 
cm. cm. parent cm. parent largest volume parent parent 
dogfish dogfish egg cc. dogfish dogfish 
cm. cm. 
--
July 7-
Aug. 4 .... 74-79 15.30 10 0.412 21 
" . 80-84 15.51 53 0.234 58 2.35 6.80 32 75-84 
" 85-89 15.70 56 0.081 . 48 2.53 8.48 25 85- 89 
" 90-94 16.04 27 0.156 17 2.60 9.20 13 90-94 
Aug. 10-
Sept. 18 .... 75- 79 17.92 18 1.757 14 
" 80-84 17.59 54 1.456 48 2.85 12.12 24 75-84 
" 85-89 18.49 61 1.200 46 2.96 13.58 20 85-89 
" 90-97 18.18 41 1.048 23 2.82 11.74 14 90- 97 
Oct. 9-30 .. 78-84 19.70 25 2.90 12.77 16 75- 84 
" 85- 89 20.60 32 2.93 13.17 23 85- 89 
" 90-101 21.57 21 3.20 17.15 15 90- 101 
Nov. 5-27 .. 78-84 20.43 15 3.06 15.00 7 75- 84 
" 85- 89 21.40 28 3.13 16.05 14 85- 89 
" 90-97 21.85 26 3.15 16.36 20 90-97 
TABLE 8. Average weight per egg of uterine egg-capsules with increase in size 
of parent dogfish. July 21st to August 28th, 1942 
Average 
·number of Average 
Adult length Average uterine eggs weight of Number of Number of 
range cm. length adult and tinv egg-capsule adult fish egg-capsules 
.., 
cm. embryos per egg 
per adult gm. 
- --
77-81 78.6 3.2 36.9 10 20 
81-84 82.0 3.7 38.2 10 20 
85-90 87.0 4.7 43.0 9 18 
of July 7th to August 4th the average size of the embryo has been greatly 
.raised by the chan·ce occurrence of one embryo measuring 1.6 cm. Neglect-
ing this embryo the average becomes 0.062 instead of 0.156. 
In the ovaries of f ema1es with large young the large yellow eggs were 
usually of approximately th·e same size, but occasionally one or more 
smaller eggs were present. Sometimes these small eggs were as little as 
two-thirds the diameter of the largest egg. Owing to lack of time it was 
' 
't 
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not convenient to measure more than one egg per dogfish b11t ~ve11 clearer 
results might have be·en o·btained if all large yellovv eggs were measured. 
Taking the largest egg as indicative of the size of the average egg it is 
obvious f ro111 Table 7 that th·ere is a·n increase in egg diameter with increase 
in siz·e of the pare11t dogfish. To this rule there is only one exception in 
the table, namely the 90-97 cm. group of August 10.th to S·eptember 18th. 
Tl1e smallness of our san1ples leaves room for such exceptions to occur. 
It n1ust be re111embered that a relatively s111all increase in diameter corre-
sponds with a ·relatively large increase in th·e volume of the egg as is s11own 
by our egg-volume av·erages in Table 7 calculated from t11ese diameters. 
In Table 8 the average weight per egg of the egg-capsule increases rapidly 
with in,crease in length of the adult fish. 
The pi1cture gained fron1 th·e above is as follows-tl1e sn1aller n1ature 
dogfish possess sn1aller eggs and for son1e reason the embryos fron1 these 
eggs are at first larger than the en1bryos from the larger eggs of the larg·er 
dogfish. Hayes and Arn1strong (1942) sl1ow that in Sal11io salar wl1ere the 
egg of the grilse is smaller than that of t11,e salmon, t11e grilse en1bryo is 
smaller than the salmon ei11bryo (fertilized at tl1e same ti111e) at the begin-
ning of development, but by 35 days after ·hatc.hing it is approximately the 
same size as that of the salmon. Hayes and Ar1nstrong also quote Byerly 
( 1932) as hav·i_11g found that in the chick there is no den1onstrable difference 
in growth rates of embryos from eggs of different sizes between .the third 
and eighteen.th days. After the eighteenth day the growth of . the embryo 
in the s111all egg is less owing to lack of food in small eggs. Th·e large 
differen·ce in th·e size of the tiny en1bryos of s111all and of large females, 
therefore, ca11 hardly be due to faster developn1ent of the embryos of small 
eggs as coin pared with large. We are inclined to believe that some females 
con1ing to maturity for the first time and some smaller females which by 
vir:tue of the smaller amount of yolk material and on the average earlier 
fertilization n1ay get rid of their young earlier, are fertilized and lay eggs 
before the larger females are ready. The other possibility is that while 
mature females with large embryos may go to some deep cold area to get 
rid of their young, and be fertilized and lay eggs there, the females corning to 
maturity for .the first time may go to some warmer area and be fertilized 
there with consequent quicker development of the tiny embryos. At some 
later period .the embryos of the larger fish by virtue of the ~arger an1ount 
of food stored in th·e larger eggs catch up with and sur,pass in length the 
en1bryos of small females. 
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Number of Large Yellow Eggs in Each Ovary and :the Number of 
Young in Each Uterus 
In Table 9 is shown the rela.tive numbers of eggs in the left and rig11t 
ovaries and of tiny young and of large young in the left and right uteri. 
The large yellow eggs 111entio,ned are those in the ovaries of fe1nale dog-
fish with large young in the uteri. These eggs would mature and break 
out of the ovary in a few 1nonths. There ·was an averag·e of 2.17-+- .07 of 
these 'eggs in the left ovary and 2.04± .07 in the right. · T·he diff eren·ce 
between these two means is only 1.3 tim·es the standard error of the differ-
en·ce and is the·ref ore not significant. A larger ·number of samples, how-
ever, might show the difference to be significant. 
TABLE 9. The number of large yellow eggs in each ovary, the number of eggs with 
tiny embryos in each uterus and the number of large embryos in each uterus 
of ma tu re female dogfish 
-· 
I 
Numbers of dogfish Numbers of dogfish Numbers of dogfish Number of 
eggs or with large yellow eggs with eggs and tiny with large young in 
. • • • • young 1n ovaries young 1n u ter1 uteri 
. 
r 
Left Right Left Right Left Right 
ovary ovary uterus uterus uterus uterus 
- - - - - -- -
0 16 19 2 2 
1 56 64 66 28 142 84 
2 94 92 152 158 199 215 
3 69 69 26 58 34 75 
4 18 13 4 3 1 
5 9 2 1 
6 3 . . 
----- - - - - ---- - - - - -
Total dogfish . 262 262 250 250 375 375 
. 
- ---
Av. per dogfish 2.17 2.04 1.86 2.14 1.71 1.98 
Stan. deviation 1.13 1.11 0.67 0.66 0.62 0.66 
-- -
Standard error 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 
It is clearly shown tl1at the number of young is greater in the right 
uterus than in the left. . The averages for 250 dogfis·h with tiny young 
were 2.14+.04 tiny embryos in the right uterus and 1.86±.04 in the left 
uterus. Th·e difference between these means is 5 times the st andard error 
of the difference and is therefore very significant. The averages for 375 
females with lctrge young were 1.98+ .03 in the right uterus and 
1.71 + .03 in the left. T·h·e difference between t·hese means is over 6 times 
the standard error of the difference a·nd is there£ ore very significant. 
The averages in the case of the tiny young are true averages since only 
individuals with an un·brok·en egg-case in each uterus were considered. 
' 
.. 
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These egg-cases are formed even when no eggs pass into the uterus. In 
composing the table of dogfish with large yo11ng in uteri, we l1ave only con-
sidered females with at leas1t one young in eacl1 uterus. The lower averages 
in t·he case of the large embryos are mostly due to the loss of the young 
from the uteri after bei11g caught. Tl1is loss, however, was evidently the 
sam·e from both uteri, the average of large young in the left uterus being 
0.1 S less than 1that of tiny young and the average of large yo11ng in the right 
uterus being 0.16 less than that of tiny young. . 
~he probable explanation of the observed lesser num1ber of young in 
the left uterus is th·e fallowing :-The cornmon abdominal 1ostium and par-
ticularly the anterior parts of the two oviducts joining the base of the 
funnel of the ostiu111 are immediately posterior to the th~n pericardio-
peritoneal septum (septum transv·ersu1n) to which the ventricle of the 
heart is immediately anteri9r. The conus arteriosus has its origin on the 
right side of the ventricle and the ventricle extends further posteriorly on 
the left side than on the right ( 40, 40 and 8 n1m. further in 3 mature 
females examined in a ,preserved condition). T·he left side of the ventricle, 
therefore, overlaps the n1edial portion of the left oviduct at the base of the 
ostium funnel and tends somewhat to press the ovidu·ct at this point against 
th·e anterior portion of the liver. The right side of the ventricle overlaps 
the medial portion of tl1e right oviduct to a much lesser extent. The ven-
tricular pressure, therefore, would interfere more with eggs entering th·e 
left oviduct than the right. 
I 
Development of Ovarian Eggs 
Data on the average diameters and volumes of ovarian eggs ar·e set out 
· in Table 10. It is seen that the ovaria·n eggs are small in females with tiny 
embryos, these ha,ring recently extruded a mature set of eggs from the 
ovaries, and the increase in diameter and volume in the J 11ly to November 
TABLE 10. Sizes of ovarian eggs 
... Ai.verage Range in Calculated I diameter diameter of volume of Number of 
Date 1942 
Adult size largest largest average adult Remarks 
• • largest females range cm. ovarian ovarian 
egg cm. eggs cm. egg. cc . 
--
...__.. 
-- -
July 7-Aug. 4 .. 74-94 0.83 0.6- 1.2 0.30 43 Females 
Aug. 10-Sept. 18 75- 93 0.87 0.6- 1.1 0.33 42 - with tiny 
Oct. 9-Nov. 27. 77-95 1.01 0. 9- 1.2 0.54 6 embryos. 
• 
. .. 
July 7-Aug. 4 .. 75- 94 2.46 1.6- 3.3 ' 7.79 70 Females 
Aug. 10-Sept. 18 75-97 2.88 2.4-3.4 12.51 58 with large 
Oct. 9-0ct. 30 . 75-101 3.00 2.4-3.7 14.14 54 embryos 
Nov. 5-Nov. 27. 75- 97 3.12 . 2.6-3.4 15.90 41 " 
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period is ·also s111all, 0.83 to 1.01 cn1. diameter, 0.30 tto 0.54 cc. volume. 
Females with large embryos in which the ovarian eggs are a year later in 
development possess large ovarian eggs and there is a large in·crease in 
diameter and volume of the egg between the July to N ov·ember periods, 
2.46 to 3.12 cm. ·diameter ~nd 7.79 to 15.90 cc. volume. Ford (1921), p. 
471, who has show·n the same relation as described above ·between the size 
of the embryo and the size of ithe ovarian egg, found ovarian eggs over 4.0 
cm. diameter corresponding with embryos 27.0 to 28.9 cm. long and con-
clud·e·d that when the dogfish embryos are born there is a set of ft1lly 
develo.ped eggs in the ovaries ready to pass into the oviducts. 
From our measurements of the volume of eggs at the beginning of 
their development in t,h·eir ,capsules in the uteri, we have calculated o·n the 
basis of a relatively small number of samples, that eggs are usually ready 
for liberation fron1 the ovary at diameters between 3.4 and 4.2 cm. or an 
average diameter of 4.0 cm. 
Table 11 shows the number of individual dogfish, with eggs of partict1lar 
diameters in the ovaries. For comparative purposes the diameter of the 
largest egg was 1taken. During the period under investigation in the fe1nales 
witl1 .tiny embryos in the uteri the ovaries contained small white eggs rang-
ing in diameter fro111 0.6 to 1.2 cm. During the same period the females 
'"'ith large young due for ·birth in a few mont1hs, possessed larger yello'v 
eggs ranging fron1 1.6 to 3.7 cm. in addition to tiny white eggs less than 
a cen·timetre in diameter. 
Obviously as Ford (1921) ·has also shown_, during the two year period 
of pregna·ncy the eggs in the ovaries are developing gradttally and Ford's 
work over a whole year indicated that the fertilization of the mat11re egg 
followed shortly after the birth of the yo11ng. In Table 11 the immature 
females fall into tvv·o separa·te grou.ps with regard · to egg size. One grottp 
with eggs ranging from 0.2 to 1.2 or 1.4 cm. dia1neter apparently includes 
eggs of t1he stage of development in the females with tiny en1bryos (0.6 to 
1.2 cm. diameter) and also more immature dogfish with still sn1aller eggs. 
The second grottp of immature females possesses eggs ranging f ron1 1.9 
to 3.3 cm. diameter, i.e. in the same s·tage of development as the eggs of 
females with large young in uteri. 
, Sin·ce in pregnant females the eggs in the ovaries have a two year cycle 
of development it is reasonable to suppose as Ford ( 1921) has suggested 
that the eggs of immature females also pass through a two year period of 
developµient covering roughly the same egg sizes as in pregnan,t females. 
On this assumption which is supported by the frequencies of immature 
females a;t different egg sizes in Table 11 t1he group of immature females I 
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TABLE 11. Frequency of various sizes of ovarian eggs and the relation of adult 
size to egg size 
Also frequency of uterus lengths among immature females and 
correspondence · of egg size to ·uterus length 
Average 
Diam. Average size of adult size of 
of No. No. · No. cm. Length No. largest 
largest • females females of of • 1m- ovarian 
• 
with with Females Females • egg in mature uterus Im- egg corre-
females • large Im- with with mature sponding ovary tiny cm. 
. large females to uterus cm. young young mature tiny 
females young young length 
- - ---- - - - - -
0.2 11 1.9 1 0.4 
' t 63.4 . 
0.3 8) 2.0 3 0.43 0.4 47 67.1 2.1 1 0.2 
0.5 67 70.3 2.2 7 0.4 
0.6 29 41 74.1 2.3 14 0.43 
~ 83.0 
0.7 18 17 J 75.2 2.4 12 0.52 
0.8 ?l 24 83.2 2.5 14 0.46 0.9 20 84.1 2.6 19 0.52 
1.0 0 1 19 • 78.4 85.2 2.7 16 0.55 
1.1 Ol 41 2.8 24 0.49 ( ~ 86.3 1.2 2 1 3) 2.9 21 0.56 
1.3 I 3.0 17 0.58 
1.4 l J 3.1 8 0.54 
1.5 3.2 5 0.60 
1.6 , 11 3.3 3 0.67 
1.7 1 \ 3.4 7 0.86 
1.8 1 1 r• 3.5 3 0.53 
21 l ,/ 1.9 2 ( 83.7 3.6 1 0.6 
2.0 0 \ 21 3.7 3 0.67 
I I 3.8 0 
2.1 11 2J 3.9 2 0.65 I 
2.2 2 l 81 4.0- 4.9 2 1.65 ( ~ 84.8 2.3 0 1 6) 5.0- 5.9 1 1.9 
2.4 0 1 13 78.3 86.3 6.0- 6.9 1 2.5 
2.5 2 l 18 85.9 7.0- 7.9 0 
2.6 3 1 17 84.6 8.0- 8.9 1 2.2 
2.7 4J 19 8.5.1 9.0- 9.9 5 2·.90 
2.8 ~1 18 84.0 10- 10.9 6 2.78 2.9 18 87.9 11- 11.9 6 2.98 
3.0 ~ ~ 30 80.6 . 87.4 12- 12.9 5 2.68 3.1 21 86.9 13- 13.9 1 2.8 
3.2 11 17 87.7 
3.3 . lj 13 87.8 
3.4 12 89.7 
3.5 0 
3.6 0 -
3.7 I• 2 92.0 I 
• 
.. 
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with eggs 1.9 to 3.3 cm. diameter will come to 1naturity in a few 1nonths 
while females with egg sizes approximately 0.6 to 1.2 cn1. will come to 
maturity a year later and are on the average a year younger than the former 
group. Immature females with egg sizes smaller than 0.6 or possibly 0.5 
~ 
cm. probably will not reac·h maturity for an even longer time. 
In Table 11 it is also seen that the larger eggs come from larger females. 
Table 11 also shows th·a·t uterus length and egg size in immature females 
increase together and that there is no considerable increase in egg size 
until the uterus rea·ches a lengt1h of from 4 to 14 cm. 
The Egg-Case and its Contents 
The eggs of the dogfish are enclosed shortly after fertilization by a thin 
horny egg-case. Included also within the egg-case and surrounding · the 
yolky egg is a tra11sparent j~lly-like albuminous flui<l. 
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FIGURE 5. An Egg-Case of Squalus acanthias containing three Eggs at an early Stage 
of Development. (Original total length of Egg-Case =20.4 cm.). 
Figure 5 s'hows such an egg-case containing three eggs at an early stage 
of development with the blastoderm a few millimetres in diameter and the 
embryo not yet apparent. Following is a description. The egg-case is of 
shiny, transparent, .amber-coloured, thin, toug·h, horny material, ro11ghly 
cigar-shaped. Both ends are drawn out, the anterior one long and tapering 
off to a :fine ribbon, the posterior en·d short, blunt and :flattened. The egg 
does not extend to the tips of the case, these being filled with a clear 
colourless jelly material for a distance of about 2 cm. in the above specimen. 
It was observed that when the egg-capsules are very fresh the eggs will 
revolve freely inside the case about the long axis of t1he egg in such a way 
as to maintain the embryo always on top when the case is revolved. 
Some measurements were ma·de of the volume of the uterine eggs with 
their tiny embryos. The egg-capsule was gripped firmly at both ends and 
then punctured 1by a scalpel so that the contents, minus the egg-case and 
• 
• 
• 
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n1ost ·of the albumen, fell into a 1neasured 1amount of water. It was estimated 
• 
that not more than 2 cc. of albumen per capst1le were th11s added with the 
yolky eggs. 20 capsules of 10 fen1ales 80 to 93 cm. average 85.8 cm. in 
le11gtl1 were treated in this way. The number of u·te.rine eggs per fish. 
ranged from 3 to 7 and averaged 4.4. T·he volun1es of the 44 eggs ranged 
. from 21 to 40 c·c. (calculated diameters 3.42 to 4.24 cn1.) and allowing o·ne 
average ·egg size per ,fish the average egg volume for the ten females was 
33.9 cc. (calculated diameter 4.01 cm.). These measurements were made 
during July and August when these uterine eggs possessed embr_yos so tiny 
t11a·t only a fraction of a gran1 of the yolk material could have been used 
ttp since the ovarian eggs passed into t1he oviducts. Ovarian eggs t11ere-
fore, at least fron1 3.4 to 4.2 cm. diameter or an average of about 4.0 cm. 
dia1neter, are developed enough to be set free, fertilized and passed into 
' 
the oviducts. · 
In over five ·hu11dred egg-capsules examined by 11s the largest nt1n1ber 
of eggs in one capsule was five. Ford ( 1921) however mentions an excel-
len·t colo11red drawing of an egg-capsule containing 6 embryos, by Ed. 
Graeffe in Arbeit. Zool. Instit. Univ. Wien and Zool. Stat., Triest, 1888, 
Bd. VII Heft III. 
Three dogfish 7 5, 77 and 80 c111. long~ two in July and one on Se.pten1ber 
17t11, possessed. an egg-capst1le with one egg in one t1tert1s, witl1 en1bryos 
fron1 ~ to 2 cm. long, and in the other 11ter11s a complete t1n·brol<en 
C}Tlindrical egg-case containing about 10 ·CC. of alb11men b11t no eggs. · In 
one female of 88 cm. captured on July 14th there was in each utertts a com-
plete t1nbroken cylindrical egg-case containing about 10 cc. of albumen 
and no eggs. None of these empty egg-cases without eggs were fot1nd in 
the much more numerous females wit1h large en1bryos in uteri. Thus it 
is fairly certain that the egg-case breaks down after a while even \vhere 
no ei11brvos are contained in it . 
./ 
Ford ( 1921) fottn·d that in some em·bryos fron1 4 to 7 c111. long ai1d in 
all above 7 cn1. the egg-case had been broken and the embryos and yolk-
sacs were lying free in the uterus. Pro1bably at the smaller sizes this rup-
ture of the egg-case was due to the mechanical breaking following capture. 
In 011r specimens in which no tiny embryos were larger than 4.2 cm. we 
found no ruptured egg-cases. 
Even after the rupture of the ·egg-case, p·arts of the egg-case may not be 
expelled fron1 the U·terus. Ford ( 1921) found remains of the capsule 
present in a uterus with three fully grown embryos of 28 to 29 cm. and an 
al1nost complete capsule in a uterus wit'h a 13.5 cn1. embryo. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Between July lOtl1 and October 30th we found re1nains of the capsule 
in the uteri of 20 dog·fish containing large embryos between 15 and 22 cm. 
in length. In 19 cases a remnant of the capsule was found in one uterus 
and in one case in both uteri. In all cases the part of the capsule remainin·g 
was the anterior part usually the anterior half. During most of the investi-
gation we did not search particularly for these capsule remnants and 
u·ndou'btedly there were many other females with a remnant of the egg-
capsule in the uterus. 
In eleven dogfish in which the egg-capsule in one uterus contained one 
egg. while in the other uterus tl1e capsule contained two eggs, the average 
weight per egg of the single-·egg capsule was in all cases 3.5 to 10 grams 
heavier than that for the two-egg capsule. The average weight per egg . , 
for the one-egg capsule was 41.6 grams and for the two-egg capsule 35.9 
grams. Similarly in ten females in whic1h the egg-capsule in one uterus 
contained two eggs and in the other uterus three eggs the average weight 
per egg for the two-egg capsule was in all cases ·heavier by 1.5 to 6.5 
. . 
grams, than that for the three-egg capsule. The average weight per egg 
· for the two-egg capsule \Vas 42.1 grams and for the three-egg capsule 38.6 
gra11;1S. 
In our meas11rements of eggs minus tl1e egg-case and most of the 
albumen, however, in 6 females in which there was one more egg in the 
capsule in one uterus than in that in the other uterus, there being from 
one to three eggs in one capsule and two to four in the other, the average 
volume per egg -vvas less jn four out of six cases in the capsule with fewer 
eggs. The average vol11me per egg per fish being 30.5 cc. in the one, two 
and three-egg capst1les and 34.3 cc. in the two, three and four-egg caps11les. * 
It is apparent fron1 ·tl1e above and fron1 our account of five uteri con-
taining perfect egg-capsules with abo11t 10 cc. of albu1nen but no eggs, that 
when the appropriate time comes, probably n1otivated by hormones from 
the ovaries and not by the entrance of an egg into the ovidu·ct, a normal 
egg-capsule and the albu111en are secreted and the egg-capsule sealed off 
at both ends, whetl1er eggs be present or not in. the oviducts. Similarly, 
since we have no reason to think tha,t the average egg in the one-egg capsule 
or in the two-egg capsule is larger than that in the tWo or three-egg capsule 
in .the same ·fish, it is probable that in any particular fish, approximately 
the san1e amount of capsule and albuminous material is secreted in both 
oviducts more or less independently of the variation in the num·ber of eggs 
in the particular oviduct. 
*It is of course very likely that on the average larger eggs as well as a larger 
11umber of eggs will slip into the right oviduct than into the left, so that the capsule 
\vith a larger number of eggs will also on the average possess larger eggs. 
' 
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Relations between Length of Adult, Embryo Size and Yolk-Sac Size 
. 
Figure 6 ·shows the relation of tl1e weight of the yolk-sac to the length 
of ·the einbryo in the August 10th-28th and tl1e October 29th-November 
24.th periods, each point on the graph representing a single embryo. From 
the gradual decrease in yolk-sac weight with increase in en1bryo size it is 
ap.parent that nearly all the embryo dogfish at birth, tl1at is when the yolk-
sa·c is zero, will fall between the sizes of 24 an·d 31 cn1. There are some 
ex·ceptions, ·however. ·One embryo of 14_0 cm. or 10 grai11s we·ight on 
August 24th, possessed a yolk-sac weighing only 4 grai11s. This em·bry·o 
was in a healthy .condition and would evidently have used up all its yolk 
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FIGURE 6. Relation of Weight of Yolk:-sac to Length of Embryo. 
by the time it 11ad reached a length' of about 160 or 17 ci11. Thus an 
occasional embryo is ready for birtl1 at sizes as low as 160 or 17 cm. The 
same parent fish ·75 cm. long, ·contained in one uterus in addition to the 
140 ·cm. em1bryo mentioned above another embryo of 160 cm. with a 
yolk-sac of 25 grains and in the other uterus an en1bryo of 16 cm. with a 
yolk-sa·c of 26 grains. The sinallness of the ei11'bryo and of the yolk-sac, there-
fore, in the 140 cin. ei11bryo was due to the sinallness of the original egg. 
In this connection we ·have sometin1es noticed great variation in the size 
of the yellow ovarian eggs of females with large en1bryos in uteri. On 
September 8th for example in an 82 cin. female witl1 embryos 170 to 18 
cm. long in the uterus the ovaries contained 3 yellow eggs of the next 
generation. One egg was 2.5 cm. ·dian1eter, one 2.4 cm. and the other only 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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1.4 cm. In another female with large young possessing three yellow eggs 
of the next generation two eggs were 2.4 cm. diameter and the other only 
• 
1.5 cm. On several occasions also we have noted in egg-cases containing 
tiny em'bryos only a few millimetres to several centi111etres long, eggs only 
half the volume of the other egg or eggs present in the san1e egg-case. In 
TA.BLE 12. Relation of length of parent female and size of large embryo 
to weight of yollc-sac 
Length of Average Average Number of 
Date 1942 Fen1ale Length Weight Parent 
parent cn1. embryo cn1. yolk-sac gm. fish 
Aug. 10-28 ........ 75-85 17.0 24.3 33 
Aug. 10-28 ......... 86-94 17.8 29.2 16 
Oct. 29-N ov. 24 .... 78-87 20.5 20.4 29 
Oct. 29-Nov. 24 .... 88-101 21.4 21.1 43 
T A.l\BLE 13. Co1nparative \Veights of embryo and ~yollc-sac with • increase 
in length of embr)lO 
.l\.verage 
Length Total Aver. Aver. -'-~ ,rer. weight 
Date of No. length weight weight young Remarks 
embryo em- female embryo yolk- embryo+ 
1942 cm. bryos parent grams sac yolk-sac 
cm. grams gran1s 
--- -----------
Aug. 10-28. 12~-14 6 80.6 11.1 23.6 34.8 Average length 
embryo= 13.75 cm. 
" 14~-15~ 6 82.6 12.1 22.0 34. l Average length 
en1bryo = 15.0 cm. 
" 16 13 82.4 15.8 25.8 41.6 
" 16~ 27 83.l 16.8 25.1 41.9 
" 17 24 83.7 17.7 26.5 44.2 
" 17~ 15 86.4 19.5 27.4 46.9 
" 18 22 I 84.0 21.5 23.6 45.1 
" 181. 15 86.1 23.0 28.5 51.5 2 
" 19 g 84.5 24.3 26.1 50.4 
" 191.- 20 7 85.4 30.5 24.4 55.0 Average length 2 
embryo= 19.7 cm. 
Oct. 29-
Kov. 24. 17~-19 19 85.7 27.3 19.1 46.4 Average length 
" 19~ .. . 21 86.4 28.7 24.0 
embryo= 18.8 cm. 
52.8 
" 20 28 87.9 30.1 23.1 • 53.2 
" 20~ 36 88.8 32.2 20.4 52.6 
""' 
" 21 36 87.8 34.4 22.6 57.0 
" 21~ 33 87.2 35.5 22.0 57.5 I 
" 22 23 89.3 39.9 20.3 60.2 
" 22~ 22 90.5 41.5 18.9 60.4 
" 23 12 91.1 43.5 19.4 62.9 
" 23~ 11 92.1 47.9 15.9 63.8 
" 24 
" 24~-25! 7 92.9 55.1 14.3 69.4 l\. verage length 
embryo =25.0 cm. 
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these cases no o·bvious differen·ce was observed in the sizes of the tiny 
en1bryos in ·the eggs of different volume in the sa1ne fish. 
Table 12 shows tl1e relation of the length of the parent fe111ale and th·e 
average size of the large embryo to the average weight of the yolk-sac. 
This table represents a condensation of the data in Figure 6 but in com-
posing the ta1ble only the average Ieng.th of the embryo and the average 
weight ~f the yolk-sac in each fish have been considered. 
From Table 12 it is seen that the sn1aller parent fish contained smaller 
en1bryos and also sn1aller yolk-sacs than tl1e larger parent fish. Thus it 
FIGURE 7. Photograph of large, 23 cm., Embryo Dogfish with large Yolk-Sac and of 
small, 18 cm., Embryo Dogfish with small Yoll{-Sac, Sept. 18th, 1942. 
is obvious that the young of small parent fish will on the average be born 
at smaller sizes .than the young of large parent fish. 
In the period August 10th to 28th, the yolk-sacs of the en1bryos from 
the larger fish average n1uch greater, 4.9 grams, than those from smaller 
fish, while in the October 29th to N ove1nber 24th period there is little differ-
ence, 0.7 grams, between .the yolk-sacs of the two groups of einbryos. This 
means that the larger embryos with originally larger yolk-sacs are, however, 
11sing 11p more yolk-sac material with each increase in embryo lengtl1, owing 
45 • 
to the larger volu111e per c111. length in larger embryos. We would thus 
expect no great difference in the average time of ~birth of young from small 
fish and from large fish . . 
The comparative weights of en1bryo and yolk-sac with increase in 
length of the embryo are shown in Table 13. These figures again support 
the conclusion from Figure 6 that there is a considerable range in size of 
young at birth. 
Figure 7 shows a photograph of two embryo dogfish representative of 
·the young from two females captured on September 18th. One embryo of 
23 cm. possesses a large yolk-sac and the embryo of 18 cm. a small yolk-sac. 
Obviously these embryos will be qui~e different in size by the time all the 
yolk-sac material has been used up. 
SOURCES o ·F FOOD, WATER, ETC., IN SQUALUS EMBRYOS 
Figure 8 and Tables 14 and 8 show tl1e average total weight, including 
both em'bry·o and yolk-sac, of the large uterine young of the older g·enera-
tion, compared with the average size of the parent dogfish, and also the 
av·erage weight per egg of t,he uterine egg-capsu~e of the ·embryonic genera-
tion one year yot1nger; the weight of the capsule including egg-case, eggs, 
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albu111en and ti11y en1bryos. Eacl1 point on the grapl1 represe11ts the average 
of 10 young dogfish or in the ·case of the capsules 20 capsules \vith ab·out 
60 to 90 uterine eggs; averages being taken beginning with the · s1nallest 
parent dogfish. 
It will ·b·e noted that for all sizes of parent dogfish there is a considerable 
in,crease in total weight of en1bryo (approximately 10 grams) in the period 
October 29t1h to November 24t1h as compared with July 10th to August 4th. 
The gradual increase in th·e averag·e weight of the embryo with increase in 
the size of the parent fis'h is in ag·reement with the increase in length of 
the large einbryo with increase in length of the parent female (Table 7) : 
-
TABLE 14. Average weights of dogfish embryos and yolk-sacs, 1942 
(Only embryos of the later generation due to be born in a few months are 
considered) 
' 
- Range of Average 
Date of size of size of Average Average Avera 
capture female female length weight weigh 
Average . Number 
ge weight of 
t of specimens 
1942 parent parent embryo embryo yoll{-S ac young of )roung 
cm. cm. cm. I grams gram s grams dogfish 
• 
- ---- - --------
J uly 10-i\ug. 4 .. 76- 82 80.0 15.32 39.50 10 
" 82- 84 83.0 16.01 
" 84- 87 85.2 15.85 
" 87- 94 90.4 16.27 
A ug. 10-28 ...... 75- 80 78.7 17.01 
" 81-82 81.5 16.50 . 
" 83-86 84.3 17.67 
" 87--94 89.3 17.66 
0 ct. 29-Nov. 24. 78-83 81.4 20.07 
" 83- 85 84.1 20.75 
" 85- 88 86.2 20.77 
" 88-89 88.2 20.70 
" 89-90 89.5 21.38 
" 90-92 91.0 21.49 
" 92- 101 94.4 21.88 
. 
17.75 
17.11 
19.83 
20.95 
30.95 
31.79 
33.32 
32.42 
37.40 
37:96 
I 39.31 
22.3 
24.6 
25.3 
28.4 
19.5 
19.4 
22.2 
21.7 
18.8 
22.3 
20.4 
4 
5 
2 
7 
4 
5 
6 
3 
0 
8 
7 
40.17 10 
42.90 12 
48.57 12 
40.09 10 
41.76 10 
45.15 12 
49.42 12 
50.49 10 
51.24 10 
·55.58 10 
54.15 10 
fi6.20 10 
G0.34 11 
59.78 11 
also with the increase in tl1e siz.e of the egg in t1he ovary (Table 7) and in 
its early stages ii;i the 11terus (Table 8), with in.crease in the length of the 
parent fish. 
The weight of the large embryos, July 10th to Aug11st 4th, is slightly 
greater tl1an that of the uterine eggs including the weight of the tiny 
em·bryos and their share of capsule and albumen weight on July 21st to 
August 28th, the tiny embryos in this case being almost a year yo11nger. 
From the average egg weig,ht, however, possibly a gram for capsule weight 
sh·ould be subtracted. Also ·since the capst1le is ruptured when the einbryo 
is 7 cm. or less and weighing .only several grams or less most of the alb11men 
is probably unused w1hen the egg-case ruptures so that pro·bably 5 grams 
• 
• 
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or 1nore for u11used albu111en vv"eight should be subtr~cted from the average 
weight of the uteri11e eggs shown in Figure 8. 
Thus it is appare11t that in addition to the material present in the original 
egg and egg-·capsule t11e embryo obt~ins material from oth·er sources as 
d·evelopment proceeds. 
Hayes and Armstrong ( 1942) in their work on salmon embryos state 
''As to efficien1cy, tl1e embryo wastes 30 per cent of the yolk in turning 
the othe·r 70 per cent into living tissue" and again ''Previous studies of 
embryonic efficiency in salmon and trout have led to values ranging from 
43 to 63 per cent in the stages after ·hatching." It is thus evident that 
Squalus en1bryos must obtain a considerable amount of water at least from 
the uterine wall, otherwise the weight of th·e late embryo together with its 
yolk-sa.c would be considerably less than that of the weight of the initial 
egg in the uterus, OV\ring to oxidation of food material in metabolism. 
The Cambridge Natural History (1910) _ states that ''such elasmobranchs 
as Acanthias ( S q11talits) have long fila111ents, villi or trophonemata 
d·eveloped fr.om the inner surface of the uterus which secrete a nutritive 
fluid and this fluid is either absorbed qy the blood vessels of th·e embryonic 
yolk-sac or it is taken up by the embryo in some more direict 1nanner." 
J. Graham Kerr (1919) referring to elasmobranc.hs such as Acanthias 
( S qi.talus) says ''The embryo in the uterus is still nourished primarily by 
the yolk in its yolk-sa·c. The uterine wall already plays a part thottgh a 
minor one in providing food material for the young individual by its 
glandular activity. The beginnings of this ar.e seen in the albuminous 
flt1id enclosed within the egg-shell and it is possible that the elongate·d gill 
filaments of the embr;ro play a part in absorbing nourishment from t,his. 
A further development consists in the secretion of an abundant uterine milk 
which is drawn into the p·harynx through the spira.cles by precociously 
occurring movements lik·e those of respiraition and passed on into the diges-
tive tra·ct. In accordan1ce V\rith its glandular activity the lining of the uterus 
frequently undergoes an increase of area by growing out into villi or 
trophonemata. During the later stages of intra-uterine development there 
usually com.es abot1t an intimate relations.hip between the surface of the 
yolk-sa,c and t1hat of the uterine lining and in association with this there 
is found a varying degree of specialization of the uterine lining. The latter 
may project into longitudinal folds so as to give increase of ~urface." 
( Acanthias vulgaris is a synonym for S qital1tls acantliias). 
Using these wet weights of embryos and eggs, however, we would not 
be justified in drawing con·clt1sions regarding the possibilities of the embryo 
.. 
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obtaining food fro111 ~he uterus, owing to the greater percentage of water 
in the embryo tha~ in the yolk demonstrated for ot.her species. Hayes and 
Armstrong ( 1942) for sal111on en1bryos say that in their earliest .observa-
tions of the embryo in th·e egg, the water content of the en1bryo was just 
under 85 per cent and it remained there until about half-way to hatching 
when it rose to a maximu111 of 91 per cent. From this the water content 
of the ·embryo decreased steadily until at 47 days with tl1e yolk-sac aln1ost 
con1pletely absorbed the perce11tage of v\rater in the embryo was 82.7. 
M·eanwhile the water conte11t of the yolk decreases steadily during develop-
n1ent from 63.5 to 55.5 per cent. · 
In Squalus embryos also the efficie11.cy of yolk utilization 111ay be n1ucl1 
less -than in salmon e·mbryos, for while in the salmon embryos in Hayes' and 
Ar1nstrong's experiments the developmental period to the absorption of 
the yolk-sa-c is less than two n1ont'hs and oc·curs at a tin1e when water te1n-
peratures are very low, in S qualus the embryonic period lasts almost two 
years, and ·especially during the sun1mer the rate of 111etabolism must be 
high. 
There is a v-ery large blood supply to t;he 1nature uterus and especially 
. -
to the inner wall of the mature uterus. Kingsley ( 1926) says that ''in the 
viviparous sharks villi are developed on the oviducal lining and these afford 
a means of exc1hange of gases with the ·e111bryo and for getting rid of nitro-
genous waste." 
In ·our study of S qualus ·embryos one to several centi1netres long float-
ing in the albuminous fluid in the egg-case we ·have often seen the embryos 
make continual swimming n1otions. These would set up a circulation in 
the albuminous fluid. 
THE FOOD OF THE DOGFISH · 
When our investigation ·began in July we did not at first intend to study 
stomach contents and the only dogfis;h stomachs slit open for observation 
w-ere some of those with food inside them. Of 24 dogfish ·examined in this 
casual way between July 11th and 28th all ·Contained caplin and the only 
additional food noticed ·was herring in one specimen. During July, caplin 
were ·plentiful ·on the inshore grounds and dogfish appeared to be feeding 
almost exclusively on them. Some of the stomachs were full of caplin, one 
containing 13 caplin, 1 of 7 cm. and 12 fro·m 14 to 19 cm. long. 
After August 10th we began syste1natically to open up sto1na.chs and 
examine the contents. Tihe result of this investigation is set out in Table 
15 for a total ·of 1171 sto1nachs of dogfish between 58 and 1.01 cm. in length 
exan1ined between August 10th and November 27tl1, 1942. The dogfisl1 
during this period were obtained by hand-line, or fro1n trawls (long-line) 
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whic·h were only a few hours in t1he water before being hauled. Whenever 
bait was present in the stomach it was always in a very fresh condition, 
showing t:hat th·e food obtained by the fish several hours previous to capture 
should have been present in fairly good ,condition also in the stomach. 
TABLE 15. Dogfish stomach contents. Aug. 10th-Nov. 27th 
Qualit~·" 
. Number of 
stomachs in 
which present 
Percentage of 
stomachs in 
which present 
-------- --·----- ---------------------
Total stomachs exan1ined .................... . 
Empt)' .................................... . 
Bait cut up by fishermen(herring, mackerel, pieces 
of cod, em br)'O dogfish) .................. . 
Fishes: (not bait) 
Herring ......................... ..... . 
Caplin .............................. . 
Cod . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Blenn\r .............................. . 
"' 
Unrecognizable or semi-digested fish fragments .. 
Crustacea: 
• 
Amphipoda .......................... . 
Shrimp.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
Spider crab .......................... . 
Mollusca: 
Squid. Illex illecebr osa ............... . 
\Vhelk. Buccinitm undatum . .......... . 
I 
P olychaeta : N erei~ or similar species .......... . 
Coelenterata: 
Sea anemone (red) .................... . 
Jellyfish .A u1 elia aurita . ............... . 
Oddities: (probably thrown over b~y fishermen) 
Fat pork ..................... · ....... . 
Feet and bones of seabird ............. . 
Algae: . 
Green alga ........................... . 
Brown alga. A garum . ............... . 
Brown alga. Laminaria . ............. . 
Red alga. P tilota . ................... · I 
1171 
665 
367 
20 
7 
7 
1 
45 
60 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
g 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
100 
56.8 
• 
31 .3 
1.7 
0.6 
0.6 
0.1 
3.8 
5.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.8 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
The surprising feature is the large nun1ber of en1pty stomachs, 57 per 
cent, whic1h when added to the approxi1nately 30 per cent with nothing in 
the stomac·h except herring or other bait cut with a knife into small pieces 
and easily re.cognizable as bait, made a total of about 87 per cent with 
stomac1hs empty of food (except bait). 
4 
• 
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The food obviously captured by the dogfish vvas usually ii1 very s111all 
amount and consisted of other fisl1es, Crustacea, l\d:ollusca, Polychaeta, 
Coelenterata and Algae. Herring \Vere present in 1.7 per cent, caplin in 
0.6 per cent, cod in 0.6 per cent and one stomach contained a small blenny. 
In addition unrecognizable or semi-digested fish fr8:gments were present 
in 3.8 per cent of the stomachs. Large herring 1·0 to 12 inches long were 
gen~rally bitten in two to five pieces. In one sto111ac:h a complete 12 inch 
herring ·was found witl1 only one bite in it and not bitten in two. In each 
of several stomachs the 1complete two-thirds of a 12 inc:h herring ·was found. 
The largest cod found was 11 inches long, whole, but al111ost bitten in t\vo, 
one in.ch behind the head. 
5.1 per cent of the ston1achs contained from 1 to 5 ai11phipods ranging 
from Ji to 2 cm. in length. In 3 cases 1 to 3 shrimps 1 to 3 cm. long were 
found and in 1 ston1ach a s111all spider ·crab. The presence of tiny an1phi-
pods, not however, in large enough nu111bers to furnish any appreciable 
an1ount of food, even in many of the largest dogfish, probably reflects the 
• 
hunger indicated by th·e large nun1ber of empty stomachs. Since these 
amphipods are so tiny th·ey would often be missed among partially digested 
food and the true percentage of ston1achs containing ainphipods is probably 
considerabiy higher than the 5.1 per cent recorded. · 
Mollus·ca were found in only two stoma.cl1s, in. one t1he head and tentacles 
of a squid· Illex illecebrosa and in the otl1er a specimen of t'h·e whelk, 
Bu.cc·i1iu111 11,ndat1i1,11) 3 cm. long. Two stomachs each contained one free 
living polychaete worm, ·9 ·Contained 1 or 2 specin1ens partly digested of a 
red sea anemone, 1. to 2 cm. diameter, while 2 contained the jellyfish A 1t1,.elia · 
aurita) in one case a co111plete specimen 10 cm. diameter and in the other 
case portions of a larger specim·en. 
Algae were present in 5 stoma·chs. One contained green algae, 2 brown 
ai1d 2 red. Only a small amount of alga was present, 1 or 2 sq. cm. in the 
case ·of Agarit11J1 and Lamina1,.ia and a dozen branching filaments of Ptilota. 
Relation of Sexual Maturity of Male Dogfish to Length of Claspers 
Figure 9 indicates the relation between the size and state of maturity 
of male dogfish and the lengt1h of the claspers. For Figure 9A the distance 
between t'he tip of the clasper and th·e posterior tip of the pelvic fin was 
n1easure·d, the r·esults being prefaced by a minus sign where tl1e clasper 
does not extend as far as the tip of the pelvic fin and a plus sign when the 
clasper extends .beyond the tip ·of the pelvic fin. 
Figure 9A shows that the clasper in the very in1mature dogfish does 
not extend as far as the tip of t:he pelvic fin and .that this condition persists 
51 
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in the immature dogfish until they are about 60 cm. long when the claspers 
in some of the immature dogfish are longer than th·e pelvic fin. Other imma-
ture dogfish even of 65 cm., how·ever, possess claspers ll'Ot reaching to tl1e 
tip of the pelvic fin. 111 the mature males the claspers extend from 1.4 to 
2.6 cm. beyond the pelvic fin with little or no average increase from th~ 
smaller to the larger mature siz·es. 
In Figure 9B showing the total lengfh of the clasper to its junction with 
the pelvic fin there is a gradual in,crease in clasper length of the immature 
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FIGURE 9. Length of Claspers in immature and mature Males. (A) Distance from 
Tip of Clasper to Posterior Tip of Pelvic Fin. (B) Length of Clasper to Junction 
with Pelvic Fin. 
males, aln1ost directly proportional to the ii1crease in length of the body 
generally, from 15 to about 60 cm. Between 60 and 65 cm. while .tl1e 
claspers are still short in some immature males there is a very rapid increase 
in clasper size in the other immature 1nales. 
In both Figures 9A and 9B the 1higher clasper ~measurements among 
the immature males are as great as the lower clasper measurements of the 
mature 1nales. The criterion of male maturity taken by us was the presence 
of sperm in the sperm sac and the stage of development of the vas deferens. 
It was found that in all the larg·er definitely mature males the sperm sacs 
• 
4 
• 
• 
• 
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were full of white sperm laden fluid during the whole period of the 
investigation. Ot.her smaller males were just arriving at the stage of 
effective sexual maturity and possessed only small or tiny an1ounts of spern1 
in the sperm sacs. T·hese were of necessity called sexually mature. Still 
other small n1ales with the vasa deferentia well d·eveloped possessed no 
sperm in the sperm sac and had not arrived at the stage of effective sexual 
111aturity and hence were called ii111nature. It is in the two latter groups, 
one only :barely sexually mature and the other almost sexually mature, that 
the overlapping in clasper size n1ainly occurs. -Still other males of the 58 
to 65 cm. group were very imn1ature possessing undeveloped or poorly 
• 
developed vasa deferentia and very short claspers. 
Once the claspers have rapidly increased to mature size, somewhere 
between t,he sizes of approxi111ately 60 and 68 cm., there is naturally a much . 
slo·wer in.crease with increasing growth of the body generally, as shown in 
Figure 9B. The pelvic fin, 'however, is growing at about the same rate 
and tl1us in the 111ature n1ales the distan.ce betw-een the tip of the pelvic fin 
and the tip of the clasper increases little or nothing with increasing siz·e 
of the dogfish (Figure 9A). The state of sext1al 1naturity ·of the dog·fish 
is possibly important fro111 the point of view of the Vitari1in A content of 
the liver. 
In comn1ercial practice it is not convenient to open up the male dogfish 
and determine sexual 111aturi~y by t'he 111ethod we have used and the con-
dition of dev·elopment of tl1e claspers n1ust be relied on. Under such con-
ditions all dogfish in which the clasper does not ·extend more than a 
' 
ce11tin1etre beyond t1he tip of the pelvic fin can be set aside as imn1att1re 
and the remaining in111iatt1re 111ales are so 1close to maturity that they can 
be in.eluded with the 1nature 111ales. The in1mature .clasuers even wh-en as 
~ ' 
long as the n1ature appeared to be 111ore slend·er but unfortunately W·e have 
no measurements to support tl1is observation. 
Relation of Sexual Maturity of Female Dogfish to the Length and 
to the Width of the Uterus 
Figure 10 shows a drawing, to sc~le, of a very ii11111ature oviduct, an 
ii11mature oviduct witl1 the t1terus son1ewhat developed and a mature 
oviduct containing an egg-capsule with two eggs. 
In Figures 11 and 12 the length and t11e width of the uterus in immature 
females are both seen to remain stable at a very low level from 58 to 70 cm. 
Beginning at 71 c111. t11e ttterus lengthens and widens in a small percentage 
of in11nature dogfish but even as ~igh as 85 cm. there are individuals in 
which the uterus has not lengthened nor widened beyond the purely imma-
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ture condition. . Between 71 and 88 c111., however, tl1ere is an increasing 
number of immature fe111ales with a uterus rapidly widening and lengthening 
beyond the· purely it11111ature condition. Tl1is widening and length·eni11g of 
the uterus goes 1hand in hand with an increase ii1 the size of the ovarian 
eggs (Table 11). 
The sexual condition of t11e fe111ale was usually easy to determine. Most 
1nature females contained einbryos. Son1e of the fe111ales lose their large 
ei11bryos but rarely ei11bryos in egg-capsules bet\~reen the ti111e of capture 
and exa111ination. In the case of these f en1ales the large blood suffused 
uterus. ridged longitudinally by shrinkage and particularly the preg.nant 
condition of the . inner wall of the uterus with its large supply of blood and 
loops of blood vessels in the nu111erous villi were usually sufficient to 
identify the1n definitely as pregnant females. In the immature females the . 
uterus was white in colour, s1nooth and wit1h a sn1all blood supply. 
The 111ature fe111ales shown in Figures 11 and 12 are all pregnant 
fen1ales with the egg-capsules or large en1bryos in the uteri and in the case 
of these pregnant f.e111ales the length and width of the t1teri were taken, 
vyitl1 the egg-capsule or the large young inside. The stretching of the 
uter11s in tl1is vvay l1as a greater effect ·on the width than on the length so 
that t11e width of tl1e mature utertts i~ Figu.re 12 appears to be much greater 
than the greatest widths ainong the iinmatl1:re, while in_ Figure 11 the 
smallest lengths of the mature uteri are approximately the same as the 
greatest lengths of the immature uteri. Actually, when the egg-capsules 
and the embryos a·re ren1oved from the uteri of females re·cently dead, there 
is considerable shrinkage of the uterus, particularly in width. Thus, un-
doubtedly, with the uterus einpty, ·both the widths and lengths ·of the uteri 
in the larger in1111ature fen1ales which will lay eggs in a few months, will 
equal the lengths and vvidths of the 11terus in many mature and pregnant 
females of these sizes. 
Table 11 shows that if the length of the uterus were plotted against 
tl1e nu1nber of ii11111ature females of that uterus length, there would ·be 
two separate peaks in the c11rve, one for very immature females at 2.8 cn1 . 
. length of uterus and one at about 11 cm. for females which will presumably 
n1att1re in the next breeding season. r . 
DOGFISH APPEARANCES AND MIGRATIONS 
Bigelow and Welsh (1925) referring to the o·ccurrence of dogfish in 
t11e Gulf of Maine and 011 the east coast of the United States, state: ''Dog-
fish are seasonal visitors. In spring they strike in almost simultane·ously 
• 
along the whole coast from New England to North ·Carolina, appearing at 
Cape Looko11t in April, off Long Island abt1ndantly in May and as early 
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in the season on Georges Bank (April to May) as at Cape Look·out. In 
the inner parts of the Gulf of_ Maine the date of the first l1eavy run of dog-
fish varies wid·ely from year to year and from place to place. We have 
not heard of them in Massachusetts Bay 1before May. Indeed, summer 
warming is ·hardly appreciable more than a few fathon1s below the st1rface 
until well into that month, so they could hardly be expected earlier. · How-
ever, a1cc·ording to reports of local fish·ermen the period of freedom may 
·close t,h·ere as ·early as the last half of the month in some years. In 1903, 
for example, they appeared as far north as Penobscot Bay by the middle of 
May, and though as a rule it is not until June that they arrive in numbers 
in the Massachusetts Bay region, it is sometimes impossible to set gill or 
drift nets anywhere between Cape Cod and Cape Elizabeth after the first 
few days of fhat month, so num·erous are they. They usually strike in all 
along the northern Maine at1d west Nova Scotian coasts by the end of 
June." 
Beatty ( 1943) says that ''t1he dogfish appeared almost simultaneously 
along the whole ottter coast of N·ova Scotia around June 10, 1942, migrating 
later into the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of St. Lawrenc·e. T·here seemed 
to be a slow increase in numbers throughout the sumn1er until the middle 
of September when the population in coastal waters increased so markedly 
that by N ov·ember first they ·constituted a definite hindrance to cod fishing." 
Earliest Date of Capture of Dogfish in.Newfoundland and Labrador, 
1942 
By n1eans ·of questionnaires sent to Fishery Officers, Rangers and 
Consta·bles we secured reliable inf orn1ation on the local aspects of the first 
appearance and other p1hases of the life history of the dogfish. Dogfish are 
a serious ·pest to the cod fishermen whether fishing with nets or bait and 
the time of their appearance and disappearance and especially the ti111es 
when they are numerous, for111 subjects of great ii11portance to the fisl1er-
n1en. Hen,ce in general the inforn1ation obtained by our questionnaires 
can be regarded as approximately correct. The answers to tihese q11estion-
naires are for inshore areas usually not m·ore than 6 miles off shore. 
Figure 13 shows the tin1e of the earliest appearance of dogfish on the 
Newfoundland and Labrador ·coasts in 1942 as o.btained from these question-
naires. The earliest re.corded appearance was June 7th at the mouth of 
Bay of Islands on the west coast. Along the w·h·ole so11th coast the dogfish 
appeared before t1he end of June, the dates ranging from June 15th to 
J ttne 27th. Here the dogfish appeared earliest near the Isle au Morte to 
Port aux Basques region, June 15th, and nearer the headla·nds and 011ter 
\ 
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parts of the bays, J.une 18th and 19th, and a few days to a week 13:ter near 
the bottom of 'bays such as Fortune Bay. · 
On the west coast the date ·of appearance was June 15th near Port aux 
Basques and June 7th at Bay of Islands and from June 28th to July 3rd 
between Cape Gregory and th·e northern entrance to the Strait of Belle Isle. 
In different parts of Pistolet Bay, dogfish appeared between July 10th and 
13th and just north of Hare Bay at St. Carol's on July 20th. 
Toward the east coast the date of first appearance of the dogfish increases 
northwards from July 4th at St. John's, to July 6th at Greenspond and 
July 30th to August 1st in Notre Dame Bay. On the Labrador coast dog-
fish appeared on July 16th at Forteau near the southern entranc·e to the 
Strait of Belle Isle. F.urther north, fro1n Batteau to Spotted Islands, their 
first appearance was on September 1st. This report from Batteau to 
Spotted Islands is fro1n Ranger C. L. Sun11ners \vho says, from information 
gathered from· fisl1ermen both native and N ewf 011ndlanders in the above 
area, that ''Dogfish were first reported in this area about five or six sum-
mers ago having been 11nknown until tl1en. In warn1 su111n1ers they are 
more plentiful and co111e earlier than Septe1nber." Still further north from 
Cape Harrison to West Bay, the Ra11ger who has obtained his information 
from fishermen at Indian Hr. and Sn1okey who ·have been fishing there 
regularly every summer for the past twenty to twenty-five years says that 
. dogfish have never been caught in this area. Much further north again 
from N utak to Cape Chidley the Ranger reports that no dogfish have been 
seen or reported in this district. 
Figure 14 showing the date or dates on which dogfish first became 
numerous in 1942 agrees so well with Figure 13 as not to need a separate 
description or explanation, the dates when dogfish became numerous being · 
as a rule from one day to two weeks after their first appearance. 
The picture of the 011set of dogfish 1nigration· on the Newfoundland 
coast shown in Figures 13 and 14 ·obviously follows th~ warming of the 
coastal water which is early on the south and west coasts, later on the 
east coast and still later in Labrador. On the west and east coasts and in 
Labrador the warming up of the water occurs later and later as w·e pro-
ceed northward, until somewhere between the Spotted Islands and Cape 
Harrison it apparently never warms to ten1peratures suitable for dogfish . 
. 
The early dates of ap·pearance of dogfish in the Strait of Belle Isle and in 
Pistolet Bay indicate that these dogfish have arrived by way of the west 
coast since for the ·east ·coast the dates of arrival of dogfish even as far as 
Fogo are several weeks later. The early dates for arrival of dogfish north-
vv"ard on the west ·coast as co1npared with the east is obviously due to the 
\ 
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current of relatively warn1 Gulf water ·which flows northward along the 
west coast of N ewfoundla·nd often outward on the soutl1 side of the Strait 
' of Belle Isle, making t1he surface water in this region considerably warmer 
than portions of the east coast n1uch further south. 
. A r·eport fro111 Mr. S. Noel Tibbo shows that dogfish visited Labrador 
earlier in 1943 than in 1942. While investigating herring at night in the 
vicinity of Fren·cl1n1an's Island, Labrador, on August 11th, 1943, great 
numbers of dogfish were observed at and near the surface. D,ogfish had 
been reported from Five Islands and Spotted Islands, both to the north of 
Frenchman's Island, several days earlier. 
It must be ren1e111bered that at least in our waters dogfisl1 travel n1ainly 
in the upper layers of water where the water in sun1mer is considerably 
warmer than deeper down. 
The dogfish which appear on our coasts as the water farther and farther 
northward gradually war111s up 111ay co1ne fron1 two sources. They may be 
approaching tl1e different parts of the coast directly from off shore banl<s 
or from very deep water offshore. Bigelow and Welsh ( 1925) state: ''The 
winter ho111e of the Gulf of Maine dogfish is still to be learned. They have 
often been said to n1igrate south to the Tropics, and it is certain that some 
dogfish do reach Cuba during the cold season, but the fact that they appear 
so nearly sin1ultaneously all along the coast north of North Carolina in 
spring, and that they leave G·eorges Bank so late in the season, with the 
discovery of dogfish in deep water in Long Island Sound in s.ummer, 
argues for ai1 on-and-off rather than along-shore migration, with the deep 
water off the continental slope as their winter home." Thus a seasonal on 
a·nd off shore migration apparently occurs near the southern end of the 
range of the dogfish with some further winter migration south towards 
. . 
Cuba. • 
In view of the wide and rapid dispersion shown by our limited tagging 
experiments, the essential agreement in gro\vth of the dogfish embryos in 
the Gulf of . Maine and ii1 Newfoundland waters and the lack of small dog-
fish in Newfoundland waters, we are inclined to ·believe in a very long 
migration by part of the dogfish population, 1nostly mature, in spring and 
early summer from the New England region northward, partly along the 
Nova Scotian coast and possibly partly directly toward the Newfoundland 
coast, with a smaller proportion of the dogfish passing northward along the 
Newfoundland coasts and a still smaller fraction north\\rard to a limited 
extent along th·e La'brador coast. 
• 
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Months During which Dogfish are Present 
. 
Figure 15 shows the m,onths during which dogfish are reported pres~nt 
on different parts of the coast. The earliest month during which dogfish 
are usually caught is June. Other than one report of catc·hes in May, for 
St. Mary's _B:ay, which 1nust b·e rath·er unusual, dogfish are present on the 
south coast and the southern part of the west coast from J un·e to at least 
N,ovember or Dece1nber, and over the remaind·er of the west coast and on . 
the east coast gen·erally from July to at least November or Decem,ber. 
Where July is given as the date of appear:an.ce on the west coast the date 
• 
is early in July while t'he appeara.nce in Notre D?-111e Bay is later in July. 
In Labrador ii1 the vici11ity of Spotted Islands where in 1942 they did not 
appear until Septe1nber, the dogfish are reported to leav·e again after 
Octo·ber. 
Although the tin1e of arrival of dogfish is well l<n·own, sin,ce many 
people are fishing, the time of departure of the dogfish is not so well known 
be.cause in N ov·ember and particularly in Dece1nber the weather is often 
so stormy and cold that insl1ore fishing ceases. Th·e last month during 
which dogfish are present, therefore, as shown in Figure 15, must often .be 
regarded as the last during which observations are taken or fishing carried 
on and the dogfish may often :be present later than the last month shown. 
Some reports from the south coast indicate that an occasional dogfish 
may be caug~t at any time. Police S·ergt. Daley of St. Mary's says ''I 
have d·one quite a lot of fishing and caught dogfish in every month fr.om 
Marc.h to December but 111ostly fro111 June to Septen1ber." Ranger Good-
year, Burgeo district, reports ''An ·o.ccasional dogfish is ·caught here all th·e , 
year round. Some were ·caught at Red Island last winter." 
Mr. Charles R. Messervey, a w·est coast river warde11, reported on 
January 11th, 1939, fr.om ·Sandy Point, St. ·George's Bay, as follows: "Last 
week we had heavy n·orth-west gales which lasted three days and the sea 
was ·quite heavy along this shore. Quite a number of dogfish were washed 
ashore." 
Months During which Dogfish are Usually · Plentiful 
Figure 16 shows the responses to ·our question ''During what months 
are dogfish usually plentift1l in your district?'' The extent of their inter-
ference witl1 the fis'h·ery, particularly the 1COd fishery, would usually be the 
criterion of the abt1ndance of dogfish. Since different pe·ople w·ould have 
different standards of abundance ·considerable latitude n1ust be given in 
· interpreting the answers to th·e above question as set out in Figure 16. It 
is fairly · O·bvious, however, that the extent of the period of abundance 
increases from north to south. Near the Sp·otted Islands in Labrador 
dogfish are reported plentiful for only one month after their appearance 
, 
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in September. On the northern and north-east coast they are usually 
reported plentiful for one n1onth either July or August and occasionally 
f.or parts ·of July and August. Toward the south coast the period of 
a·bundance appears to be longer-from June or July to September or 
October. 
' In our collections of dogfish for resear·ch purposes in 1942 n·ear St. 
John's, dogfish, mostly large 1nature females, beca111e plentiful on July 6th, 
several days after their first appearance, and in general remained plentiful 
until November 27th when fishing ceased owing to C·old and. stormy weather. 
The dogfish caug·ht in the fall, however, were 111uch smaller and contained 
1nany more n1ature males, and iinn1ature 111ales and fe1nales; with few · 
mature females. 
Additional Inf orination on Moveine n:l:s of Dogfish 
So1ne of the additional ·con1n1ents of Fishery Officers and Rangers on 
the movements of the dogfish are given below. 
Inspector Piercey, N otr·e Dame Bay, writing on August 8th, 1942: 
''Usually the first place the dogfish appear in my district is at Cape Freels 
ab·out the first week in July when caplin are plentiful and spawning on the 
beac:hes. T.his season ( 1942) they were late in arr.iving and all the caplin 
· had gone before any dogfish arrived. There are yet no dogfish up in the 
bays. They are passing north on the outside, as the ,first dogfish this year 
was taken at Little Fogo Islands and becan1e very plentiful during three 
days while the fishermen at Joe Batt's Arm did not se·e any during this time. 
There are yet no ·dogfish reported at Leading Tickles, Triton or Nippers 
Hr. Last season ·only .a very small num·b·er ·of dogfis:h were caug.ht inside 
the headline settle1nents such as Fogo,, Twillingate, Shoe Cove and Cape 
John." 
. Ranger Jenkins, reporting fro111 Lan1aline on the south coast says ''Dog-
. fish usually appear a week or so after th.e caplin strike in and during the 
past few years seen1 to stay on the ground practically all summer." 
· Inspector Miller, St. Mary's Bay, reports "Dogfish generally g·o from 
the land with the going away of the caplin school for an indefinite period 
and ar1e very often scarce during the first \i\reeks of At1gust but this season 
they returned a week earlier than usual and are very plentiful." 
In our caplin investig.ations as yet unpublished we have found that 
caplin appear early in June on the south and south west c9asts and later 
toward th1e n·orth. The d·ogfish examined by us in July near St.John's were 
feeding on caplin and we also experienced a temporary scarcity of dogfish 
in August as the caplin left the shore after spawning. Dogfish as well as 
cod are known in some localities to pursue schools of caplin within a few 
' 
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feet of th,e shore. So vigor·ous is the pursuit of the spavvning caplin that 
Inspector Piercey in this connection says "During caplin spawning time 
I have seen thousands of dogfish on the beaches at Doting Cove, washed 
ashore by the waves and dying on the beaches there." . 
Indications of Movem.enis of Mature and of Irnm.aiure Male and 
Fe:male Dogfish as shown by our Captures off St. John's 
Table 16 shows the nun1bers of dog,fish' of ea.ch sex and of different 
stages ·Of maturity caught ·off Sugar Loaf near St. Joh11's in various periods 
fro111 July 7th to November 27th, 1942. 
It will be noted that no im111ature males were 1caught from July 7th to 
August 15th. Fro1n August 24th to 28th, 1.8 per cent and September ist , 
to 18th only 0.4 per· cent. of the catch c·onsisted of immature males, while 
from October 9th to November 27th the immature males constitut,ed fr.om 
3.1 to 3.5 per cent of the catch. Similarly while the distinction was not 
so marked, immature females ·were more plentiful during the latter part 
TABLE 16. (A) Numbers, and (B) Percentages of male and female dogfish in 
different stages of maturity caught from July 7th to November 27th, 1942. 
Mature 
Mature females 
Date Im- Mature Im- females with Total Total Total Total Method 
1942 mature males mature with large mature male f e- of 
males females . embryos females male capture eggs in 
in uteri in uteri .. 
A 
July 7-16 .... 0 24 37 114 105 219 24 256 ' 280 Salmon net 
6" mesh 
July 18-28 .. 0 9 5 31 45 76 9 81 90 '' 
Aug. 3-15 ... 0 10 1 18 30 48 10 49 59 Trawl 
Aug. 24-28 .. 2 17 ' 12 29 53 82 19 94 113 Hand-line 
Sept. 1-18 ... 1 9 32 99 111 ' 210 10 242 252 Hand-line 
and trawl 
Oct. 9-30 .... 9 84 82 5 80 85 93 167 260 Trawl 
Nov. 5-13 ... 12 277 52 3 45 48 289 100 389 Hand-line 
and trawl 
Nov.17-27 .. 10 229 52 1 23 24 239 76 315 Trawl 
July 7-
Nov. 27 ... 34 659 273 300 492 792 693 1065 1758 
B 
July 7-16 • • • 0 8.6 13.2 40.7 37.5 78.2 8.6 91.4 280 
July 18-28 . . 0 10.0 5.5 34.5 50.0 84.5 10.0 90.0 90 
Aug. 3-15 ... 0 17.0 1.7 30.5 50.8 81.3 17.0 83.0 59 
Aug. 24-28 . . 1.8 15.0 10.6 25.7 46.9 72.6 16.8 83.2 113 ": 
Sept. 1-18 ... 0.4 3.6 12.7 39.3 44.0 83.3 4.0 96.0 252 
Oct. 9- 30 .... j 3.5 32.3 31.5 1.9 30.8 32.7 35.8 64.2 260 
Nov. 5-13 ... I 3.1 71.2 13.4 0.8 11.5 12.3 74.3 25.7 389 
Nov. 17-27 .. 3.2 72.7 16.5 0.3 7.3 7.6 75.9 24.1 315 
Total 
July 7- l Nov. 27 ... 1.9 37.5 15.5 17 .1 28.0 45.1 39.4 60.6 1758 
' 
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of th·e autun111, constituti11g 11.0 per cent of the catch fr,om July 7th to 
Septem.ber 18th and 19.3 per cent of the catch from October 9th to Novem-
ber 27th. 
From July 7th to 28th tl1e d·ogfish vvere ca11ght by means of a salmon 
net with a 6 inch mesh. It would be expected that many of the smaller 
immatur·e dogfish and the smaller mature males would n·ot be caught in 
suc.h a net even if present. Since, however, trawls with relatively small 
hooks, and handlines with somewhat larger hooks but still capable of 
catching dogfish much smaller than any found to be present in our waters 
were used after Augus1t 3rd, and yet no signi,fi.can:t increase in the number 
of imm.ature males and females and mature males occurre·d before O~tober, 
it is probable that these small dogfish were. also scarce in July. (On 
August 20th a catch .of 40 dogfish considerably smaller and more immature 
than th·e usual run at that ttme was received in a rotten condition and not 
measured.) 
Mature males were relatively scarce between July and S·eptember 18th. 
ranging from 3.6 to 17.0 per cent the total cat~h. In October, mature 
• 
males increased to 32.3 per cent, from N ovemb·er 5th to 13th to 71.2 per 
cent and from November 17th to 27th to 72.7 per cent .of the total catch. 
Mature females on the other hand, which formed the main bulk-72.6 
ta 84.5 per cent of th1e catch between July 7th and September 18th, 
decreased to 32.7 per cent from October 9th to 30th, to 12.3 per cent from 
Noven1ber St'.h to 13th and to 7.6 per cent of the catch between November 
17th and 27th. 
In the period July 7th to Septen1ber 18th the two varieties of pregnant 
females were usually present in approxin1ately equal numbers, the females 
with large embryos in the uteri representing 37.5 to 50.8 per C·ent of the 
catch while the females with tiny embryos in the uteri represented 25.7 to 
40.7 per ·cent of th,e catch. From October 9th to 30th, however, the females 
with large young in uteri represented 30.8 per cent, while the females with 
tiny embryos in uteri represented only 1.9 per c,ent of the catch. From 
November 5th to 13th the corresponding percentages were 11.5 and 0.8 per 
cent respectively and from N ov,ember 17th to 27.th, 7.3 per cent of the total 
catch possessed large young in .uteri and only 0.3 per cent tiny embryos. , 
The general picture ·Of dogfis·h migration to fhe St. John's area indicated 
by these figures in Table 16 is as follows :-The dogfish approac·h the coast 
of Newfoundland from some area, possibly a distant area. The most 
powerful swimmers, that is the largest dogfish, the mature females, approach 
the coast first, an·d form the main bulk of the catch during July and August 
and at least part of Sept,ember. The immature male dogfish are below 70 
, 
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cm. in length and are extremely scarce during the summer and only slightly 
more plentiful in th·e autumn. The immature females may be as long as 
88 cm. but most are below 80 cm. T·hey usually form less than 1 S per cent 
of the catc,h. 
The mature males do not appr·oach the shore in numbers till the late 
autumn. Meanwhile the large mature female dogfish particularly those 
with tiny ein·bryos in th,e uteri leave the coast in Octo·ber and November 
presumably migrating toward the area from wl1ich they came in the early 
summer, the females with large young in uteri proceeding to the area where · 
these young will be born. That area is certainly not the coastal region of 
Newfoundland since out of 1758 dogfish caught by us the smallest was 
58 cm. long in spite of the fact that the hook!s use·d on .the trawls and even 
the handline hooks could catch dogfish at least 10 cn1. smaller than this. 
Also from the beginning of August :herring nets with a relativ,ely small mesh, 
set to provide herring for bait, failed to catch any sn1all dogfish. 
Tagging 
Between July 9tl1 and July 23rd, 1942, 279 dog.fish were tagged and 
liberated from 30 to 60 yards off Sugar Loaf Point, 3~ miles north of St. 
J o·hn's. The tags of red celluloid, with th·e printing below a superficial 
layer of celluloid were 3.2 cm. long and 0.8 c111. broad and were attached 
by one end to a strong nickel wire. The wire was inserted through the 
flesh and the base of the spine in fro·nt of the first dorsal fin. Figure 17 
shows an 82 c111. female dog.fish tagged in this way. 
The tagged dogfish were caught in a salmon gill-net and were nearly all 
mature females ranging from 74 cm. to 97 cm. and one of 108 cm. Only 
10 males, all of mature size, wer,e tagged. The dogfish were relatively easy 
to tag, with ·one man holding the dogfish and another tagging. These fish . 
will often stay alive for over '.half an ·hour out of water and appeared to be 
completely 11naffected by the tagging. Only v·ery lively fish were used and 
it is very 11nlikely that any died from the results of the tagging. 
One dollar reward was offered for the return of the tag and this has 
been found sufficie·nt in 0th.er fish to produce a good return of the tags. 
Only nine tags, however, have been returned to date and an indication of 
the possible movements of these fish is shown in Figure 18. 
- . 
A 95 cm. female tagg,ed July 14th was caught at Job's Cove in a ·cod 
trap on July 25th, 1942, travelling at least 30 miles in 11 days, an average 
of at least 2.7 miles per day. 
An 82 cm. female tagged July 23rd was caug;ht on August 18th, 1942, 
at Change Islands, Notre Dame Bay, travelling at least 170 miles in 26 
• 
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days; an average of at least. 6.5 1niles per day. 
· An 81 cm. female tagged on July 14th was caught at Grey River on the 
south 1coast ·on August 27th, 1942, .having travelled at least 280 miles in 44 
days or an average of at least 6.4 miles per day. 
An 85 c1n. fen1ale tagged on July 14th was captured on N ove111ber 
23rd, 1942, in a gill 11et about 14 n1iles east north east from Thatcher's 
Island Buoy, Massachusetts, having travelled at least 1000 miles in 132 
days and probably much n1ore since it ·quite lil<ely followed the shore lin·e 
a good deal instead ·of going straig'ht. This dogfis:h averaged at least 7.6 
n1iles per day and the fisherman who caught it, Mr. Herbert Wennerberg 
of East Gloucester, Massach11setts, writes as follows on N oven1ber 24th:- · 
• 
... , 
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FIGURE 17. ~t\n 82 cm. Female Dogfish with Tag attached. 
''vVe l1ave been bothered q11ite a bit by dogfish this fall, 111ost of which con-
tain pups: These dogfish have been of large size. It appears to 11s as 
• 
thougl1 the 1nain body of dogfish have passed here because in the lctst few 
days we have n·ot 11ad 111any in the nets. In most years they are gone by 
11ere before this ti1ne." 
In 1943, five tags have be.en returned. A 92 cm. female tagged on July 
23rq, 1942, was caught in a cod gill net on August 2nd, 1943, on·e n1ile north 
east of Guli Island, Cape Freels. 
, An 84 c1n. fe111·ale tagged on July 14th, 1942, was caught on September 
6tl1, 1943, one 11alf 111ile off Tilting, Fogo. 
An 88 cm. fen1ale tagged on July 14th, 1942, was ·caught on a trawl 
• 
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FIGURE 18. Movements of tagged Dogfish liberated 3~ miles north of St. John's, 
July 9th-23rd, 1942, and recaptured in 1942 and 1943. Numbers indicate the 
number of Days between Liberation and Capture in 1942. 
at Shippegan Island, Gloucester County, New Brunswick, on Septen1ber 
11th, 1943. 
' ' 
An 83 cm. female tagged on July 18t'.h, 1942, was caught two miles north 
of Chetican1p Point, Cape Breton Island, on N ovem·ber 4th, 1943. 
A 78 cn1. female tagged on July 11th, 1942, was caug·ht in a gill net, on 
the Middle Ground 25 miles off Glou.cester, Mass., on December 4th, 1943. 
/ 
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Our limited tagging, a11nost entirely of pregna11t females, together with 
the indications of the gradual disa·ppearan.ce of large pregnant females from 
the Newfoundland area in the late fall, in·dicates a southward migration 
from Newfoundland to New England waters in the fall. Considerably 
n1ore tagging will be n·eeded to demonstrate the extent of t'he mixing of 
the stocks of dogfish on the eastern coast of N ort:h America. It is obvious, 
however, that dog1fish migrate rapidly an·d for long distances, and since 
they swim chie'fly in the t1pper layers of water there are no hindranc·es to 
migration such as the contours of the bottom off er to haddock and cod . 
T-hus it is quite possible that the -dogfish stocks .on the w:hole eastern coast 
of North America mingle suffici,ently as to constitute a single population. 
This is indi,cated also by the similar sizes of the y·oung of the o+ group, 
during the same months, in New England and in N-ewfoundland waters. 
T·his resem1blance w.ould be very unlik·ely in local populations from such 
different latitudes. 
An .attempt was made to carry out some vertebral counts so that work-
ers elsew:here would have a basis of comparison for Newfoundland d·og,fish, 
but in about 50 per cent . of the cases there were abnormal verte,brae in that 
part of th·e vert·ebral column extending into the tip of the upper lobe of the 
caudal fin and the attempt was there£ ore abandoned. Of ten normal speci-
mens whose verte:b,rae (not including the urostyle) were counted, one 
possessed 107 v·ertebrae, one 109, two 110, two 111, two 112, one 114, and 
one 116 vertebrae. 
MINIMIZING THE DOGFISH PEST 
In our introduction w,e have given many evidences of the destructive 
r.elation of the dog·fish to other fisheries. There remains to be considered 
the extent to which a knowledge of the habits of the dogfish will redu,ce the 
dogfis'h hindrance to cod fishing. 
It is a common observation in our waters that the dogfish keep to the 
upper warmer water layers, fro1n the surface to mid-water, where·as, except 
when chasing schools of caplin the cod are usually n·ear the bottom. Onc-e 
th·e baited hook has passed through the school of dogfish it can often sink 
unmolested to the bottom. Ranger C. L. Summers of Cartwright, Labrador, 
says that ''Fishern1en claim that a quickly sunken trawl will often pass 
through a school ·of dogfish and get to bottom without having many hooks 
fille·d by them. When the trawl is ;hauled, however, if dogifish ar·e about 
it is iinpossible to haul fast enough to avoid them." 
Mr. Walter Baggs, an experienced fisherman of St. John's, says that 
wl1en dogfish are plentiful, rocks are atta,ched at fr,e·quent intervals to the 
trawl (long-lin·e) and the trawl is set with the boat drifting with the tide, 
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sometimes with the engine running thus enabling the baited hooks to sink 
rapidly. Even then th·e scheme does not always work. Both Mr. Baggs 
and Mr. Charles Templeman .of Bonavista say that they use heavy lead 
sinkers in h·and-lining when dogfish are plentiful. Sometimes the use of 
bait has to be discontinued and the jigger use·d instead. 
Dogfish are usually found to be very ravenous after bait. This is 
easily explained in our catches in 1942 by the fact that in about 87 per cent 
of the dogfis·h th·ere was no natural food present i~ th·e stomach and in 
many others the only natural food present was .one or several tiny amp·hi-
pods or other food in very small ainount. In 1942, after the caplin moved 
offshore in July, there was apparently little food for dogfish in mid-water 
on· the east coast of Newfoundland. Herring are not plentiful an·d squid 
were almost completely absent in 1941 and 1942. In spite of the lack of 
mid-water food, the sto1nach contents show only a very sm·all quantity of 
bottom food. In a lik·e situation the stoma.ch of the cod would be full of 
crabs, shrimps, brittle-stars, clams, whelks and other bottom food but the 
dogfish appears to be little interested in food of this kind. Probably as 
Hunts111an ( 1919) has previously suggested, to this preferen·ce for fish 
food caught in mid-water is due the distaste of dogfish for mollusca11 bait. 
Fisheries Inspector Peter O'Brien of Curling writes ''At this time of year 
it is clifficult to tell just how plentiful dogfish are; as fish·ermen nearly all 
use clams ( M 31a arenaria) ·for bait. This is the only bait dogfish will not 
take. You will very seldo111 catch a dogfish on clams." Bigelow ( 1925) 
says in this regard ''In Massa.chusetts and Ipswich Bays, indeed, as well 
as about the Isles of Shoals, .hook-and-line fishing is often actually prevented 
during the period of summer plenty (of dogfish) unless co·ckles be used for 
bait, for dogfish do not take these." By ''cockle" Bigelow evidently means 
the round whelk, Polynices heros, since a~cording to Huntsman ( 1919) 
this whelk is called the cockle in the Bay of Fundy. Huntsman ( 1919) 
using herring, clam and the con11non whelk Buccinum, 1tndatu1n found that 
four times as many skates were caught with the herring as with the clams 
or whelks. Skates are relatives of the dog.fish which if they had be.en 
present would proba.bly have shown the same distaste for molluscan food. 
Huntsman's experience with the use of the 1nussel M }'tilus edulis as bait 
near Eastern Harbour, ·Cape Breton, in the summer of 1917, showed that 
w.hile the mussels were good bait for cod, haddock and hake, they were 
not taken by the dogfish even when the latter were so a·bundant as to be 
seen around the boat wl1en the line was being lifted. Apparently, however, 
dogfish will take squid since this mollusc swims in 1nid-water. 
• 
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There is no doubt that whenever possible fisherme11 sl1ould kill all dog-
fisl1 caught eitl1er by leaving them in the boat until dead or by so111e other 
111ethod. Killing a 1nature female will result in the death of 2 to 9 young 
dogfisl1 in addition. We 11ave observed fishern1en at Bona vista killing all 
dogfish caugl1t by bending them backwards across the edge of the boat and 
breaking the verte·bral colu1nn behind the head before discarding then1. 
Many fisl1ern1en, however, merely cut the hooks out of the mouths of 
dogfish caugl1t on trawls without lifting the dogfish into the boat at all. 
Many of the dogfish examined by us had be·en previously treated in this way 
w11ich does not seriously injure the dogfish. 
In view of the probable wide dispersion of tl1e dogfish schools, any real 
atte1npt at reducing the numbers of these fish n1ust b·e international in 
nature . 
QUANTITIES OF DOGFISH PRESENT AND THEIR USES 
Abundance -
Dogfish 111ust be extren1ely abundant wl1en as often occurs a sn1all 
sal111on net n1ay catch a doryload of dogfish in a night ·and when a trawl 
consisting of hundreds of 11ooks will have a dogfish on almost every hook. 
' 111 Placentia Bay alone during th·e 1938 atten1pt to redu·ce dogfish numbers, 
al)out 10,391,000 pounds of dogfis:h w.ere caught or approximately 2 or 3 
111illion fish without any apparent diminution of the supply. 
In considering the uses of the dogfish, we shall for the mo1ne11t dis-
regard tl1e uses of the liver w.hich will be taken up later. 
Dogfish as Human Food 
The spiny dogfish is not to be despised as 11t1111an food and in England 
it is com1nonly used for this purpose. Prince ( 1904) giv·ing an accot1nt of· 
tl1e spiny dogfish in N or\vay says that this fis.h when eaten fresh should 
be skinned b·efore being cooked. Compared with bo11y fish such as cod 
the fles'h of elasmobranchs such as the dogfish and skate contains ver;r 
large amounts of urea, not, howev·er, in large ·enough amount to be at all 
injurious to the human. Mavor ( 1921). Because of this, dogfish n1ust 
be eaten in a very fresh condition. Mavor ( 1921) says that the flesh of 
the skate, a close relative of the dogfish, conta·ins when fresh about 2 per 
cent of its total V\i~eight of urea as con1pared with 0.01 per cent to 0.03 per 
cen·t for be·ef, and quotes a letter received from Dr. A. B. Ma:c·allum to the 
effect that in the dogfish the urea changes to ammonium carbonate when 
the dogfish stands at ordinary temperatures. The presenc.e of ammonium 
carbonate together with tl1e odour of the fish makes it exceedingly dis-
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agreeable to the taste and sn1.ell, and accordingly dogfish used as food must · 
be used soon after caught, ·or else be frozen and kept frozen in or·der to 
prevent transformation of urea into ammonium carbonate. 
Field ( 191.0) of the United States F·ish Con1n1ission states "Tl1e Com-
missioners on Fisheries and Gan1e of Massa·chusetts have personally re-
ported its palatability, the lack of odour or 'strengtl1' and the good 
consistency when cooked or ·canned. They say it .closely resembles halibut. 
The spiny dogfish has in recent years been exploited in England as a 
· valuable cheap food. A writer in a London paper states that the Plymouth 
council ·engaged an expert cook to prepare dogfish for the table with an·d 
w·ithout sauce, and that those who partook prono11nced it excellent as to 
colour, flavour and firmness. · T·he dogfishes are not only palatable in the 
fresh ·condition, but are as good as n1any other fishes when preserved by 
the standard methods. The horned dogfish ( S qitalits acantliias) being in 
composition most like the salmon is best adapted for canning and is con-
sidered as good as the medi11m grades of salmon. A pacl<er in Petit de 
Grat, Cape Breton, in 1904 sent me a dozen cans of dogfish he had packed. 
I p.assed th.em round to my friends, who prepared the contents in different 
ways (fried, scalloped, crean1ed, etc.). I11 t11ese f or111s the canned article 
was highly praised for flav.our and palatability. San1ples were also sent 
to several hotels where th.e fish was served to the guests as 'Japanese 
halibut' and was pronounced most acceptable. An establishn1ent at Halifax 
has been canning large q11antities and putti11g the111 on the 111arket labelled 
'Ocean Whitefish'. A fir111 at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, has 
been successful in selling the canned article as 'Sea bass'." 
Mavor ( 1921) says ''the shape and size of dogfish is su.ch that they 
can be handled and prepared for shipping fresh or for salting in exactly 
the sam·e way as cod or haddock. The flesl1 is as firn1 or firmer than that 
of cod or had·dock and stands handling well. The s1hape of a fillet of dog-
fish, which is long, narrow and of nearly uniforn1 thickness for the greater 
part of its length, is convenient for canning, it being possible to roll the 
fillet into an ordinary cylindrical ·Can." 
In Canada and the United States the na1ne ''grayfish'' has been adopted 
as the trade name for dogfish ai1d d11ring the first World War a consider-
able amount of grayfish was canned in the United States but apparently 
owing to the urea present t1here was considerable trouble with the cans and 
the experiment was not a s11c·cess. 
Bigelow and Welsh ( 1925) say that tl1e dogfish is a far better food 
wl1en fresh than is generally appreciated and that it would offer a tre-
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· 1nendous supply of cheap food if a satisfactory method of canning it were 
worked out. 
Other Uses of Dogfish Flesh 
Dogfish flesh can be made into meal high in nitrogen or can be used as 
fertilizer. In this reg.ard Mavor ( 1921) says that th.e availability of this 
nitrogen is muc1h reduce·d if oil is present and hence in the case of the 
dogfis·h used as f ertiliz·er the oil ought to be extracted. 
In Newfoundland th.e ,principal use of dogfish is as winter food for 
dogs. The dogfish are usually split and drie·d hard, without salting." The 
presence of a c·onsiderable quantity of oil in the flesh apparently prevents 
attacks by fly larvae and thus they can be dried with.out salting, whic·h is 
an important matter when dogfish is used for animal food. Perley ( 1852) 
says that dogfish were at that time often dried as food for cattle and that 
in Nova Scotia and 'Cape Breton they are dried in great quantities and 
in the winter fed to p·igs which are said to thrive well on th.em. 
Mr. David Pitt, one of our summer assistants, says that he has kn·own 
severa1l cases in Bona vista Bay of dried dogfish being used for fuel with 
good results. Dogfish with large embryos inside them contain from 2 to 9 
larg.e yellow eggs from one to several times as large as the yolk of a hen's 
egg. Prin1ce ( 1904) says that in Norway the y·olk of the eggs of dog-
fish and skate are used for pud·dings and other culinary purposes ·and that 
they serve as well as fowl's eggs. Mavor ( 1921) says that the eggs of 
the dogfish ·have been found to b·e a good substitute for hen eggs in the 
proc·ess of tannil;lg. 
Dogfish are also sometimes used by our fis:hermen-farmers as a fertil-
izer, using a mixture of dog.fish, cod refuse, caplin, kelp and earth or turf . 
• 
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PART II-DOGFISH LIVERS AND LIVER .OIL 
METHODS 
'From the large n,um.ber of fresh dogfis·h bro11ght to the Laboratory from 
the fishing grounds near St. John's, between July 7th and N av.ember 27th, 
1943, we selected livers at random. Our procedure was to tag the fish · 
while we were gathering the details of its natural ·history. Certain numbers 
were then taken, the only departure from a random selection being th1at 
we attempted to obtain fair proportions of th.e different sexes, size groups 
and stages of maturity. Oil sam,ples were obtained from the liv·ers of . 
ind·ividual fish. 
The fish were landed usually one to four hours after catching and the 
fresh livers removed as soon as possible. The gall bladder was removed 
from the liver and the weight and colour of the liver noted. T·he individ.ual 
liver was then ·minced and steamed for 15 m·inutes using a closed co·pper 
boiler with a glass tube leading into a flask containing the liver. The end 
of the tube extended below the surfa.ce ,of the minced liver to about a 
quarter of an inch fro1n t1he bottom of the flask and a paper cap was placed 
over the mouth ·Of the flask. The water in the boiler \Vas always boiling 
rapidly before the tube was inserted into the livers. A clean straining bag 
was then taken and placed over a beaker, the contents ··of th.e flask poured 
into the bag and allowed to strain into the beaker. After 10 minutes strain-
ing any· remaining oil was strained out by hand. The filtrate was t:hen 
centrifug.ed for ten minutes .and the resulting oil placed in a clean bottle 
of a size corresponding to the size of the sample, corked tightly and kept 
in a dark cupboard until the Vitamin A reading was taken, from a week 
to three months later. 
The coefficient of absorption (E) of the samples of oil was measured 
by means of a Hilger Vitameter, using a solution of the oil in chloroform. 
T ·he United States Pharmacopoeia reference cod liver oil no. 2 of 1700 
U.S.P. Units of Vitamin A per gram gave an E 1
13 
value of between 0.79 
cm. 
and 0.80 with the vita1neter used. In accordance with this we have used 
a conversion factor from E value to U.S.P. Units of Vitamin A of 2100. 
·Our investigation of dogfis·h began as a part-tin1.e attempt to collect 
• 
samples of dogifish liver oil to forward to the Technological Laboratory of 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at >College Park, Maryland. We con-
sequently concentrated on obtaining as many samples of oil as possible in 
the easiest possible way, name1ly, by ~teaming for 15 minutes. We ran 
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one check on the benefit of a 1011ger period of stea111ing. The fres·h livers ~ 
from 8 large fen1ales were 111i11ced ai1d thoroughly 1nixed together and two 
fairly large samples ·of the mixtt1re, each sample being of 250 grams, were 
treated one with steam in tl1e usual \i\ray for 15 n1inutes and the other vvith 
steam for 30 minutes. T :he 15 minute sample gave an oil yield of 26.4 per 
cent and a Vitan1in A value of 1680 U.S.P. units per gram while the 30 
minute sam·ple gave an oil yield of 28.1 per cent and a Vitamin A valtte of 
1820 U.S.P. units per grain. Since the extra steaming introduced much 
1nore water into the m·ixture and the oil yield and Vita111in A values vv·ere 
not very much greater the method of steaming for 15 minutes was contintted. 
In view of t1he large variations in individual Vitamin A values as shown 
. in Table 17, whicl1 are reflected in the large standard deviations in Table 
18, many of the differences in average valttes shown in the following tables 
are not statistically significant. We have therefore used the '' t'' test of 
significance of the differe11ce in the 1neans of small sa111ples, using the 
formulae given by Tippett (1937) p. 115. From these values of ''t)' the 
probability ''P)) \vas obtained fron1 the values of ''t'' in Fisher (1941) Ta·ble 
IV, p. 167. In Part II of this pa'p:er witl1 a s111all 1111111l)er of sa1111)les 
t11e standard d·eviation is clerivecl f ro111 itl1e f or111111la · 
-
S.D. = ~x2 N-1 • 
T1l1e E values ,of tl1e oil sa1111)les obtai11ed J 11ly 7tl1 Ito S·ept1e111ber 3rc1 
w·ere deter1minecl by Mr. Bernarcl Long· ancl th·e later s.a111pl:es by Miss 
Anna W-ilso11 of the Govern111ent Labo1ratories. These t\vo \vor~ers hacl 
1)reviously reached esse11;ti,al agreen1e11t on t11e E val11e ·ov1er a -period ·of. 
several years 11si11g botl1 cocl liver oil at1cl clogfish livier oil. 
RESULTS 
, 
Vifam.in A Value of the Oil in Relation fo Size, Sex and Degree of 
Maturity 
Table 17 gives t11e percentage of clogfish of clifferent sexes and stages 
of matttrities witl1 vario11s Vita111in A val11es. Only 7 in1111ature 111ales 59 
to 69 cm. in length were exan1ined and these all possessed Vitamin A 
\ralues of less than 2000 U.S.P. t1nits per gran1. The in11natt1re females 
exarnined were fron1 58 to 85 cm. long and th·eir Vitan1in A valttes all fell 
in the grot1p 300 to 4000 U.S.P.' units. The Vita111in A values of the n1ature 
males, 60 to 8·6 cm. long, ranged fro1n 300-500 to 9,001-12,000 U.S.P. 
11nits. The Vitamin A values of the n1at11re fe111ales 75 to 84 cn1., occ11pied 
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the same range as th·e n1ature 111ales, while the 111ature fen1ales 85 to 101 
cm. long ranged from· 501-1000 U.S.P. units of Vitamin A to 15,001-20,000 
units. 
On the basis of Table 17 it is seen, therefore, that the ii111nature 1nales 
possess t·he lowest Vitamin A valttes, all 7 san1ples being below 2000 U.S.P. 
units. Th·e im1nature females are larger and range somewhat higher in 
Vitamin A value, but 86 per cent are below 2000 U.S.P. units. In the 
mature males 80 per cent are below 2000 U.S.P. units, 91 per cent below 
TABLE 17. Percentages of dogfish with various Vitamin A values 
Vitamin A Immature Immature Mature Pregnant females 
values males females males Total 
U.S.P. units 59- 69 cm. 58-85 cm. 60-86 cm. 75-84 cm. 85- 101 cm. 
-- ------------------------ --------
0- 299. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
300- 500. 14.3 9.1 7.0 1.6 0 3.3 
501- 1,000. 57.2 43.l 29.5 12.5 4.0 19.5 
1,001- 1,500. 14.3 27.2 22.5 31.0 16.2 23.0 
1,501- 2,000. 14.3 6.8 21.1 23.4 22.2 19.5 
2,001- 2,500. 6.8 8.4 9.4 7.1 7.7 
2,501- 3,000. 4.5 2.8 7.8 15.2 8.4 
3,001- 4,000. 2.3 1.4 7.8 13.1 7.0 
4,001- 5,000. 0 0 6.1 2.1 
5,001- 6,000. 4.2 3.1 . 6.1 3.3 
6,001- 9,000. 0 1.6 5.0 2.1 
9,001-12,000. 2.8 1.6 4.0 2.7 
12,001-15,000. 0 0 
15,001-20,000. 1.0 0.3 
------- ------------ -----
Total Oil 
samples .... 7 44 71 64 99 285 
• 
3000 U.S.P. units and 93 per cent below 5000 units, while the correspond-
ing percentages for pregnant fen1ales 75 to 84 cm. long are 69, 86 and 94 
per cent and for pregnant fen1ales 85 to 101 cn1. are 42, 65 and 84 per cent. 
The reasons for the unfavourable showing of mature males in com-
parison with pregnant fe1nales may be as follows. Males mature at a smaller 
• 
size and presumably at an earlier age than fe1nales, our smallest mature 
1nale being 60 cm. long while our smallest pregnant female was 7 4 cm. 
Secondly our test of maturity in males was the full developn1ent of the vas 
def er ens and the presenc·e of sperm in the sperm sac. The smaller males, 
:however, fulfilling these conditions 1had only recently be:come mature and 
1nany of them had never functioned in fertilizing f einale dogfish and would 
not function until the following spring. They ·had, therefore, been mature 
for a much shorter period of time than even the smallest pregnant females, 
in which as is shown in our discussion of the life ·history, fertilization had 
taken place several ·months to over a year before our oil samples were 
• 
C) 
• 
TABLE 18. Average Vitamin A values of dogfish liver oil (U.S.P. units) versus size, sex and degree of maturity of dogfish 
-
Average Vitamin A values. U.S.P. units Standard deviation 
Number of samples included in the 
Length Males Females Fe- Fe-
Im- males males Total average of I 
dogfish With With Im .. Ma- ma- with with preg- Fem. Fem. Im- Ma- Im- • large Total ma- - tu re tu re tiny large nant In1. Mat. Im. with with Tota cm. tiny 
ma- tu re ma- preg- tu re males fe- em- em- f e- males males f e- tiny large em- em- preg tu re ' tu re males males bryos bryos males bryos bryos nant males emb. emb. fem 
l 
• 
• 
--
- - - --
60-69 .. 879 1424 909 ' 430 828 482 7 17 8 . 
. 
. ; 70-74 .. 1405 1046 1310 493 15 10 
75-79 .. 2169 1083 1444 2177 1848 2563 . 602 772 1431 1212 30 16 g 11 20 
80-84 .. 1408 1513 2264 1979 2091 590 919 1672 1748 1705 8 10 17 27 44 
' 85-89 .. 2402 2840 2663 2367 1989 2136 19 28 ·47 
90- 99 .. ' 3183 4132 3797 2113 3673 3219 18 33 51 
I 
• 
'-1 
00 
' 
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ta:k·en. T 1he relation betwee11 Vitan1in A value and size and sexual n1aturity 
will be sh.own later in this paper. 
The purpose of Table 18 is to compare the Vitamin A values of the 
san1e size group of dogfish, of different sexes and stages of maturity and 
. also to con1pare Vitamin A values in different siz·e groups of the same sex 
and degree of maturity. ·Groups containing less than 7 samples have not 
been in·cluded in this table. By separating the dogfish into separate size, 
sex and degree ·of maturity groups we have endeavoured to rule out many 
chances of error which result from com.bining different sizes, sexes and 
dog·fish in different stages of maturity. At size 60-69 cm. the mean Vitamin 
A values of immature 1nales, mature males and immatur·e females do not 
differ signifi·cantly, e.g. in the comparison of the means of immature males, 
879 U.S.P. units of Vitamin A, and of n1ature males 1424 U.S.P. units; 
P == .between .1 and .2, so t·hat the difference is not statistically ·significant. 
Similarly th·ere is no significant difference between the Vitamin A 
values of males and of immature females in the same length group, nor is 
there any statistically significant difference between the Vitamin A values 
in the same length group, between females witl1 tiny en1bryos in uteri and 
females with large embryos in uteri. For the two largest differences in 
average Vitamin A value in the latter groups, namely (a) 75-79 cm. 
females with tiny ·en1·bryos, n1ean Vitamin A value 1444 U.S.P. units, and 
fen1ales ~ith large et11bryos, mean Vitan1in A value . 2177 U.S.P. units, 
P == ·between .2 and .1, so that the difference is not statistically significant, 
and ( b), 90-99 c1n~ with means of 3183 and 4132 respectively; P== betwe·en 
.4 and .3, to tl1at the difference in tl1e 111eans is not statistically significant. 
. . 
It is possible, .however, that larger sa1nples would show significant differ-
ences betw·een the above sexes and stages. of n1aturi ty in the same size group. 
The n1ean of the in1mature fen1ales at 75 to 79 cm., 1083 U.S.P. units, 
is significantly different from the mean of total pregnant fen1ales in the same 
size group, 1848 U.S.P. units; P == .03. The n1eans of the. immature 
fe111ales and of total pregnant fen1ales at 80 to 84 c111. are not significantly 
different; P == 0.3. 
The mean Vitamin A value in the largest 111ature 1nales, 80 to 84 c111., 
is significantly lower than that of the largest pr·egnant females, 90-99 cm.; 
P == .OS. . 
By a similar comparison of the Vitan1in A value in different size groups 
of dogfish, of the san1e sex and stage of n1aturity, it is possible to state, 
that none of the differences in averages of Vitamin A valu·e in the different 
size ·groups in n1ature 111ales in Ta.ble 18 is statistically significant, and the 
same statement can be n1ade for the iinmature females. Mor·e samples are . 
• 
, 
.. 
.. 
80 
• 
needed. In tl1e latter case, ii1 co111pari11g tl1e 111ean, 909 U.S.P. units at 
60-69 1cn1., with the 111ean 1513 U.S.P. units at 80-84 cn1.; P is between 
.2 and .1. 
In pregnant fe1nales with tiny ei11bryos, t11e 111ea11 .Vita111i11 A value at 
75-79 cn1., 1444 U.S.P. units, is significantly differe11t fro111tl1e111ean Vita111in 
A value at 90-99 ·Cm., 3183 U.S.P. units; P == .02. Ii1 pregnant females 
with large embryos tl1e n1ean Vita1nin A .. val11e at 75-79 c111., 2177 U.S.P. 
units, is not quite significantly different fro111 tl1e val11e at 90-99 c1n., 4132 
U.S.P. units: P is between .1 and .05, b11t the value at 80-84 c111., 1979 
U.S.P. units, is very significantly different fro111 t11e val11e at 90-99 c111.; 
P ·is less than .01. 
In the total of pregnant f~111ales in Table 18 t11e 111ea11 Vitan1in A val11es 
of the 75 to 79 cm. and of the 80 to 84 c111. groups are botl1 very significantly 
different fron1 the n1ean at 90 to 99 c111.; P == .01 in the first case and con-
siderably less than .01 in the second. 
Relation of Vifaniin A Values of Liver Oil of Fem.ale Dogfish to 
Colour of Liver 
In Table 19 is sl10\vn tl1e relatio11 .betvvee11 tl1e colour of the dogfish liver 
and the Vitamin A value. In view of the significant differe11ces found in 
the Vitamin A value of the liver oil fron1 dogfish of different sizes, we have 
separated the data into size groups. Averages are not 1shovvn when the 
nun1ber of sa111ples was less than 7. In the case of 111ale dogfish, there were 
not eno11gh samples for adequate con1parison of Vita111in A values and 
colour of liver in any one size group, conseq11ently fen1ales alone are con-
sidered in Table 19. 
TABLE 19. Relation of Vitamin A values of liver oil of female dogfish to 
colour of liver. July 7th-Nov. 27th, 1942 
(Where numbers are very small in a particular group, averages have not 
been taken) 
Average Vi tami!J ~A,., Number of individual 
Length of value Standard deviations oil samples 
dogfish 
Light Medium Light Medium Light 1Medium cm. Dark Dark Dark 
Grey Grev Grev Grey Grey Grey Grey. Grey Grey 
_, _, 
-- - ---------- --
55-59 ..... 1 0 0 
60-64 ..... 
• 
2 1 0 
65-69 ..... 1 1 0 
70-7 4 ..... 986 424 7 2 1 
75-79 ..... 1155 1517 2336 661 671 . 1656 17 10 8 
80-84 ..... 1778 1429 3332 1364 536 2362 15 21 13 
85-89 ..... 1450 2412 3463 676 1432 2863 10 23 18 
90-94 ..... 2456 4693 1600 4047 4 13 26 
95-99 ..... 0 4 ·4 
100-104 .... O· 0 1 
.. 
; 
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'"I'he general impression of the liver colour in 111ature S qualus acanthias 
is grey so this colour was used as a rough standard of comparison. Actually 
the ground colour is a grayish ,brown or a creamy colour and superimposed 
on this is a n·etwork of dark pigment giving a general ii11pression for the 
whole liver of grey. In lean shrunken livers the 111eshe,s of the black net-
work are small and there is a large proportion of black in relation to the 
ground colour of the liver giving a dark grey or ev·en blackish appearan,ce. 
When the liver is large and o·ily the dark network apparently stretches and 
spreads apart and the interspaces are filled up with the crean1y, brownish. 
or light grey colour making the liver 1nediu111 grey or light grey in colour. 
In the sn1aller im1nature dogfish. the liver is often cream or light brown 
in colour. These colours were for convenience included an1ong t11e light 
grey. 
In Table 19 for purposes of comparing statistically the Vitamin A value' 
with th,e colour of the liver, we will usually for brevity of discussion neglect 
the Vita111in A values for 1nedium grey livers. These medium grey livers 
are in general intermediate between the other groups in Vitamin A value 
and in:clude many livers whicl1 we were doubtful whether to call light gre)' 
or medium and dark grey or m·ediun1. The relation of liver colour to 
Vitamin A value can be established by co111paring the values at the extre111es 
light grey and dark grey. 
In the 75-79 cm. group of Table 19 the average Vita111in A value of 
dark grey livers is significantly greater t11an tl1at of the light grey livers; 
P == .02. T ·he same 1staten1ent is true of the 80-84 c111. group; P == .05 
and also of the 85-89 cm. group, P == .01. · 
These differences in Vitamin A value between light grey and dark grey 
livers would .be even more significant if the total of all light grey livers 
were compared with that of all dark grey livers since light livers are more 
co111mon among the smaller and the in1mature fish with .lower Vitamin A 
values · and the dark grey livers among the larger n1ature fish, with the 
1nedium grey being most con1111on in fish of intern1ediate size (see Table 
19). 
Relation of Oil Yield of Liver to Vitamin A Value 
Table 20 and Figure 19 ,show the relation between the oil yield and the 
111ean Vitamin A value of pregnant fen1ale dogfish. The standard of oil 
yield used was the yield of oil expressed as a percentage of the liver weight 
extracted by fifteen minutes steaming. It will be noted that the Vitamin 
A value is closely related to the amount of o·il extracted, falling gradually 
from about 4500 U.S.P. units with an oil yield of 0-5 per cent, to slightly 
less than 2000 U.S.P. units at an oil yield of 40 to 50 per cent. 
6 / 
• 
• 
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TABLE 20. Relation of oil yield in 15 minutes' steaming, to Vitamin A value of the 
oil of pregnant female dogfish caught July 7th-November 27th, 1942 
Oil yield Mean Vitamin A Number of 
Percentage of liver Value U.S.P. units Individual Standard 
weight per gr_am liver samples deviation 
----------
0-5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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FIGURE 19. Relation of Vitamin A Value to Oil Yield, Percentage of Live~ Weight, in 
pregnant Female Dogfish, July-November, 1942 .. 
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Relation of :the Colour of :the Liver :to :the Weight of :the Liver 
Table 21 shows the .average weight of the liver in various size groups 
of female dogfish in relation to the colour of the liver. Males were not 
numerous enough in any one group to be considered separately and fron1 
t1he proba.bility of sex differences in weights of the liver they were not 
included witl1 the females in ·either Tables 20 or 21. To reduce labour 
in 011r statistical tests of significan·ce we will again ignore the ''111edium 
grey" values which are in general intern1ediate between those of light grey 
and of dark grey livers. It is obvious fro1n the table that the light grey 
livers are considerably heavier on the average tl1an the dark grey livers 
from fish of the san1e size, with the 111edium grey livers in the cas1e of the · 
larger san1ples tending to be intermediate in weigl1t between light grey 
and cl.ark grey. 
TABLE 21. Relation of colour of liver to the weight in grams of the liver of female 
dogfish (after removal of gall bladder) 
Length of 
· dogfish 
cm. 
Average weight of 
liver grams 
Number of individual 
Standard deviation samples incl. in average 
-------- ---------- ,---- ----
Light Medium Dark Light Medium Dark l_jght Medium Dark 
Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey 
---- ------- - -- --------------------
70- 74 . . . ... 141.4 37.52 7 
75- 79 .. . ... 166.8 143.1 146.4 29.74 42.22 41.97 17 14 9 
80- 84 ...... 189.9 160.6 135.2 38.99 34.94 43.60 17 22 19 
85-89 .... .. 240.2 203.1 193.5 I 54.85 69.58 50.65 10 23 17 
90-94 . . . ... 265.5 243.8 53.62 84.26 13 27 
Exa111i11ed statistically, ii1 the 75-79 c111. group, tl1ere is no significa11t 
diff ere11ce between the n1ea11 weigl1t of ligl1t grey and of dark grey livers ; 
P == .2. A larger number of sa111ples would ,be needed l1ere to establish 
statistical significance. In tl1e 80-84 cn1. group the. average weight of light 
grey liv·ers is very significa11tly different fron1 tl1at of dark grey livers; 
P considerably, less than .01 ai1d ii1 the 85-89 cm. group the difference 
between the n1ean weights of light grey and dark grey livers is again 
sig11ificant; P == .03 approximately. 
Relation of Liver Colour -to Oil Yield 
Table 22 gives t11e relation of liver colot1r to average percentage of oil 
extra,cted in 15 111inutes stea1ni11g. The perce11tages used are percentages 
of the total weight of the liver. Naturally these figures do not show the 
totCl:l oil in the liver but sl1ould .be a fairly reliable index of the quantity 
of oil in. tl1e liver si11ce they show the quantity of oil whic·h can be easily 
extracted. 
• 
84 
Th·e table shows the gradual decrease of the yield of this readily 
separated oil as the colour of the liver passes fron1 ligl1t grey to dark grey. 
Th,e number of sa111ples at e.ach size group, however, is not large and only 
in the 80 to 84 c1n. group is the average oil yield of th·e lig.ht grey livers 
significantly different fro111 the average yield of the dark grey livers; P 
111uch less than .01. 
TABLE 22. Re la ti on of colo11r of liver to )'ield of oil f ram the Ii \7er of 
female dogfish 
Length of 
dogfish 
I 
Average percentage oil Standard de,riation Number of individual 
oil samples in average 
-------·--- ----------- ---------
cm. l.jght Medium Dark Light Medium Dark: Light Medium Dark 
Grey Grey Gre~l Grey Grey Gre)' Gre)' Grey Grey 
------- ·-- ------- - - - --- --- - - - ---- ---
70-7 4 ... .. . 
75- 79 .. ... . 
80- 84 . ... . . 
85- 89 . .. . . . 
90- 94 .. . .. . 
20.8 
24.2 
23.8 
26.3 
18.2 
18.1 
20.7 
30.3 
16.5 
10.3 
18.8 
21.9 
7.4 
10.27 ' 
10.1 
7.09 
12.44 
1] .39 
13.18 
9.17 
12.04 
9.39 
11.63 
13.61 
6 
17 
16 
10 
13 
22 
23 
13 
9 
15 
17 
27 
. 
Relation of Liver Weight io Fatness and Colour of Liver, etc., also 
to Vita:min A Values of :the Liver Oil of Dogfish in the same Size,. 
Sex and Maturity Group 
As sample after san1ple of dogfish liver oil was extracted it b·ecame 
obv·iot1s that the weigl1t of the liver was closely related to many other fea-
tures of the liver and of the fish. Because of the variation in Vitamin A 
' ' alue and yield of oil with size, sex and degree of maturity, we have in 
Table 23 kept size, sex and n1aturity groups separate. In composing this 
table, in eac.h size grot1p and in each sex and stage of 111aturity containing 
a suitably large 1111111ber of sa111ples, the weights of the livers vvere arranged 
in order fro111 the lo\vest to the highest. The samples of liver weights were 
then divided into tvvo or three approximately equal groups and the oil 
yield, Vitamin A values, etc., in these groups totalled and averaged. · 
There is an extre111ely large range in liver weight in any one size and 
sex group, the range extending fron1 69 to 251 grams and from 5.3 to 14.9 
per cent of tl1e dogfish ,,,.eight it1 the 75-79 cn1. n1ature 111ales and from 134 
to. 526 gran1s ai1d fro111 4.2 to 12.4 per cent of the dogfish weight in the 
90-94 cm. females. 
It is readily seen t11at in the 6 groups of 111ature 111ales, in1mature females 
ai1d pregnant females in Table 23, both the weight of oil and the o·il ex-
pressed as a percentage of liver weight increase rapidly with the rise in 
V\~eigl1t of the liver, so that the low weigl1t of so111e of the livers is due to 
Lgth. 
of 
dog-
fish 
cm. 
5-79 
'' 
. '
5-79 
• 
'' 
5-79 
'' 
a-84 
'' 
'' 
5-89 
'' 
'. 
0-94 
•• 
'' 
'otals 
7 
7 
7 
8 
9 
9 
6 
5 
7 
5-79 
5-79 
5-79 
0-84 
5-89 
.. 
0-94 ~ 
5-101 
4-86 
9-88 
5-101 
TABLE 23. Relation of weight of liver to fatness, colour and Vitamin A values, etc., of the liver in dogfish in the same 
size, sex and maturity group. July 7th to November 27th, 1942 
Weight of · Weight of 
liver Oil 
Sex grams grams 
and 
Maturity 
Av. Range Av. Range 
. 
--
Male 111 69-142 14 0- 48 
Mature 163 145-184 38 4- 69 
' . 219 187-251 73 31-139 
Female 146 116-162 32 22- 41 
Imm. 192 170-217 68 56- 92 
Female 118 64-140 11 0- 37 
Mature 179 143-244 43 23- 78 
'' 115 76-132 11 0- 23 
'. 154 136-172 25 2- 48 
' ' 2071175-263 50 8- 91 
. ' 147 104-173 4 2- 33 
' ' 197 178-226 43 19- 71 
' ' 263 229-428 83 51-203 
•• 179 134-213 24 4- 59 
. 
' ' 246 214-286 60 20-107 
' ' 342 289- 526 130 93-223 
M. Mat. 162 27 
F. Imm. 169 50 
F. Mat. 147 27 
'' 158 29 
'' 201 46 
" 256 71 
'' 349 126 
M. Mat. 159 29 
F. Imm. 157 . 43 
F. Mat. 204 50 
' 
-
Oil of 
Percent. 
\Veight 
whole do gfish 
of liver wt. gram s 
Av. 
--
11 
24 
34 
22 
35 
10 
23 
7 
16 
23 
9 
22 
31 
13 
24 
38 
23 
29 
17 
15 
20 
25 
32 
21 
25 
20 
. 
-
Range Av. I Ra nge 
-
--
0-34 1 
2-39 1 
15-55 1 
15-28 1 
28-42 1 
0-27 1 
14-35 12 
0-22 2 
1-29 2 
5-36 2 
1-20 9 ... 
10-32 2 
15-47 2 
2-28 3 
9-40 13 
32-49 3 
' 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 
552 1315-
658 1361-
765 1588-
1769 
1860 
1951 
639 1452-
724 1588-
1814 
1814 
2177 89011678-
021 1769-2268 
132 1678-
300 1996-
322 1951-
680j2313-
763 2268-
918 2449-
120 2812-
161 2812-
463 3039-
662 
678 
952 
250 
90 
55 
067 
97 
89 
15 
2586 
2631 
2676 
3130 
3221 
3402 
3583 
3629 
4445 
Percent Vitamin A Colour of Number of I 
liver wt. of values U.S.P. liver 
. No . specimens 
• 
dogfish wt. units /gm. percentage caught 
in. 
- div. 
I . • sam-Dk . Md. L't . • .,._) > >. b.Q • 
Av. Range Av. Range 0. 
.,._) 
-
::s (.) 0 pl es ::s Cl) grey grey grey I--) ~ (fJ 0 z 
--
- -- - - --
-I 
6.8 5.3- 8.4 14033 920-11060 82 18 0 4 3 0 1 3 11 
9.9 8.4-12.5 1208 530- 2220 55 18 27 4 0 2 0 
... 
u 11 
12.4 9.6-14.9 1552 380- 5540 60 40 0 4 1 0 1 4 10 
8.~ 8.0- 9.7 1380 650- 2660 0 0 100 5 2 0 0 0 7 
11.4 9.7-12.9 817 300- 1320 14 29 57 2 2 2 1 0 7 
6.2 3.4- 7 .9 2286 840- 5700 46 46 8 7 3 1 2 0 13 
9.0 7.9-12.0 1489 590- 2760 16 42 42 4 3 2 1 2 12 
5.3 3.5- 6.6 3013 1250- 9900 60 33 7 9 4 1 1 1 16 
6.7 5.3- 7 .7 2003 520- 6030 19 56 25 5 5 1 2 3 16 
9.0 7 .6-10.8 1511 610- 3610 25 38 38 10 1 2 0 3 16 
5.5 4.4- 6.6 3955 880-11060 44 56 0 8 3 1 1 3 16 
7.1 6.5- 8.1 2391 820- 5950 40 33 27 5 6 2 2 0 15 
9.0 7.1-12.6 1710 840- 5110 27 46 27 6 4 5 0 0 15 
' 5.5 4.2- 7 .4 6026 1550-19700 80 13 7 10 4 0 1 0 15 
7.7 6.7- 8.9 3496 1340- 7300 57 36 7 4 5 2 1 3 15 
10.4 8.4-12.4 2352 1130- 4950 47 40 13 5 3 6 0 . 1 15 
9.8 2130 66 25 9 32 
10.1 1099 7 14 79 14 
7.6 1848 32 44 24 25 
7.0 2113 34 43 23 48 
7.2 2664 37 46 -17 ,. 46 . 
7.9 3911 61 30 9 45 
8.8 3104 60 40 0 10 
9.6 1662 42 21 37 75 
1183 • 5 23 72 9.8 43 
7.4 2780 
. 43 40 17 174 
Ave. 
length 
adult 
cm. 
-
76.64 
76.82 
78.00 
76.14 
77.14 
77.00 
77.75 
82.06 
82.31 
82.25 
87.00 
86.60 
87.07 
91.81 
91.47 
92.33 
00 
U1 
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lack of oil rather than to a great natural varia.ti1on in size of livers. In son1e 
of the very lea11 livers no measurable portion of the small amount of oil 
present could be extracted .by our 111ethod ,of 15 n1inutes steaming. T .he 
average_ weight of the w·hole dogfish also incr~ases somewhat in each size 
group with an increase in the weight of the liver. This is partly due to the 
increased weight of the liver, partly to the usual slight increase in the length 
. 
of the adult in each 5 c111. size group with increase in liver weight, and 
partly probably to a fatter condition of the flesh and other organs in fish 
with large oily livers. 
The Vitamin A average values also are in all cases high when the 
weight of the liver is low and only a s1nall ai11ount of oil can be extracted 
and low when the liver weight is high and a large amount of oil can be 
readily extracted. By comparing the Vitan1in A values in the totals of 
the various groups of mature females a distinct increase can be observed 
in Vita111in A values with increase in size of the dogfish in spite of the fact 
that the liver weight in tern1s of percentage weight of the whole dogfish 
a.nd the oil yield expressed as a percentage of the liver ,weight do not vary 
greatly throughout the first three groups and are in fact higher on the aver-
age in the 90-94 c111. group than in the shorter size groups. This shows that 
the Vitamin A valt1e of the ·oil is affected both .. by the oil yield and by the 
• 
size or age. 
I1111nature fe111ales of tl1e 75-79 c111. size group give an average weight 
of oil al1nost twice as great as pregnant females of the san1e size and 
possess a Vitan1in A valt1e slightly more than half as large as pregnant 
fen1ales of the san1e 75-79 cn1. size group. The samples used in the a.hove 
co1nparison of im111ature and 1nature f en1ales of the sa111e size group are 
rather small but they do indicate the possibility that in the same siz·e group 
the mere fact of pregnancy may not increase the Vitamin A value except 
in so far as pre·gnancy reduces the amount of oil in the liver without cor-
responding reduction .of the V1itamin A present. 
Also in mature dogfish the percentage of dark grey livers is high among 
the dogfish with a lo\\~ liver weight and ·high Vitami11 A value,. and low 
among dogfisl1 with a high liv·er weight and low Vitamin A value, the 
reverse being true of the ligl1t grey };ivers. In view of the relatively sn1all 
nt1111ber ·of samples in each group per 1nonth it would be useless to compare 
Vitamin A values, oil yield, etc., in the different months as is shown by 
the variability ii1 Table 23 in the number of samples in each liver weight 
group caught in d.ifferent months. 
• • 
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·DISCUSSION 
Average Vitam.in A Values of Squalu.s. acanthias and of Squalus 
sucklii 
Most of the publisl1ed work 011 t11e Vita111in A values of dogfish liver 
oil has been carried out on the Pacific dogfish, S qitalus sucklii) and Vitamin 
A values hav·e been found which on the average are considerably higher than 
those for the Atlantic dogfisl1, S qi1ali1,s acanthias; values higl1 en·ough to 
justify a commercial fishery for SquaZ.us s-z,tcklii. Harrison and Sa111son 
( 1942) presumably referring to con1mercial samples, state that dogfish 
(Squalus suclilii) livers generally r11n fron1 50 per cent to 75 per cent oil 
and vary between 5,000 and 30,000 units of Vitamin A per gram o.f oil, 
although the greater portion of tl1e landings fall within the 10,000 to 20,000 
11nit range. As shown in Table 23 our averages for S qualus acanthias are 
approximately 1180 U.S.P. un1its of Vita1nin A for all iinmature females, 
1660 for all mature n1ales and 2780 for all pregnant fen1ales. The oil of 
S qiialus sucklii thus app·ears to contain somewhere between five to ten 
times as m11ch Vitamin A as our san1ples of liver oil fr.om S qualus acanthias. 
Since our results are obtained by averaging individual samples in which 
the higl1est V·itamin A values of the oil were associated with low yield, the 
actual average Vitamin A value of 1nix·ed oil from these samples would be 
lower than the averages quoted. Commercial methods, however, would 
extract additional oil V\7ith a higher Vitan1in A val11e thus tending to raise 
the averages. 
Pugsley ( 1939) using th·e same method of oil extraction as the author, 
namely 15 minutes steaming, found for the Paoific dogfish, Sqitalits sucklii, 
average values of Vitamin A for n1ale dogfish of 3660 Blt1e units, for 
immature females 1720 Blue units and for pregnant fen1ales 8250 Blue 
units. Using Pugsley's fig11re of 920 Blue t1nits to each µnit of E value 
and the factor used by us of 2100 U.S.P. t1nits to each unit of E value the 
average Vitamin A values of Pt1gsley's samples becon1e 8354 U.S.P. units 
for 1nales (including both 1nature and immature), 3926 U.S.P. units for 
rimn1ature females and 18,832 U.S.P. units for pregnant females. 
These values can be directly co111pared with 011r values for S qualus 
a.canthias, being 5.0 times as great as our values for n1ature n1ales, 3.3 
times as great as our valttes for immatttre fe1nales and 6.8 times as great 
as our values for pregnant ferr:iales. 
The following announcement by the Adn1inistrator of the Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board of ·Canada of prices for dogfish and mudshark liver 
oil appeared in th·e ''Canadian Fisherman'', July, 1943: "Maximum prices 
at which processors of dogfish liver oil or mudshark liver oil may sell their 
I 
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product for don1estic co11sun1ption have been set in an order annou11ced 
by Mrs. Phyllis G. Turner, oils and fats ad1ninistrator of tl1e Wartime 
Prices and Trade Board. The. complete schedule is 
Vitamin A potency range up to 9,999 - 8 cents per 111illio11 U.S.P. 1111its. 
Vitamin A potency range 10,000 to 18,7 49 - 8.8 cents per n1illio11 
U.S.P. units. 
Vitamin A poten·cy range 18,750 to 31,249- 9.6 cents per t11illion 
U.S.P. units. 
Vitamin A potency range 31,250 to 50,000 - 10.4 ce11ts per n1illio11 
U.S.P. units. 
With the abov·e schedule, granting the dot1btful proposition that 8 ce11ts 
per million U.S.P. units would be paid for oil so low in Vitamin A, dog-
fish oil averaging 2000 U.S.P. units per gram would be worth to the pro-
cessor a maximum of about 7.3 cents per p.ound. There are 454 grams 
in a pound and :in Table 23 the average weight of the oil extracted from 
1natur·e males was 29 grams, from immature females 43 grams and for 
mature females 50 grams. Granting .the doubtful possibility that in ordinary 
commercial practice twice this amount of oil could be extracted, it wo11ld 
still take on the average the livers from S ·or 6 d.ogfish to produce a pound 
of oil. The an1ount to be paid to the fishermen for the liver of one dogfish , 
co11ld not be more than ;-4 to 0 cents. 
It is very unl1ikely, therefore, that on the ab·ove basis the Atlantic clog-
fisl1 can be actively fished commercially for its liver oil alone. 
Squalus sucklii .and Squalus acanthias appear to be closely related both 
in their anatomical structure and their life history. Pugsley ( 1939), 11ow-
ever, states that the male Squalus sitcklii in his samples reacl1ed a maximal 
length of 100 cm. and a weight of 3.60 kg. while the largest male Sqi1al1ts 
acantliias caught ·by us was 86 c1n. and the greatest \¥eight, 2.27 kg. 
Sin1ilarly Pugsley states that the female Squalu.s s1tcklii attained a length 
.. 
o.f 118 cm. and a weight of 7.50 kg. and pregnancy was not observed in 
tl1e fen1ale fish until tl1ey reached a lengt11 of 96 cm. The longest fen1ale 
Sq11alits aca1ithia.s obtained in ·our general samples was 101 cm. long and · 
the greatest weight 5.03 kg. while the sn1allest pregnant fen1ales n1east1red 
74 cm. It was mostly among the fish weighing over 5 kg. that Pt1gsley's 
higl1 vitamin values ~~ere obtcvined for S qual14's s1tcklii and the smallest 
pregnant Sq1lalus sucklii are aln1ost as large as the largest Sqitalits acaritl1ia.s. 
\i\Tl1et11er the greater length of the n1ature Sq1Lal1ts sztcklii reflects a greater . 
age or a greater growth rate than those ·of S qualits ~ca1itlzias is not known 
but this greater size is possibly partly responsible for the higher Vitamin 
A values of its liver oil. 
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Association of Vi:ta:min A Value of Liver Oil wi:th Size or Age. 
Sexual Ma:turi:ty, Oil Con:ten:I: of Liver, Colour of Liver, e:l:c. 
Size and Sexual Maturity 
The worl< of Macpl1erson ( 1934 and 1937) indicated that. in Newfound-
land cod the Vitamin A value of the liver oil increased c·onsiderably with 
incre.asing age and length of the fish. · Pugsley ( 1939) demonstrated that 
in the Pacific dogfish, Sqitali,ts· suc!?lii) the Vitan1in A value of the liver oil 
increased greatly in both sexes with increase in the size of the fish. Our 
results in general show the same relation between larger size and higher 
Vitamin A values in the Atlantic dogfish, Squalus acanthias, particularly 
in pregnant females where the num.ber of samples of oil examined was 
large. Beatty ( 1943) also working on S qitalus acanthias states that the oil 
from the larger fish was definitely n1ore potent than that from small fish. 
The work of Pugsley (1939., Table V) indicates a greater liver weight 
in terms ·of per cent of the weight of the fish for immature female S qttalus 
su.cklii than for male fish and still n1ore than for pregnant female fish. 
Br·ocklesby (1941) gives a table (Table VIII) composed from Pugsley's 
work on Squalus sucklii ·quoted a.hove and concludes that ''as the dogfish 
become larger the oil content of their livers increases. In the case of 
mature females there appears to be a slight tendency for the oil content 
of the livers to recede during pregnancy." 
The smallest fish in Brocklesby's table, however, would consist of a 
mixture of immature n1ales and immature females, the larger of a mixture 
of mature males and ii11mature fen1ales and the largest purely of immature 
females. Th·us the relation of size increase to increase in liver oil shown 
in Bro·cklesby's Table V1III wot1ld be more conclt1sive if it had been pos-
.sible to t1se only one sex and stage ·of n1aturity for comparison of oil yield . 
in the different size groups. 
Our work on Sq1.tal1tls aca1·itlzias) Table 23, demonstrates that both in 
the same size group and in ot1r whole sa111ple of fish, immature females 
possess a liver weight expressed as a percentage of the fish weight, not 
significantly different fro1n that of n1ature males, ·but both of these groups 
possess liver weights much greater than those of pregnant fe1nales. Preg-
nant females are considerably heavier than imn1ature females of the same 
size group thus reducing the. percentage liver weight in pregnant females, 
bt1t even neglecting the weight of the fish entirely the iinn1ature females 
possess a greater \¥eight of liver since in Ta·ble 23 the immature females 
of t11e 75-79 cm. size group possess an average actual weight of liver con-
siderably greater than the pregnant fen1ales of the same size group and 
even greater than the pregnant females of the 80-84 cm. size group. 
' 
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In Table 23 also tl1e average liver weight in tern1s of perce11tage of 
dogfish weight and t11e average oil yield in the pregnant females increase 
witl1 in~creasing size. The ex·ception to this statement is the 75-79 cm. 
group of n1ature fen1ales. Many of these 75-79 cn1. fe1nales with tiny 
embryos in the uteri have only been in the pregna11t class for a few months 
and possibly have not yet used up the stock of oil acquired during the 
period of in1maturity. The iin1nature females yield 111ore oil ii1 15 1ninutes 
stea111ing tl1an eitl1er mature 111ales or 111ature fen1ales. • 
The usual practice of expressing the oil yield as a percentage of the liver 
weigl1t tends somewhat to obsc·ure tl1e effect of pregnancy on the yield of 
oil since the average weig·ht of the livers of pregnant fish is very low thus 
tending to raise considera·bly the apparent amount of oil when expressed as 
a percentage of the liver weight. This difficulty would be overcome by 
expressi11g the oil yield as a percentage of the weight of the fish. This 
111ethod of calculation of oil yield wot1ld greatly increase the difference 
between the percentage oil yields of in1n1ature fen1ales and of the pregnant 
f en1ales and n1ature males both in our own figures and in those of P11gsley 
qt1oted above. 
Colour of Liver and Quantity of Liver and Oil 
Brocklesby (1941) states in relation to Pugsley's work on Sqit.alus 
sitcklii that ''the great majority ·of dogfisl1 and other shark livers are of a 
putty grey colour and tl1ese usually contain fro1n 60 to 80 per ·cent oil. 
Abo11t 2 per cent of tl1e livers so far examined, however, are of a dark 
colour with n1ottled patches. These livers never contain more than 40 per 
cent oil, and peculiarly enough the Vitan1in A content of tl1e oil is always 
a great deal higher than in tl1at fro111 ordinary grey livers. So far no 
explanation has been found for tl1is pheno1nenon." 
We also observed these lean grey livers with 111ottled dark patches in 
S qualus acanthias but o·ur method of extraction often ·obtained little or no 
oil fro111 them. 
011r Table 19 shows that in each size gr.ou.p tl1e d·ark grey livers ( includ-
ing tl1e grey and black mottled livers as well ·as the dark grey) are consider-
ably higl1er in Vitamin A value than light grey livers (including the cream 
coloured and light brown as well as ligl1t grey), witl1 tl1e mediu111 grey 
1ivers tending to be inter111ediate between the light and the dark grey in 
Vita1nin A value. Table 19 also shows that the light grey type (usually 
the cre·a1n coloured or light ·brown) pred·ominates an1ong the s111aller and 
im111ature fen1ales (all below 75 cn1. are ii11n1ature in this table, all above 
·gg c111. 111at11re) wl1ile the 111edi11n1 grey and especially the clarl< grey type of 
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livers predon1inates ai11011g the larger pregna11t fen1ales. Table 21 shows 
that in each size group the light grey livers are considerably heavier than 
the dark grey livers, with the weight of mediu1n grey livers in general 
tending to be intermediate. Table 22 indicates that the oil extracted by 
15 minutes stea1ning and presumably the percentage oil content of the 
liver is considerably greater in the light grey than in . the dark grey livers, 
with the medium grey livers giving intermediate yields. The yield from 
light coloured livers wou14 be still higher in comparison with dark coloured 
if the oil yield were calculated as a percentage of the fish weight instead of 
the liver weight. 
Colour of Liver and Vi:tam.in A Value \ 
Pugsley ( 1939) for S qua.Zus suck/ii, says that 111ost of the oils contain-
ing 10,000 or more Blt1e units of Vitamin A per gran1 were from livers 
brown in colour and presenting a mottled pattern, rather than fron1 th·e 
light yellow or cream coloured liyers which in general yielded the lower 
potency oils. Brocklesby (1941) referring to Pugsley's results says the 
Vitamin A content of tl1e oil is always a great deal higl1er in d·ark coloured 
livers with mottled patches than in the ordinary grey livers. Our Table 19 
shows that in S q1t-alus aca.1iitliias oil from light coloured livers is ·significantly 
lower in Vitamin A valt1e than oil fr·on1 dark coloured livers with the 
n1edium grey livers ge11erally intern1ediate in Vita111in A value between the 
light and dark colot1red livers. 
Oil Yield and Vitam.in A Value 
Pugsley ( 1939) for S qita.Zu.s su.cklii found a lowered yield of oil for the 
larger pregnant females accompanied by a higher Vitamin A value. Beatty 
( 1943) for S qualu.s acantl1ias states that the.-e is son1e inverse relationship 
between the concentratio11 of oil in the liver and the Vitan1in A value of the 
, oil. In our Table 20 the quantity ·of oil which can .be easily obtained from 
the livers of Squ,al11,s acantliias) namely that obtained in 15 111int1tes steam-
i11g, is shown to be inversely proportional to the Vitamin A value of the 
oil, a high Vita111in A value for pregnant fen1ales .corresponding with a 
low oil yield and a low Vitam1n A value with a high oil ~yield. In each 
size group of d·ogfisl1 in Table 23, a high v ·itamin A value corresponds with 
., 
a low oil yield and low weight of the liver and a low Vita111in A valt1e with 
a high oil yield and a high weight of the liver. It is in the same size, sex 
and maturity group that the _relation of oil yield to Vitamin J.l\_ value can be 
n1ost readily obtained sin·ce here the effects of size, sex and 1naturity on 
the Vitan1in A val11e 1nay be disregarcled. 
' 
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O:ther Inform.ation on Liver, Oil, etc., and Vita:min A Relations 
Table 23 shows that in any one size, sex and n1aturity group of S qua.Z.its 
a.canthias the weight of the liver is an important fa·ctor, probably the n1ost 
important factor affe,cting the oil yield, the Vjtamin A value, and the c·olour 
of the liver. In the same size, sex and maturity group a low weight of · 
liver is accompanied by a low oil yield, a high Vitamin A value, a lo\\1 
weight ·of the dogfish and in mature dogfish at least by a darker colot1r 
of the liver. With a high average ~eight of the liver the reverse is true. 
Brocklesby (1941) says that ''In most fishes the spawning period 11as 
a profound effect on stored fat. Usually feeding ·ceases some time prior 
to spawning and this, plus the great drain on: reserve food supply o·ccasioned 
by the rapidly maturing sexual organs, causes a severe depletion of fat 
. 
reserves. This is true both of fish that store their fat in the muscle tissue, 
as in the salmon and herring and ·also of those that store it in the liver, as 
in the case of cod. In so1ne fishes, however, where spawning appears to 
take place at any time thro11ghout the year, there does n·ot appear to be 
such a depletion. This is exemplified by such fish as tl1e dogfish, the yot1ng 
of which are born alive and whose liver fat does not seem to vary. exten-
sively with the sexual condition." 
As we have shown in o·ur discussion of the life history of S q11al1fs 
acanthias in our waters, there is absolutely no evidence of general liberation 
of young from the uteri or of eggs from the ovaries, but all the evide11ce 
points to a particular period which we may call tl1e spawning period prob-
ably during the late winter and the spring months. During this period the 
·young are liberated and the eggs are fertilized and pass into the ovidt1cts. 
, In the dogfish, however, there is not such a rapid development of the eggs 
in the ovaries as in fish such as the cod and herring bt1t the gradual develop-
ment of the egg is spread over a two year period. Even in dogfish. how-
ever, by far the greatest increase in the volt1me of the eggs is in the last fe\v 
months before spawning· occt1rs. The mature dogfish, \\rhich were greatly 
in the majority in Newfoundland waters~ appeared to be securing little 
food. As we have pointed out previously, since in mat11re dogfish the liver 
weight is less than in immature the oil yield should preferably be expressed 
. 
as a percentage of the ~reight of the dogfish in ~rhich case tl1ere \VOt1ld be 
a greatly reduced yield both in Pugsley's (1939) figures and in 011r O\Vn 
for pregnant females as compared with immat11re fen1ales. Pugsley ( 1939) 
found that the Vita111in A values were lo\ver f9r dogfish caught in Prince 
Rupert harbour than for dogfish caught 011tside the harbot1r in Hec;ate 
Strait. The average weight of the d·ogfish caught within the harbour~ ho\\T-
ever, \vas lo\ver, 3.08 kg., than fish caught outside the harbot1r, 3.84 kg . 
• 
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Since larger fish tend to possess a higher Vitamin A value in any case, 
no significance can be attached to the differences presented by Pugsley in 
Vitamin A values in samples from inside the harbour and outside . 
• Residual Vitam.in A in Dogfish Livers 
It is not to be expected that a si1nple process such as a 15 minute steam-
ing will .remove more than a fraction of the oil from dogfish livers. In 
heavy fat livers t11is fraction is apparently high, while in the light lean 
livers the fraction is low, n1any of our samples of lean livers yielding no 
measurable quantity of oil by th_is simple steaming process. After the 
easily removable oil has been separated there still remains in the liver tissue 
a residue of oil. In the case of the lean 1ivers of high Vitamin A content, 
all or almost all the oil ren1ains with the liver tissue. This residual oil 
111ay .be extracted by various chemical methods and has been shown to 
possess a considerably higher Vitamin A value than the oil which_is readily 
separated from the liver. 
Brocklesby and Rogers ( 1941) state that ''Fre·e oil will separate spon-
taneously fro1n the raw livers of some fishes such as dogfish, other sharks 
and Atlantic ·cod, but this oil will usually have a Vitamin A potency con-
siderably lower than that of the additional amounts of oil which can be 
obtained by successive application of different separational treatments. 
These may consist of sin1ple steaming or pressing, or may involve more 
con11Jlicated processes. The more complicated processes are usually n·eces-
sary for the non-oily types of livers (e.g. h·alibut) a·nd include digestion ·with 
enzymes; treatment with acids, alkalis or salts; centrifuging; extraction of 
residues with oil or other solvents. The successful application of some 
or all such treatments is frequently employed in comn1ercial practice, and 
it is usually found that the oil last removed is the richest in Vitamin A, 
though the yield ,by that tim·e is fairly small·." 
Bailey (1941) reports the results of experi1nents on extracting oil 
from the livers of Squalus sucklii as follows :-''In one experiment the 
addition of a small an1ount of chemical to the fresh, . minced liv·ers caused 
the rapid separation of about half the contained oil; in the other, con-
siderably more than half the oil was set free under similar conditions. In 
each case the oils thus liberated had relatively low \ l itamin A c·ontents. 
i 
After decanting the first portions of the oil the residual liver tissue was 
steamed. This set free m·uch of the remaining oil, which was separated 
fro111 the ''foots'' in one experi111ent by filtration and in the other by centri-
f11ging. The oils thus obtained had from two to three times the Vitamin A 
potency of the c·orresponding free oils. Solvent extraction of the residual 
solids yielded s111all amounts of oil of still higher Vitamin A potency. 
9-t-
These constituted from 2 to 10% of the total oil; t11eir potencies were fro111 
four to five times as great as those of the corresponding initial free oils." 
Harrison and Hamm ( 1941) also in experiments on the livers of the 
Pacific dogfish found that ''when fresh livers were mechanically disin-
tegrated, the greater proportion of the total oil present cot1ld be ren1oved by 
cold centrifuging, leaving the greater proportion of th·e Vitamin A in the 
residual liver tissue, thus permitting subsequent extraction of the Vitan1in 
in more concentrated for111." Under the above conditions 80 per cent of 
th·e total oil, carrying 011ly 29 per cent of the total vita1nin was ren1oved by 
cold extraction. Fine mechanical disintegration followed by cold extraction 
allowed subsequent recovery of 47 per cent of the total Vitamin .i\ in the 
liver in only 15 .8 per cent of the oil originally present. 
Possible Treaf:m.ents of the Livers of Squalus acanihias to Secure 
Oil of higher Vita:min A Content 
Harrison and Hamm ( 1941) explain the reasons for the relatively l1igl1 
price for high pote11cy oil as follows :-''D·ogfish livers are utilized 
primarily it1 fortifying poultry oils with Vitan1in A and in the preparatio11 
of Vitamin A concentrates. In the latter case, oils of l1igher potency are 
preferable since the volu1ne of material required in the preparation_ of a 
given ainount of conce11trate will be less and a higher degree of co11cen-
tration n1ay be possible. For this and other reasons the price paid per 
1nillion units of Vitamin A in dogfish oil increases with the potency of the 
oil; thus a gallo11 of one lot having, for exan1ple, four times the vita111in 
potency of a gallon of anotl1er lot ·of oil may have much 111ore than four 
times t11e 111011etary valt1e." They also state that the oil of lower potency 
obtained fron1 the preliminary treatment of ~he livers need not be a de·finite 
loss since sucl1 oils 111ay still be fortified with natural or synthetic Vita111in 
D for sale it1 ani111al feeding. 
Probably with th·e Atlantic Dogfish if it were con1111ercially profitable 
some such 111ethod as the following cot1ld be used. First separate tl1e 
lighter colot1red _livers fron1 the darker coloured. In the dark colot1red 
livers separate lean livers fro111 fat livers. This can easily be done when 
the ·fish is opened up as large fat livers may be as n1uch as four tin1es as 
heavy as lean livers fron1 fish of the same size and the light col9ured are 
readily separated from the dark coloured livers. Three grot1ps of livers 
will thus be obtained: 
(A) light coloured livers of high oil conte11t and low Vita111i11 A potency, 
(B) darker coloured livers of high oil co11tent and inter1nediate Vitan1in A 
poten·cy, 
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( C) dark coloured livers of lovv· oil content and higl1 Vitan1in A pote11cy .. . 
The livers of A and B could be first processed ·by some method such as 
simple steaming of the u11·brok·en livers or by the cold centrifuging method 
of Harrison and Hamm to remove a large amount of the oil with as small 
an amount of the vitamin as possible. The residues of A and B could then 
be .added to the livers of group C and the 1nixture treated by ch·emical 
meth·ods similar to those used for lean livers such as halibut. This would. 
give an oil of higher Vitamin A poten·cy. 
Bro·cklesby ( 1941) states that the only feasible way to remove oil fro1n 
livers when it is present in a very small amount is by some solvent process 
such as dissolving out the liver oil, and the attendant vitamins, by another 
oil. If lean and fatty livers were steamed together, therefore, the oil from 
. 
the fatty livers w·ould dissolve out much of the vitamins fron1 the lean livers 
giving oil of an intermediate Vitamin A potency. 
According to Brocklesby ( 1941 ) con1mercial herring oil has a low 
... 
Vita1nin A potency but the Vitan1in D values of herring oil are only 
slightly lower than those of ·cod oil. There .n1ay be com111ercial possibilities 
of a blend of Newfoundland herring oil containing Vitamin D, with dogfish 
oil with a Vitamin A as high as in cod liver oil, the blended product to be 
used for p·oultry feed. 
Brocklesby ( 1941) also states with regard to the Pacific dogfish that . 
-
"
1at the present time grayfish liver oil is being use1d as a blending 1oil in the 
preparation of poultry oils. It has also been used _in the manufacture of 
blended l).1edicinal oils ( Thalattol) as a source of Vitan1in A. Both the 
liver and body oils can be used ·by the leather trades and -also in insecticide 
sprays for codling-n1oth control and for tree banding. The body oil ancl 
lower grades of liver and mixed oils of the grayfish have been used in steel 
tempering and in the manufacture of sheep and cattle dips." 
The difficulty, however, witl1 the commercial development of a fishery 
for dogfish is that if the liver alone is used the price paid for th.e liver· 
would have to be relatively high to pay the fisherman for his trouble. T ·he· 
answer to the comn1ercial use of the d·ogfish is probably t11e tttilizing of the 
liv·er for oil and the remainder of the fisl1 for meal. Since dogfish are very 
migratory in habit and often intermittent in appearan·ce in any one region, 
this could only be economically accon1plished in connection with fish meal 
plant w·hich also utilize other fishes. The highly migratory nature of the 
dogfish could be utilized to concentrate the commercial catch in relatively 
few lo·calities, preferably at headlands which the dogfish pass in their 
n1igrations. 
I 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
( 1) Evidence is given from various sources of the destructive activities 
of dogfish and it is concluded that the dogfish proba·bly causes a loss of 
several hundred th·ousand dollars annually to Newfoundland ·fisheries due 
to destruction of gear and fish and interference with fishing activities. 
(2) T ,he dogfish infor1nation reported on was gathered from dogfish 
caught off Sugar Loaf, 3~ miles north of St. Jol1n's, July 7th to Novem·ber 
27th, 1942, and from questionnaires. 
( 3) The largest in1n1ature male dogfish caught was 69 ·cm. long and 
the largest imn1ature female 88 c111., t11e s1nalle1st 111ature male 60 cm. and 
the smallest mature female 7 4 cm. The largest 111ature n1ale was 86 cm. and 
the largest mature female 108 cn1. Fen1ales with tiny en1bry·os in uteri 
averaged 84.54--+- .2J cm. in length wl1ile fe111ales with large em1bryos 
averaged 86.06--+- .20 c111. 
( 4) The two sexes are born in equal nu111bers. 
( 5) It is probable tl1at in the dogfisl1 visiti11g N ewfou11dland in· the 
su1111ner time. tl1e eggs are f ertiliz.ed and pass into the uteri between 
February and June, and that after a uterine developmental period of aln1ost 
2 years, the young are liberated usually between January and May. Owing 
to the two year developmental period a generation of tiny embryos enclosed 
in egg-capsules and a generation of large embryos a year older can usually 
be found at the same time in different females~ 
( 6) The tiny embryos grew from an average length of 0.2 cm. in July 
to about 3.9 cm. in November, while the large en1bryos grew from 15.59 
cm. in J t1ly to 21.43 cm. in N oven1ber. The growth of the young in the 
uterus is a typical S-shaped growth curve. 
(7) There is no significant differen·ce bet\veen the grovvt1h of male and 
f einale embryos in the uteri. 
(8) By a study of growth of einbryos during approximately two years 
of uterine life, European data on dogfish in their first free living year, and 
information on growth of females before and after sexual maturity, a growth 
curve for dogfish has been constructed. From this curv.e it has been cal-
culated that it takes the average fe111ale dogfish 9 or 10 years from the 
fertilized egg or 7 or 8 years after birth to reach sexual maturity. Some 
females would grow faster and reach mat11rity several years earlier. The 
average male is estimated to mature at 6 or 7 years of age or 4 or 5 years 
after birt1h with the possibility of so111e fast growing specimens maturing 
2 ~ or 3 years after birth. 
(9) Immature females are slightly heavier than the males at all sizes 
above 60 cn1. and the mature fen1ales are · sig11ificantly l1eavier than either 
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mature males or immature females. The larg.est mature male weighed 
was 5.0 lbs. and measured 8'6 ·Om. while the largest female weighed was 
11.1 lbs. and measured 99 ·cm. · · 
( 10) The num·ber of large .Yellow eggs in the ovaries, of tiny embryos 
in the uteri and ·of large em.bryos in uteri all in·crease rapidly with increase 
in the length of t<he parent dogfish. Tr1e large yellow eggs of females with 
large young in uteri averaged 4.20 per dogfish, the number of tiny young 
3.98 per parent dogfish and the number of large embryos 3.88 p·er parent 
dogfish. Explanations are given of th·e differences in these averages. 
( 11) The length of the larger em·bryos, th.e size of the large ovarian 
eggs, and the average weight per egg of uterine egg-capsules all in·crease 
with increasing size of the adult fish while t1he average length of the tiny 
embry·os decreases as adult size increases. It is concluded that the smaller 
eggs of smaller dogfish are fertilized earlier. 
( 12) The nun1b.er of embryos in the right uterus is significantly 
greater than that in the left. 
(13) The ovarian eggs of females with tiny young are small and show 
sn1all increases in diameter and volume during our period of investigation 
while the large eggs of females with large young show large increases in 
size. It is calculated t1hat eggs are usually ready for liberation from the 
ovary at diameters between 3.4 and 4.2 cm. or an average diameter of 
4.0 cm. 
. 
( 14) The ovarian eggs of both immature and mature females undergo 
a two-year cycle of development. Uterus length and egg size in immature 
. females increase at the same rate. 
(15) The egg-capsule is descri1bed. The largest number of eggs found 
in one capsule was S. In measurements of 44 eggs removed from capsules 
the volu.me of the egg ranged fro·n1 21 to 40 cc. and averag·ed 33.9 cc. 5 
unbroken perfect egg-capsules were found each containing a·b·out 10 cc. 
albumen but no eggs. The anterior part of the egg-·capsule was found in 
the uteri of 20 dogfish containing large embryos 15-22 cm. in length. It 
is proba:ble that in any particular fish approximately the same amount of 
capsule and albuminous material is secreted in both oviducts in response 
to ovarian h·ormones and independently of the number of eggs in t1he par-
ticular oviduct. 
' ( 16) From a consideration of embryo length and yolk-sac weight 
it is apparent that nearly all the embryo dogfish at birth will fall between 
the sizes of 24 and 31 cm. Occasionally an eg.g of the same generation 
in the same .ovary, or in the same caps11le or an em,bryo in the same fish 
may ·be considerably smaller than its neighbours, sometimes only half the 
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volume of the latter. The young of smaller parent fis·h will on the average 
be smaller at birth than the young of larger parent fish. 
( 17) In addition to the material contained in the original egg-capsule 
the Squalus embry-o obtains additional material (at least water) fro~ the 
uterine wall. 
( 18) During July in Newfoundland waters dogfish feed mainly on 
caplin. N egle·cting the month ·of July when observations were only casual, 
87 per cent of the dogfish stomachs examined were empty of food (except 
bait in 30 per cent). The rem,aining 13 per cent of the stomachs contained 
as a rule little food consisting mainly of ot1her fishes, Crustacea, Mollusca, 
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Polychaeta, Coelenterata and Algae. 
( 19) The claspers of the male dogfish remain short, n·ot extending 
as far as the tip of the pelvic fin, until sexual maturity approaches, when 
they grow very rapidly and extend beyond the pelvic fin. The clasper · 
lengths of mature and not quite mature male fish overlap so that the length 
of the claspers cannot be entirely depended on as an index of sexual 
maturity. 
(20) Below a dogfish length of 71 cm. the length and the width of the 
uterus in immature females remain stable at a very low level. From 71 
cn1. upward the uterus rapidly lengthens and widens in an increasing per-
centage ·of immature females but some individuals even as large as 85 
cm. possess uteri which have not increased in size beyond the purely imma-
ture condition. 
(21) The dogfish appearance in Newfoundland waters in 1942 fol- · 
lowed the general picture of the warming of the coastal water and is early 
on the south and west coasts, (June 7th to July 3rd), later on the east 
coast, (July 4th to August 1st), and still later in Labrador, (July 16th 
to September 1st). In Labrador the northern limit for dogfish is some-
where between· the Spotted Islands and Cape Harrison. 
(22) Dogfish are present on the south coast of Newfoundland and 
on the southern part of the west coast f ron1 June to at least November or 
December with occasional specimens in other months, on the east <;oast 
from July to at leas~ November or December. · . 
( 23) T.he extent of the period of abundance of dogfish increases fron1 
north to south. In Labrador and on the n·orth and north-east ·coasts they 
are usually plentiful for about a 111onth while on the so11th coast the period 
of abundance appears to be 3 or 4 months. 
(24) From an analysis of our catches of dogfish in the St. J·ohn's area 
it1 1942 it is probable that the large mature females approach the coast first 
at1d form t,he main bulk of the catch in the early part of the season. The 
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iinmature n1ale dogfish are extremely scarce duri11g the st1n1mer and 011ly 
slightly n1ore plentiful in the autumn. The immature females usually 
form less than 15 per cent of the catch. The n1ature males do n'ot approacl1 
the shore in numbers till the late aut11n1n. Meanwhile the pregnant females, 
particularly th·ose with tiny embryos, leave the coast in October and 
November. The females do not give birth to their y·oung in the coastal 
region of Newfoundland. 
(25) Dogfish migrate rapidly fro111 at least 3 to 8 111iles a day. One 
tagged dogfish n1igrated from St. J oh11' s to Massach 11setts, at least 1000 
111iles in 132 days. The li111ited rest1lts fro111 tagging and general inforn1a-
tion on the sizes of the young indicate the possibility of a general 111ixing 
of dogfish stoGks on the easter11 coast of North An1erica. The nu111ber of 
vertebrae in 10 large dogfish ranged fron1 107 to 116. 
( 26) Various mean~ are suggested of mini1nising the effect of the , 
dogfish. Among these .ti the use of heavy sinkers to pass trawls or hand-
lines quickly through a school of dogfish. Evidences are given that . 
1nolluscan bai.t is not usually taken by the dogfis'h while being very sttital)le 
for cod-bait. ' 
(27) The quantities of dogfish present and the possible ttses of their 
flesh are discussed. 
(28). Two hundred and eighty-five san1ples of oil from the livers of 
individ11al d·ogfish were exan1ined for t1l1eir Vitamin A values. 
(29) ·Immature males possess the lowest Vitamin A val11es, all 7 
san1ples examined being below 2000 U.S.P. ttnits per gran1. The in1n1att1re 
fe111ales are larger and range somewhat higher in Vitamin A valtte but 86 1)er 
cent are below 2000 U.S.P. units. In the 1nat11re n1ales 80 per cent are below 
2000 U.S.P. ttnits, 91 per cent below 3000 U.S.P. 11nits and 93 per cent 
below 5000 ttnits, \vhile th·e corresponding percentages for pregnant fen1ales 
75 to 84 cm. are 69, 86 and 94 per cent and for pregnant f~males 85 to 101 
cm. are 42, 65 and 84 per cent. 
( 30) In pregnant females the Vita1nin A value increases greatly wit11 
an increase in size from 1848 U.S.P. units per grain at 75-79 c111. to 3797 
· U.S.P. units at 90-99 cn1. In n1at11re tnales and im111at11re females in view of 
the relatively s1nall 11u111ber of samples exa1nined and the \\ride variatio11 it1 
individual Vita1nin A values, the small in.creases it1 Vitamin ·A content 
\vith size were of P·O statistical significance. Possibly in son1e cases because 
of too few samples there are no statistical differences in Vita111in A val11e 
in the same size groups bet\veen immat11re n1ales, mature males and imma-
ture females, between n1at11re males and pregnant females, nor. betwee11 
fen1ales with tiny embryos and fen1ales wit~ large en1bryos. There is .in one 
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011t of two size groups a statistically significa11t difference in tihe Vitamin A 
values of im1nature fe1nales and ·of pregnant females. 
· ( 31) The oil from dark grey livers possesses a considerably higher 
Vitamin A value than the oil from light-coloured livers. The differences 
in the -means of the Vitamin A values of the a,bove liver colours are statistic-
ally significant in each size group. 
( 32) Vita111in A value is inversely related to the oil yield. 
( 33) Light coloured livers are heavier in tl1e san1e size group and yield 
n1ore ·oil than darker coloured livers. 
( 34) In the san1e size sex and n1att1rity group when t1h·e liver weight 
is low, t1he oil yield and oil expressed as a percentage of liver weight are 
low, the weight of the dogfish is low, the Vitan1in A value is considerably 
higher and the liver is darker in colour, while the reverse is true when the 
liver weight is high. The Vitamin A value of the oil is affected both by 
the oil yield and by the size or age. It is possible tihat the mere fact of 
pre.gnancy may not increase the Vita111in A value except in so far as preg-
nancy reduces the amount of oil in the liver without c·orresponding reduction 
of the Vitamin A present. Pregnant fen1ales yield less oil than immature 
females of the same size group. 
(35) A discussion is given of the above V·itamin A, liver and liver oil 
relations. It is concluded that t1nder the present Canadian schedule of 
dogfish oil prices it is ttnlikely that the Atlantic dogfish can be actively 
fished for its liver oil alone. The present practice of expressing oil yield 
as a percentage o~ liver weight is at fat1lt since it increases the apparent 
yield of lean livers. It wo11ld be preferable to calculate oil yield as a per-
ce11tage of tl1e total weight of the fisl1. It is probable that in the mature 
fe111ale dogfish ii1 eastern North Ainerican waters as in other fish the yield 
of oil is low during the "'Ti11ter and spring spawning period since it is pre-
ceded by a great increase in egg volt1111e in the ovaries of mature females. 
( 36) A discussion is given of residt1al oil in dogfish livers and of 
111ethods of extraction of oils of high Vita111in potency, also of the reported 
t1ses of d·ogfish liver oil. 
( 37) It is concluded that the Atla11tic d1ogfish could be con1n1ercially 
tttilized, only if the liver \i\rere utilized for its oil and the body ground into 
111eal in fish meal plants which norn1ally tttilize other fishes as well as 
dogfish. The highly migratory nature of the' dogfish co11ld be utilized to 
concentrate the comn1ercial catch of dogfish in a relatively few headland 
localities . 
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